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Allied Voices

SDMI and You

Through months of NATO
bombardment, alliance broadcasters
sent asteady stream of information
to the people of Yugoslavia.
See Page

What do the new guidelines for
audio downloads mean for radio
and the way we use the Web?
See Page
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DIGITAL NEWS

Lucent Pushes for Common Testing
by Leeie Stimson

NEWS
• Ramko Research is for sale.
following the death of its founder.

See Page 7

• Bill Kennard wants to bring
back a tax certificate to spur
station ownership by minorities
and women.
See Page 8

ENGINEERING

• In June, 62 years of Canadian
radio history came to a close in a
small building at the end of adeadend road in Ontario.

SeePage21
V The SBE will offer certification
in broadcast networking technology.
See Pag
e
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GM JOURNAL

Lucent Digital Radio is pushing the
National Radio Systems Committee and
the proponents developing in-band, onchannel digital
audio broadcasting
to agree on com810 BR3RDCAS
mon testing. The
goal is to have all
three proponents
test their systems in the same lab and stations rather than separately, as they are
doing now.
LDR says common testing is the best way
to determine which of the three IBOC DAB
systems being developed is the best, or
which parts of each system would be compatible, to eventually develop one standard.
None of the NRSC participants is arguing against conducting common tests in
the future. However, several IBOC experts
say it is premature to change the course
that the NRSC and IBOC proponents have
set out for separate lab and field tests.
Such a change now, they believe, could
delay the development of IBOC DAB.
Deadline uncertain
In the last lev‘ months, LDR has
become more vocal in support of common testing. President and Chief
Executive Officer Suren Pai said LDR has
not yet decided if it will submit lab and
field test results to the NRSC by Dec. 15.

We will it we get resolution on this
common testing issue," Pai said.
There is some confusion over who
agreed to what in submitting test results. At
a meeting of the subcommittee at the
NAB99 convention, the NRSC said all
three IBOC proponents — LDR, USA

Digital Radio and Digital Radio Express —
had agreed to submit complete lab and field
test results to the committee by Dec. 15.
The committee wants complete submissions of AM and FM systems plus independent analysis of each of those systems by
See LUCENT, page 12

CRL Gets New Life
by Randy J. Stine

Brentlinger. He also will serve as president
and chief executive officer. Brentlinger
owns several Phoenix area radio stations
and has an extensive radio engineering
background.

TEMPE, Ariz. Circuit Research Labs
he. has resumed production of its audio
processing gear following the sale of
See CRL, page 10
the company in late June, avoiding a
shutdown of the
company.
The company's
600 shareholders
voted for dissolution of the company at their May
meeting. and the
company ceased
production that
month. It continued to provide
technical support
and sell inventory.
The new majority owner is Jay
Gary Clarkson ( left) and Jay Brentlinger

Y Stu Olds and the
Katz Radio Group
look past the infamous memo.
See Page 33

AM/FM

• Sales and stock prices kept
climbing as radio completed the
first half of 1999.
See Page 33

STUDIO SESSIONS
• Carl Lindemann evaluates the
new CardDeluxe from Digital
Audio Labs.
See Pag
e
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Calif. Owner
Fined $ 71,000
The FCC has fined Pacific Spanish
Network $20,000 for public file violations
for two California stations: KTTA(FM).
Esparto, and KLNA(FM), Dunnigan.
Pacific's principal, Jaime Bonilla Valdez,
was also fined $ 15,000 for not having the
proper materials in the public file for
KIEZ(AM), Carmel. In each case, the
FCC said, important documents were
missing from the public file from 1994 to
1998 and the files were not kept in aplace
that was easily accessible to the public.

Valdez also received three $ 11,000
fines for the unauthorized transfer of
control
of
three
stations —
KSBQ(AM), Santa Maria, KJDJ(AM)
San Luis Obispo, and KRQK-FM,
Lompoc — when licensee Padre Serra
Communications went through bankruptcy proceedings.
KURS(AM), San Diego, licensed to
Quetzal Bilingual Communications, was
fined $3,000 for not filing aconstruction
finance contract and ownership information when due.
Valdez had 30 days to tell the FCC
why the fines should either be reduced
or dismissed.

Plagiarism Kills
Radio Wire
WASHINGTON States News Service
has closed its radio and Internet news
operations. The news service made the
move after learning some contributors
were pirating material from the
Associated Press.
As a result of the discovery, SNS
President
and
Editor,
Leland
Schwartz, said the service lost its only
radio client, the ABC NewsWire, produced in the radio division of ABC
News. Schwartz said SNS could not

control the way its States News
Service stories outside Washington,
D.C.: were eiiell'éceed unless it
switched to afull-time staff.
The four- year- old service ceased
operating in late June. The move does
not affect SNS' core business, which
is reporting Washington news of
regional interest to newspapers across
the country.
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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VOA, RFE/RL Vital to Yugoslays
by Susan Ladilca
VIENNA, Austria Throughout nearly three months of aerial bombardment
by NATO forces, a steady stream of
information was transmitted to the people of Yugoslavia by several alliance
broadcaster services.
Following the start of NATO airstrikes
on March 24, most independent reporting
in Serbia and Montenegro was replaced
by broadcasts from the state- run
Radiotelevizija Srbije ( RIS). To present
the NATO position to the people of
Yugoslavia, Voice of America, Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty and the international services of other NATO member states
increased their broadcasts to the area.
Operating in unison, they broadcast to
Yugoslavia 24 hours aday.
"It was not my duty to open the minds
or open the eyes of the people ( of Serbia).
My job is to broadcast all sides," said
Nenad Pejic, director of the RFE/RL

•

South Slav service, which airs 13.5 hours
aday in Yugoslavia. "It is up to the listener to make adecision as to what is right."
In addition to its Serbian- language
broadcasts, RFE/RL airs one hour of programming aday in Albanian, targeting the
hundreds of thousands of ethnic Albanians
who fled the southern Yugoslav province
of Kosovo in fear of abrutal ethnic-cleans-

The demand

for unbiased

broadcasting soared during the conflict.

ing campaign conducted by Serb military,
paramilitary and police forces after the
beginning of the NATO airstrikes.
The demand for unbiased broadcasting soared during the conflict — particularly after the government took control of

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

SBE, NFL to
Coordinate
INDIANAPOLIS The Society of
Broadcast Engineers and the National
Football League have a frequency
coordination agreement for all regular
and post-season NFL games beginning
with the 1999 season. For every NFL
game, the SBE will provide a volunteer to serve as the on-site frequency
coordinator who will work with local
and visiting teams, the radio and TV
networks, equipment suppliers and
other spectrum users within the stadium area. Problems that cannot be
resolved by mutual consent will be
reported to the NFL for resolution.
For years, SBE coordinators have
coordinated frequencies for NFL season
and playoff games with various users,
but now the coordinator will be an official position at each game. The NFL is
providing resources for the frequency
coordinator, including acomputer software program to help select available
frequencies. The coordinators will still
be volunteers, but the NFL will reimburse their out-of-pocket expenses.
"The ever-growing media demands
of NFL games along with the enormity
of playoff games, especially the Super
Bowl, require amassive effort on the

the highly regarded independent
Belgrade station B92. RFE/RL and VOA
tried to bridge the information gap.
Maja Drucker, head of the VOA Serbianlanguage service, said the reporting from
RIS was one-sided, so VOA began airing
Serbian- language programming for two
hours 45 minutes each day, in addition to
three hours of Albanian-language programs.

part of these local volunteer coordinators to coordinate the hundreds of
requests for frequencies," said SBE
President Ed Miller. "Coordination is
essential, not only to keep the users of
these frequencies from interfering with
each other but also with those of local
broadcasters."

Demand for the U.S.-financed broadcasts was high, according to the broadcasters. Statistics from the RFE/RL Web
site showed nearly 1.5 million hits during March, up 38 percent from January.
NATO airstrikes
The bulk ot the increase came at the
end of March, after NATO airstrikes
began. On average, demand increased 10
to 12 percent each month.
Use of the RFE/RL RealAudio South
Slavic broadcasts soared 262 percent, rising to nearly 18,000 listeners. The service, launched in late 1993, is staffed by
journalists from Serbia, Croatia and
Bosnia and Hercegovina, with programming in all three languages, along with a

Broadcasting
Manual Revised
WASHINGTON
The FCC has
released the revised edition of "The
Public and Broadcasting." (The last
edition was published in 1974.) Under
the FCC's rules, acopy of this manual
must be kept in the public inspection
file of each applicant, permittee or
licensee of astation, whether commercial or noncommercial. The commission also requires that free copies of the
manual be given to any member of the
public who requests it.
"Free" means that stations cannot
charge the public for photocopying the
manual, nor can they charge for mailing
it if the station maintains its public
inspection file outside of its community
of license. Stations that keep their public inspection files within their communities of license do not have to mail
copies to those requesting them. If they
do so, they may charge for postage.

one-hour Albanian- language show.
At the height of the conflict, Pejic
said each day he got awide variety of emails — both pro- and anti- Serb, and
pro- and anti-NATO.
Freelance coverage
"If Igot only one type of remark —
only pro-Serb or only anti-Serb — then I
would consider that Iam doing something wrong," he said.
Because it was extremely difficult for
Western journalists to get visas for
Yugoslavia, and reporting from Kosovo
during the conflict was nearly impossible, Pejic, who is based in Prague, Czech
Republic, relied on agroup of 10 to 15
freelancers spread across Serbia.
"No other domestic or foreign broadcaster had been connected so well with
events in Serbia," Pejic said.
And RFE/RL reported on subjects the
local media would not, he said. For
example, antiwar protests in several cities
in Serbia were ignored by the local
media, but RFE/RL covered them. In fact.
Serb police arrested one RFE/RL freelance reporter because of his coverage.
Like other media outlets, the service
had no correspondents in Pristina. but it did
manage to receive information from people
who remained in the Kosovar capital.
Although no Serbian stations carried
RFE/RL after the airstrikes started, six
affiliates in Montenegro continued to
carry news services from RFE/RL and
other foreign broadcasters.
In response to the crackdown,
RFE/RL and VOA set up a network of
See YUGOSLAVIA, page 8
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RW Writer Heads Up OCB0
The new director of the FCC's Office of
Communications Business Opportunities
is Francisco Montero, a partner in the
Washington. D.C.. law firm of Fisher
Wayland Cooper Leader and Zaragoza. He
was appointed by Chairman Bill Kennard.
Frank Montero may be better known to
you as a regular contributor to RW,
where he has written over the years about
radio, business and regulation. I'm
pleased at this further evidence that the
people who write in RW are among the
most respected in our industry, whether
they are engineers, attorneys, owners or
production people.
OCBO is charged with promoting and
assisting small business development in
the telecommunications industry.
Montero's position is apolitical appoint-

ment that will have him working at the
FCC until the end of the current administration. after which we hope to find
him back in his familiar perch and writing for RW.
Hispanic ties
In making the announcement, the
FCC noted that Montero has worked
extensively with major Hispanic and
Spanish language broadcasting groups
in the United States, including Puerto
Rico, and in Latin America. He helped
form the American Hispanic Owned
Radio Association, and he has represented the Hispanic Radio Association
and the Puerto Rico Broadcasters
Association.
In addition to his work as a writer, he

Congratulations to Broadcast
procedures for improvements and effiElectronics, which celebrated 40 years
ciency. The facility also is ISO-9000
in business this summer with a special
certified.
open house at its headquarters in
BE, which makes transmitters, digital
Quincy, Ill.
audio management systems and other
BE was founded in Silver Spring, Md.,
radio products, is active in its commuin 1959, and moved to Quincy in 1977.
nity. It presented $ 30,000 to Quincy
At the event at its 60,000- squareUniversity's GOAL 2000 Campaign on
foot facility, President John Pedlow
the day of the open house.
provided abrief history of the compaHere's to 40 more years, guys.
ny, and saluted the 250 people who
work for BE. Bob Carroll, the
president of BEI Holding Corp.,
and Larry Cervon, the first president of BE in Quincy, were
among the guests.
"The business is atribute to the
people we have," Pedlow said.
BE was honored with plaques
from Radio World, presented by
Sandy Harvey, and from the mayor of Quincy, who honored the
company with a proclamation of
BE Day.
On the plant tour, company officials told visitors about the philosophy of "Kaziens," aJapanese term
Sandy Harvey, representing
meaning " continuous improveRadio World, presents John Pedlow with
ment." This is part of the compaa Cool Stuff Award for
ny's management style: to brainthe BE FM- 10S transmitter.
storm,
to
implement
new

has assisted the Department of
Commerce compile its annual analysis of
Hispanic broadcasters, and he is arecipient of the Puerto Rico Broadcasters
award for "Service to the Puerto Rican
Radio Industry."
He told me he plans to initiate programs to make entrepreneurs and small
businesses aware of opportunities in the
communications industry, and to help
them learn to participate in FCC proceedings such as spectrum auctions or
put them in contact with financing
sources or other assistance.
"Chairman Kennard has a particular
interest in ensuring that everyone can
participate in new technologies, and has
asked me to find ways to help new
entrants into the Internet and the hightech sectors," he said.
"We are also the FCC's primary contact
with
the
Telecommunications
Development Fund, which is afund that
was established by the Telecomm Act of
1996 to make investments in new small
and minority owned telecommunications
ventures."
Given the consolidation of large groups
and the perception that the era of "momand-pop" stations has passed, is it really
feasible for a business person today to
succeed in radio, starting from cold?
"I agree that getting into the radio business from scratch is more difficult that it
has ever been." he told me. "The start-up
costs, especially when you look at station
prices today. can be prohibitively high in
many markets.
"Still, there are those that are jumping
in and making arun at it. Ibelieve that in
radio today, there are still opportunities
to find an underserved niche market and
go for it. And while that philosophy isn't
new, it is far more critical today."
With the growth of other media, such as
direct satellite delivery systems and
Internet Webcasting, Frank Montero feels
programmers have more options. At the
same time, those media present radio
with its biggest competitive challenge,
especially in mobile, wireless form.
Most amazing to Montero is the growth

August 4, 1999

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
of Spanish language media over the past
10 years.
"What started in radio as. largely. astandalone AM ' mom-and-pop' industry, has
turned into abig business. Spanish radio is
now entrenched in the FM band, and it's
very competitive in ihe market place."
Big business
Cities like New York, Miami and Los
Angeles have Spanish FM stations that
top the ratings and revenue lists.
"This has led to arapid growth in the
support industries for those stations,
including specialized Spanish rep firms,
ad agencies, consultants, brokers, you
name it. Both Spanish television networks are publicly traded corporations,
and currently one of the Spanish radio
groups. Hispanic Broadcasting ( formerly
Heftel) is public.
"Recently, we've seen Internet companies targeted at the Hispanic community
go public, and Ithink we can see more
IPOs in the near future."
The Small Business Administration
reports that Hispanics own more businesses in this country than any other ethnic
minority, he said, and the U.S. Census predicts that, in the next decade. Hispanics
may become the largest minority.
"That's abig market. And with broader
delivery vehicles such as the radio networks, Internet Webcasting, or satellite
radio, you can include all of Latin
America in your demographic."
You can reach Frank Montero via e-mail
to finonteroefcc. gov

'Ifs almost like standing
in front of the transmitter!"
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Lucent's Multi-Streaming IBOC DAB
by David Mansour and
Deepen Sinha
Lucent Digital Radio is using its patented
multi-streaming technology in its in-band.
onchannel digital radio systems to improve
system performance significantly. The specific IBOC benefits compared to other, conventionally designed systems include:
•Improved signal robustness to firstand second-adjacent channel interference
•Significantly extended range of digital signals
•Graceful digital degradation at the
edge of coverage
•Fast digital station acquisition time
Multi-streaming, which is incorporated in

The improved signal robustness,
thanks to superior interference tolerance
and higher error protection. leads to asignificantly extended range of digital signals. compared to previously available
digital designs.
A related benefit arising from multistreaming is that it emulates the graceful
degradation characteristic of analog signals. Earlier digital systems have typically
accompanied the annoying "cliff effects or "digital drop-outs„ - significantly diminishing the listening experience. Graceful
degradation of audio quality allows for
high-quality digital audio at the edge of
analog coverage.
In addition, station acquisition time is
minimized because the receiver can initiate the capturing process with only one

tion diversity."
As aspecific example of information
diversity, audio coding operating at 128
kpbs can be broken into four 32 kbps
streams. The streams can be reassemSINGLE STREAM

Limited

To noise- limited analog contour
(today's listenable area)

Audio quality at
edge of coverage

Analog

Gracefully degraded

Digital station
acquisition time

Relies on analog
for tuning

Fast digital acquisition

Coverage under
1st and 2nd adj.

Problems under fast
fading conditions

Improved coverage (> 10 dB
margin improvement)

Performance
under slow
fading

Simulation results
indicate coverage
problem with slow
fading

Significantly improved
performance for slow
fading

of the streams, whereas in other systems
the receiver has to wait until the entire
single stream is delivered.
How multi-streaming works
Multi- streaming breaks audio information into multiple packets ( streams),
each of which can stand alone and provide quality audio. Adding up streams
will increase the audio quality. When
all streams are added. CD- quality
audio is recovered. LDR calls the concept of splitting an information source
into complementary streams " informa -

— Leslie Stimson

David Mansour is the vice president of
research and development and Deepen
Sinha is the principal engineer for
Digital Radio.

;• Everything from Mics to
Transmitters
1 • Exclusive non-factory source
for PR&E products
• "One On One" personalized
sales & service
•Fast
x- shipping on all
orders
•39 years of equipping radio
facilities nationwide

BE Sells Programming
Arm to Jones Networks
operating under its current management team in Seattle.
Hilliard said that while Broadcast
Programming's TotalRadio music format service works with all brands of
digital programming systems. BP will
continue to have apartnership with its
former parent.
Pedlow said the partnership is acontinuation of asales relationship between
the two companies for BE's Audio Vault
digital programming system, which is
used in many BP client stations.
Since coming on board as BE chief
executive officer earlier this year,
Pedlow has said BE is looking to make
acquisitions. Pedlow said recently that
BE is developing new RF and digital
audio storage products and continues
to look for acquisitions that would
lend themselves to those projects.

channel conditions dictate. Thus, the
audio quality to the user is not uniformly compromised due to bad channel
conditions. The table above compares
single- stream to multi- stream across
different criteria.
u..

Expect The Best...

BUSINESS DIGEST

Broadcast Electronics will sell
Broadcast Programming to Jones
International Networks Ltd., the
parent company of Jones Radio
Network.
Terms were not disclosed. The deal
is expected to close by the middle of
this month.
BE Chief Executive Officer John
Pedlow said the move will allow the
manufacturer to concentrate on its core
business in technology-based products
and services.
"We were in the position of having
to go out and build our business with
things that fit with them ( BP). We
decided it made more sense to find a
better partner for them."
He said the Jones deal "is agreat fit
for BP" and predicted the programmer
would prosper in that relationship.
Broadcast Programming President
Edie Hilliard said BP will continue

LDR SYSTEM WITH
MULTI- STREAM

Coverage of
digital signal

bled at the decoder in any combination
to provide increasingly better- quality
audio. When all four streams are combined, the original audio is recovered.
By breaking audio information into
separate streams, the information can be
spread across both time and frequency.
LDR's implementation of multi- streaming takes advantage of time and frequency diversity available in the IBOC
channel. As illustrated in the FM- band

the latest generation of Lucent's Perceptual
Audio Coder (PAC) and channel coding
design, offers robustness to degraded channel conditions, including interference and
fading. This technique enables high-quality
digital reception of audio, even when part of
the signal is severely interfered with, by
recombining the remaining streams. Under
fading channel conditions, part of the spectrum is impaired at aparticular time. With
multi- streaming, the system continues to
operate smoothly by constantly switching to
the highest-quality combination of streams
available.

example ( at left), the LDR algorithm
generates four streams of 32 kbps each.
These four streams are distributed not
only across the different frequencies in
the FM band, but also across time, as
illustrated by the streams designated A
through D in the figure.
At the receiver end of the audio
delivery chain, the decoder incrementally recombines the building blocks as
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Crown to Build NWS Transmitter
Supplier to Help Fill Out Weather Radio Network;
NWS Looks for More Partners in Project
by Lynn Meadows
SILVER SPRING, Md. Broadcasters
outside the \ ervice range of a National
Weather Service radio station can take
heart. The NWS recently certified amanufacturer to build its new transmitters and
is looking for and working with partners
to help fill out its weather radio network.
In addition to funding for new transmitters. the NWS needs places to house
those transmitters and tower space for its
antennas — facilities that some broadcasters may be able to provide.
In many states, stations monitor the
nearby NOAA Weather Radio station for
Emergency Alert System purposes. With
atransmitter vendor approved and assistance from private groups and companies, the network is likely to fill out
rapidly — something that can only make
EAS more efficient, experts said.
The National Weather Service has its
critics in the broadcasting industry with
the introduction of a synthesized voice
last year on the weather stations.
Broadcasters have complained the voice
is hard to understand. Other broadcasters have complained about the " spotty
and rather ratty network of NWS transmitters."
When Vice President Al Gore toured
the ruins of a tornado in Alabama in
1994. he said he would like to see
weather radios become as common as
smoke detectors. He also said he wanted the NWS to set agoal of reaching at
least 95 percent of the population in the
United States with weather radio service.
Today, the NWS has more than 500
transmitters. Ken Putkovich, national
manager for NOAA Weather Radio, said
the weather radio network reaches an
estimated 80 to 85 percent of the U.S.
population.

On Target.
Performance,
value, and
reliability
through
innovative
technology.

"It varies from state to state." said
Putkovich of the percentage. "We hope to
cover 95 percent of the population in
each state."
The challenge. said Larry Krudwig,

* * *

regional field systems manager for the
NWS Central Region, is reaching all the
rural areas. In South Dakota, he said,
there are five NWS radio stations on the
air that probably reach 80 to 85 percent
of the population. He said it would take
up to seven more stations to reach the
remaining 10 to 15 percent of the population to achieve the 95-percent goal.
Why the delay?
Expansion of the weather radio network was stalled for nearly two years
while the NWS searched for anew transmitter manufacturer.
The last large-scale purchase of transmitters by NWS was in 1976, the most
recent significant expansion of weather
radio stations by the NWS, Krudwig said.
Since then, whenever a transmitter
failed and could not be fixed, or a new
station was required, technicians fixed or
added transmitters using spares from that

purchase. By 1997. the NWS had only
two " spares" remaining and they were
used for training, said Krudwig.
Although states and private groups
wanted to purchase transmitters for the
NWS, the NWS had no legal standard or
approved supplier for donated transmitters. No existing transmitter did what the
NWS really needed, said Krudwig.
"In November, 1997, the agency
developed its requirements for a new
transmitter and no new transmitters were
added to the system for almost two
years," he said.
The NWS wanted a transmitter that
could be diagnosed from a remote location. When there were around 300 weather service field offices across the country,
the NWS could monitor at least 90 percent of its weather radio stations right off
the air.
Those 300 weather service offices
now number around 120. Those remaining can only monitor about 30 percent of
the total number of weather radio stations
in the network right off the air, said
Krudwig.
The monitoring device on the new
transmitters, said Krudwig, looks at 20
different parameters so technicians know
before they go to the site if aproblem is
in the transmitter, the generator or the
primary communication link.
The NWS also wanted a smart backup system. If the primary transmitter
fails, the system automatically switches
to the back-up transmitter. If the back-up
is not as good as the original transmitter,
the unit will keep the best transmitter on
t
he air.
Only two bidders responded when the
proposal was issued in spring 1998. The
NWS selected atransmitter developed by
Crown Broadcast International. Testing
began in early 1999 of the three configurations: 100 W, 300 W and 1,000 W
transmitters. The lower- powered transmitters were expected to be ready by the
end of July and the IkW units were
anticipated by the end of August.
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Several private initiatives were put on
hold during the two-year bidding process.
The state of Iowa, for instance,
received relief funds from the Federal

Weather Radio

Emergency Management Agency after a
flood. To reduce the amount of damage
from future weather disasters, Iowa
emergency managers decided to fill out
the NWS radio network in the state.
Though approved for two years, the
Iowa project had to wait for the NWS to
select avendor.
Ellen Gordon, administrator for Iowa
Emergency Management. said the goal is
to complete NOAA weather radio coverage for the entire state by the end of the
year. Iowa has 22 transmitters on order
from Crown.
"We're very excited about getting the
project done," said Gordon.
FEMA funds
To match the FEMA funds, Iowa
asked its electrical co-ops if they would
partner in the project. The co-ops offered
tower space for the antennas. The Iowa
Department of Public Safety also offered
to put some antennas on their towers.
Gordon said one broadcaster wanted to
lease space on his tower, but the state
could not afford to pay. She said it would
be " wonderful" if a broadcaster offered
tower space, but said she realizes broadcasters can get " fairly good monthly
lease payments for tower space."
Krudwig said the state of Wisconsin
appropriated money to add seven weather
radio stations on its educational television and radio towers. Wisconsin funded
seven stations in 1976 and has been
maintaining those under a cooperative
agreement with the NWS.
Krudwig said in El Dorado, Kan., an
oil company is working with its local
NWS office and county government to
have astation installed on its tower near
Beaumont. Kan.
Power co-ops
The electric cooperatives are playing a
large role in filling out the NWS weather
radio network in Missouri, too.
Robert Stagner, general manager of
M&A Electric Power Cooperative in
southeastern Missouri, said the co-op is
buying and installing three new 1kW
transmitters. This project also was held
up by the bidding process.
"We've been waiting to have transmitters available to buy and install," said
Stagner.
In order for the NWS to guarantee it
will take over the maintenance of the
transmitter equipment, the transmitters
must be certified by the NWS. In addition to buying them. M&A will provide
the power and building space for the new
transmitters and the towers to house the
antennas.
Once the transmitters are installed,
they will provide NWS service to all of
M&A's customers.
"This is an ideal way for us to provide
See TRANSMITTER, page 10
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Ramko Founder Dies; Buyer Sought
by Kathy Merritt
SHINGLE SPRINGS, Calif. When
Neil Armstrong said his famous words
from the surface of the moon, the world
could hear because of audio equipment
from Ramko Research.
The Voice of America used Ramko;
so did the White House. But now the
California-based company known for its
innovations in audio products has shut
its doors.
Ramko Research founder Ramon
"Ray" Kohfeld died of aheart attack on
April 30. He was 60 years old.
Kohfeld's widow Anita, vice president
of Ramko, is looking for abuyer. She said
the company had scaled back in recent
years as her husband anticipated retirement. Ramko moved to asmaller building
and was contracting out some jobs. At its
close, Ramko had about 10 employees,
though it once employed nearly 100.

According to a product list, Ramko
made audio consoles, switchers, compressors/limiters, miniature audio and
video modules, mixers and distribution
amplifiers and ambient sound controllers.
Anita Kohfeld said Ray liked to do all
the work in-house from metal fabrication
to silk screening. She said Ray believed
Ramko could do the job better and faster
than sub-contractors. He also stressed
customer service offering two-year warranties on many products. He once wrote
to acustomer that his company worked
to find " new inexpensive methods to
solve expensive problems."
Even as Ramko grew and weathered
economic ups and downs, Anita Kohfeld

said her husband never lost his excitement about the company and designing
new products.
She said Ray also had a wonderful
sense of humor. He once made ahat out
of aphotographic lamp, screwed alight
bulb out the top and hooked it to abattery. He would go to meetings with it
on his head, turn it on and say "Ihave
an idea."
Ray Kohfeld was still working on his
ideas at the time of his death. He was
preparing to attend atrade show to display anew console when he was stricken
with chest pains.
Anita Kohfeld said she's talked with
several potential buyers for Ramko

Ramon Ray' Kohfeld
Research, but had not found apurchaser
as of early July.
mu
Kathy Merritt is news director of
WAMU(FM), Washingion, D.C.

Even as Ramko
weathered economic
ups and downs,
Kohfeld never lost
his excitement about
the company.

Anita Kohfeld said it will be up to the
company's new owner whether to keep the
Ramko name and how to provide service
and parts to Ramko customers around the
world. Past clients have included the
major TV networks, the U.S. Navy and
U.S. embassies in other countries. She
said the company has shipped out parts in
recent weeks but is making no repairs.
In aeulogy for his brother, Dr. Bruce
Kohfeld described the early days of Ramko
Research. He said Ray "began on ashoestring with his garage as production and his
kitchen table as accounting and sales."
From that modest start, Ramko
Research went on to develop the first solid-state VU meter for professional use,
the first solid-state switching broadcast
console, the first electrooptical tape
recorder and cassette head alignment
device and many other products, according to company promotional material.
Behind all the innovations was the
man who founded the company.
"Ray was brilliant," said Anita Kohfeld.
"Ideas always came to him and then he'd
have to see what he could do with them."
Ray Kohfeld's interest in electronics
started early. According to his wife, Kohfeld
began tinkering with crystal sets and radios
at age 9or 10. After astint in the Air Force,
he signed on with Sparta Electronics in
Sacramento as an electronics engineer.
Kohfeld moved up through management,
gaining experience that would prove helpful
when he formed his own company.
Kohfeld took that step in 1971. The first
product Ramko Research produced was a
collimeter, that promised precise head
alignment in cart machines, according to
company literature. From there, Ramko
evolved to afull audio electronics design
and manufacturing company.
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Kennard Seeks Tax Certificate
NEW YORK FCC Chairman Bill
Kennard has long supported bringing
back atax certificate program to spur station ownership by minorities and women.
NoIn he has spelled out how that should
happen. In June, Kennard outlined the elements of a new tax certificate program
and urged Congress and industry to support it. Excerpts from that speech follow:
The communications industry is reshaping our society and culture. Through
phone lines, cable wires, and the airwaves, Americans can now access information wherever and whenever they

FCC Chairman Bill Kennard
want. Everything from parenting to educating, from commuting to comparison
shopping has been touched by the communications revolution.
And it's fueling our prosperity. As
much as one-fourth of our economic
growth — growth which has produced
the longest peacetime expansion of the
economy in history — conies from the
information technology sector.
A recent study estimated that last year
the Internet economy generated $300 billion in revenue and was responsible for
1.2 million American jobs. Impressive.
But that number is constantly changing
because the technology and the industry
are constantly changing — churning with
the energy of entrepreneurs and the innovations of engineers.
Iknow that there is more opportunity
than ever before. for Imeet with the CEOs
of these companies every day, and go to a
different trade convention almost monthly.
Lack of diversity
But what Inotice in these meetings
and at these shows is that the communications industry ... does not reflect the
rich diversity of our nation today. And it
certainly doesn't reflect what our nation
will look like in the coming century.
Ihave a picture of my father in my
office. And sometimes Ilook at that photo and think about the opportunities that
he had — and didn't have — as ablack
man in America.
He was a professional. and he was
able to create a successful architecture
practice. But he did so in spite of the
opportunities that he didn't have.
Ithink about how society changed
from his generation to mine.
Our nation has made tremendous
progress, progress that we have all seen
just in our lifetimes. But the challenge
for this generation is to open this door of

opportunity even wider.
How do we create the conditions for
positive change in the communications
industry?
In the 1970s, members of Congress,
the Carter Administration, and activists
wanted to open up opportunities for
minorities in broadcasting. Their plan
was to set aside broadcast licenses for
these groups.
The NAB said don't do that. We'd
rather have a tax certificate plan. And
after working together, that's what we
got in 1978.
Defer capital-gains tax
Under this program, if an owner of a
broadcast property — like aradio or TV
station — sold it to a minority, they
would not have to pay capital-gains tax.
Since 1978, the FCC issued 359 certificates to companies who sold to minorities
— most of which concerned the sale of
radio stations. Although asmall number,
the impact of this program on opening up
this industry has been great.
Before 1978, minorities owned
approximately .05 percent ( or 40) of the
approximately 8,500 broadcast licenses.
As of September of 1994, that number
increased eight- fold to 2.9 percent of
11,128 licenses.
But this program wasn't perfect. It could
have been improved. But before we could
do anything, the program ran into partisan
politics, and it was killed by Congress.
But that doesn't mean ... that we must
stop our efforts to open the doors to
opportunity.
Already, the debate is underway on
how to create this opportunity.
Some are focusing on partnerships
between big broadcast companies and
small minority businesses. Some are
establishing
investment
funds.
Whatever their approach, they are
focusing on what works, and that means
focusing on money — on how to develop capital.
Why bring certificates back
We know that the tax certificate program
worked. That's why we can and should initiate anew tax certificate program.
A new tax certificate program should
level the playing field by allowing small
businesses of all types to have the same tax
advantages that large corporations have.
Just as the communications industry is
becoming increasingly dominated by
large corporations. tax certificates would
rejuvenate the role of small companies
and entrepreneurs. And it would do so
not just in radio, TV, and cable, but in all
telecommunications businesses, including wireline. wireless, and satellite.
And within this incentive should be
an added boost — an additional incentive
to give minorities and women an affirmative opportunity to gain a foothold in
the communications business.
Now, there are those who would yell
and scream that this program is unfair;
that this is just a back-door quota program or a scheme of government handouts. And there are others who would
argue that opponents of this program are
supporting discrimination.
This is afalse choice. We don't need
wedge issues or identity politics that
divide our nation. We need solutions
that recognize that that we tried some

approaches in the past that did not
work and some that even subverted
other principles that we as a nation
hold dear. But we need ... to find ways
that promote equality of opportunity
for all Americans.
A new tax incentive program should
follow this course. First, it should not be
a quota or a government mandate. It
should give new entrepreneurs a ticket
into the marketplace, but once there
allows market forces to choose the winners and losers.
To this end, it should impose limits on
how many times you can benefit from a
certificate. This must be ahand up, not a
hand- holding. The responsibility lies
with the new license-holder to make the
best of it.
Also, we need strict standards on
firms eligible to purchase licenses so that
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large corporations or unscrupulous dealmakers operating as fronts are not the
ones to benefit from this program.
And we need safeguards to make sure
that we don't attract those to this business interested in the indiscriminate flipping of properties.
Diverse century
Perhaps as early as 2005, and certainly within the next ten years,
Hispanics will become the nation's
largest minority group.
By 2050, Hispanics will constitute
almost one-quarter of the U.S. population, while Asians will total more than 8
percent. At the same time, the percentage
of Americans classified as non- Hispanic
whites will fall to under 53 percent.
Anyway you cut it, the next century
will be adiverse century.
We remain the world's greatest — and
successful — experiment in democracy.
Now, the experiment is becoming whether
the world's strongest and most powerful
democracy can also be its most diverse.

VOA, RFE/RL On Air
During Kosovo Crisis
YUGOSLAVIA, continued from page 3

FM transmitters in surrounding
countries to broadcast into Serbia. In
addition, the programming could be
heard on AM and shortwave, as well
as via the Internet.
Sources scarce
Following the start of the air
attacks, both RFE/RL and VOA
devoted the vast majority of their
coverage in the region to the Kosovo
crisis. But VOA spokesman Joe
O'Connell said the conflict was difficult to cover from outside.
Prior to the airstrikes, VOA had a

network of correspondents in
Yugoslavia. The service was particularly popular in Kosovo, where the
Yugoslav federal government had
closed the local Albanian- language
radio stations, said Elez Diberaj,
head of the VOA Albanian- language
service.
Drucker said that during the
airstrikes, the VOA Serbian- language service had trouble finding
accurate reports. because local journalists stopped reporting, either
fearing retribution from the
Yugoslav government or in protest
of the bombing.

Radio Antena M Survives Conflict
PODGORICA, Montenegro Despite pressure from the Yugoslav army,
radio stations in the republic of Montenegro managed to maintain their independence during the recent conflict in the region.
"We decided not to allow them to do what they did to our colleagues in
Belgrade. As long as we are on the air, we are going to be the editors of our
program," said Zoran Ljumovic, director of Radio Antena M, the oldest independent radio network in Montenegro.
After NATO airstrikes began on Yugoslavia — comprised of the republics of
Serbia and Montenegro — in late March, the station received several "invitations"
for an "informative conversation" with the Yugoslav military, Ljumovic said.
Radio Antena M refused to meet with the military and continued to air foreign Serbian- language programming from Radio Free Europe, Voice of
America, the British Broadcasting Corp. and Radio France Internationale.
Moreover, the station adhered to its anti-war policy, supporting multiethnic
coexistence and reconciliation in the Balkans.
The station was founded with the goal of promoting an open civil society. It
also aims to strengthen the European identity of Montenegro in terms of politics, economics and culture.
The airstrikes were only the latest conflict Radio Antena M had with the
Yugoslav federal government. At one point, station founder Miodrag Perovic was
forced to flee the country after the Yugoslav military issued awarrant for his arrest
for acritical editorial he wrote in Monitor, an independent Yugoslav newspaper.
"Having afree media in Montenegro is critical for the survival of the proWestern administration of the democratically elected president, Milo Djukanovic,
who is trying to keep Montenegro as uninvolved as possible in the conflict
between NATO and ( Yugoslav Federal President Slobodan) Milosevic," said
Ljumovic during the conflict.
Radio Antena M was launched in June 1994 and reaches about two-thirds
of the population of Montenegro.
— Susan Ladika
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CRL Finds aBuyer
CRL, continued from page

CRL co-founder and former majority
owner Gary Clarkson will remain with
the company under terms of athree-year
employment contract. Clarkson will
direct the company's Advanced Products
Engineering department. He retains his
role as chairman of the board.
Dennis Drew, vice president of operations, remains as well.
Brentlinger, 44, said he expects CRL to
recover quickly from the months of
uncertainty over the company's future.
Clarkson announced the company was
for sale in January.
"We have resumed production and will
have a new management team in place
soon," he said. "We will re-focus our
marketing and advertising efforts to
ensure that our current customers and
new customers know we are back on solid financial footing."
Executive changes
Brentlinger said the company will hire a
new marketing director. That person will
be responsible for reviewing the company's worldwide dealer network, which
Brentlinger feels needs strengthening.
According to CRL's filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
the company lost anet $ 170,524 in the
first quarter of 1999. It has lost money
five out of the past seven years.
Clarkson said the decision to sell or
close CRL came after the death of co-

founder Ron Jones in January of 1998. A
sharp drop in sales to Pacific Rim countries during the past two years worsened
its financial condition.
Brentlinger said he began negotiating
with Clarkson in April.
"I had always used CRL products and
had anatural interest in the company, living in the Phoenix area. When / heard

We know
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call for restructuring of the product
lines with some CRL products getting
face-lifts.
"We know we have to update to be
competitive. We will concentrate on better product development, in particular,
software. We have to continue to develop
our digital systems. Iwant to make sure
we focus on new technologies."
CRL's DP- 100 digital FM processor
has been avery good seller, said company executives. A software upgrade that
adds remote-control capability to the DP-

we have to update to be

competitive. We will concentrate on better
product development, in particular software.
—Jay Brentlinger
about a possible sale, Ibecame very
excited about the challenge of bringing it
back," Brentlinger said.
Serious negotiations began after the
shareholders voted for the dissolution of
the company in May.
Brentlinger has been aradio engineer
for 26 years.
"I bought my first CRL processor in
1980 for a radio station Iwas working
for. This company has agreat history of
being asolid broadcast equipment manufacturer," he said.
Brentlinger said immediate plans

100 is available free through CRL's Web
site at www.crlsystems.com
The 46-year-old Clarkson's role will be
developing that new technology.
"I'm happy with my role. Research and
development is always what Idid best,"
he said. "I'll visit customers and be at the
trade shows as well."
Clarkson and Jones founded CRL in

1974. The company currently has nine
employees, but Brentlinger plans to add
production staff.
Brentlinger owns KBZG(FM) and is in
the process of purchasing KESP(FM).
Both are licensed to Payson, Ariz., an
hour's drive north of Phoenix. He also
owns KBZR(FM) in Arizona City.
Brentlinger said he would spend most of
his time at CRL.
After the expected closing of the sale
in September, Brentlinger will control
51.6 percent of the company's stock.
He will have paid $ 941,876 for
308,812 shares.
Within ayear of the closing, expected
by Sept. 30, Brentlinger will buy an additional 171,250 shares of CRL common
stock at $ 2.50 per share for a total of
$428,125. He has a five-year option to
buy an additional 500,000 shares of common stock at $2.50 per share for atotal of
$1.25 million.
CRL is traded on the NASDAQ stock
exchange under the symbol CRLI.
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Network Build- Out
TRANSMITTER, continued from page 6

service of great benefit to our consumer owners," said Stagner.
The first step for anyone interested
in getting a transmitter in their area,
said Stagner, is to make sure the NWS
agrees there is aneed.
Interested?
The cost to install aNWS transmitter varies by the power of the transmitter, hardware required and tower, said
Krudwig. The 1kW dual transmitter in

site at no cost for at least five years.
The plan does allow for some minor
site costs to be paid by the NWS. In
some states, he said, agencies are
required to recover their out-of-pocket
administrative overhead.
Asked who is helping to fund the
new transmitters. Krudwig said, "Just
anybody who is interested in public
safety and has money in their pocket."
The NWS receives money from
Congress to maintain expansion stations, but generally not to add new

NWS needs transmitter

sites and

tower space for its antennas — facilities that
some broadcasters may be able to provide.
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a side- by- side cabinet, he said, is
$45.500 while a single- cabinet dual
transmitter model costs $43,500. The
300 W transmitter costs about $25,500.
The antenna is an additional cost.
For the 1kW transmitter, Krudwig
estimates the antenna cost between
$3,000 and $4,000. If no shelter is
available to house the transmitter,
Krudwig said, that can add $8,000 to
$10,000 to the cost.
Once astation is in, NWS will cover
recurring costs for maintenance and
telecommunications, said Krudwig. He
said under the cooperative plan, the
cooperator is required to provide the

In its 1999 budget, however,
Congress did appropriate $ 1.6 million
for new NWS transmitters in South
Dakota, Illinois, Georgia and Kentucky.
In the Central Region alone,
Krudwig said, there are "80 solid proposals on the table" where outside
companies, local/state governments
and individuals and groups have identified the site and the funding to buy
and install transmitters. He said many
more groups are getting all the pieces
together to buy transmitters.
Meanwhile, the first few months of
production for the new Crown transmitters are already paid for, he said.
ones.
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Common IBOC Tests Debated
said NRSC Chairman Charles Morgan.
Pai later stated in letter to the NRSC that
"comparative testing under identical conditions is necessary for afair selection."
In arecent letter to RW, Pai stated,
"Lucent's view of such standardized testing
is not shared by other proponents, creating
the potential for them to submit partial

LUCENT, continued from page 1

third parties. Representatives of each proponent that submits data are to meet with
members of the subcommittee before
December to review what will be submitted.
Common testing is likely to be discussed at the Aug. 31 DAB subcommittee meetingof the NRSC.
Submitting data
Participation in the NRSC process is voluntary. The data each proponent would submit would become public soon after its submitted. Given the sensitive nature of
revealing technical information, and the
competitive attitude between the proponents,
experts believe that if one company does not
submit data, there is agood chance that none
will, making the NRSC process moot.
How this would affect afuture FCC rule
making on IBOC is unclear, as the commission has yet to say what it expects of
the NRSC on this issue. The FCC is an
observer of the committee process. A
source close to the commission said the
FCC would like to have a consensus
emerge from the NRSC process.
Common testing is not a new idea.
When the DAB subcommittee was
revived more than a year ago, common
testing was discussed, but discarded by
all three proponents, several sources said.
When the NRSC asked proponents if
there should be direct comparisons,
"USADR and Lucent did not want specific time frames for direct comparisons,"

PROFILE:

Some participants
IBOC process.
results." He said later, "If you do not standardize testing, it creates the potential for a
proponent to submit only the best results" or
results from atest that was conducted five
times, for example, without telling the
NRSC it was conducted that many times.
Pai said Lucent's position on common
testing has not changed, but that the
company is now pushing the concept
harder, because of the FCC's intention to
release a rule making on IBOC by the
end of the summer.
He said the FCC's involvement gives
"a higher sense of urgency" to speeding
up IBOC development.
Several sources said they saw Lucent's
push for common testing as adelay tactic to
give it more time to complete field testing.
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One committee member said, " If
somebody tries to derail the Dec. 15
deadline, that tells me something about
the company."
Pai said the push for common testing is
not a delay tactic and that Lucent
believes common testing will expedite
the IBOC development process.
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Pai said LDR's field tests are underway.
It is testing its FM single-stream system
now and will begin testing its multistream system later this summer, with
AM testing to follow. Multi-streaming,
said Lucent, enables high-quality digital
reception of audio even when part of the
signal is severely interfered with, by
recombining the remaining streams.
"The issue is not whether or not we can
meet the deadline. It's ensuring we are testing to the right criteria and using aprocess
that will yield meaningful results," Pai said.
Significant improvement?

The NRSC plans to take the test results
and compare each system to analog "to
know if it's worth it to go further with this
process," said one committee member. He
said, "We don't have to make it ashoot out
at this stage" to get the information it needs.
The NRSC's evaluation committee
intends to write up three reports comparing
each system to analog. Several sources
said common testing may occur after that,
if the committee members agree.
In response to Lucent's letter, NRSC's
Morgan wrote, "The current efforts of the
DAB Subcommittee are now focused on
establishing whether IBOC DAB represents a significantly improved service
over existing analog services ... This is
an important first step on the way to
developing aDAB standard."
Morgan said it would be "premature"
to skip this step and go directly to common testing.
Lucent does not believe that comparing
each system to analog is the best way to
reach acommon standard and wants to
go directly to common testing.
Pai said. "We've made a significant
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investment under the knowledge that we
will have asystem that's better than analog. Putting out asystem that is only equal
to or worse than analog does not make it
commercially viable for any of us."
Several committee members said common testing makes sense in getting to one
standard — but later, after the systems
have been compared to analog.
Morgan said assuming more than one
IBOC DAB system meets the NRSC criteria, the NRSC would be willing to be
involved in direct comparative testing.
"If asked by all the proponents, we could
begin to work on those procedure to be
developed and used only if more than one
proponent wants comparison."
He also said if only one system is submitted and it meets the criteria, that system
could be the standard for IBOC DAB.
USADR President and Chief Executive
Officer Bob Struble said, "We're committed to what was laid out. ... Our plan
is to stick closely to that. ... We're working very hard to make sure we meet that
deadline." USADR was to begin field
testing by the beginning of August.
Who pays the tab?
DRE Investor Dwight Taylor said, "We
are well underway with the practical
aspects of our testing. ... While we are
doing this independently, if a practical
way to do that (common testing) arises,
we'd be for it." He said DRE planned to
test in about 20 markets and take on extra
staff to accomplish that.
Morgan said selecting an outside lab,
stations, determining the costs and payments would take about six months.
Costs, he said, would have to be
worked out and proponents would need
to pay the major portion of those costs.
In EIA tests in 1994 to 1996, in which
several DAB systems were studied, the
government, NAB, EIA and the proponents bore the costs of common testing.
In those tests, IBOC, in-band adjacent
channel, Eureka- 147 and asatellite-delivered system were studied. All systems
took part in common lab tests. Several
systems took part in common field tests,
except the IBOC systems developed by
USADR and AT&T/Amati.
In the EIA tests, the systems were not
compared to analog first.
Lucent took part in common testing
with TV's Grand Alliance in search of a
single standard for digital TV. In that
case, Lucent said, there were 24 technologies at first, which was narrowed
down to six. The final system that was
field tested was a marriage of the most
compatible aspects of those systems.

Best thing about your job. Working with
the best engineers in the world!
Reads WI because .
.Radio World is the
0111.1 publication that focuses on the
things tneed to know about radio.

Here at Radio World, we strive to deliver the information that helps you,
our readers, deliver the goods that make you the most wanted people
in the industry. We salute you, and thank you for reading Radio World.
Tell us why YOU read Radio World!
Send your answers to the above questions and anything else you'd like to share to:
hharris@imaspub.com, or fax us at 703-998-2966 attn: H. Harris.
Include your contact information. and we'll get back to you.

BUSINESS DIGEST

D.A.V.I.D. Picks bi
t-s
Digital Audio & Video Integration and
Development GmbH, abroadcasting
solutions supplier based in Germany,
has tapped Broadcast Information
Technology Services Inc. (bi
t-s) as its
systems integrator and exclusive distributor for North America, and as anonexclusive distributor for Asia.
Bi
t-swill provide sales, installation
and customer engineering support.
D.A.V.I.D. makes digital radio newsroom
production systems for radio and TV.
Gerhard Möller, general manager of
D.A.V.I.D, said the supplier is strongest
in Austria, where it claims 65 percent of
the market, and Germany, where it

claims 30 percent. D.A.V.I.D. sees
strong growth potential in Europe,
North America and Asia.
Bi
t-swill expand its Washington,
D.C., office to include engineering and
sales support. A Seattle office will handle the West Coast and Asian markets.
Claude "Marty" Martin, CEO and
president of bi
t-s, said the D.A.V.I.D.
relationship will not be affected by the
subsequent sale of D.A.V.I.D. by
Harman International Industries Inc. to
new owner Management Data AG.
Bi
t-salso is abroadcast distributor
and consultant.
Its Web site is www.b-i-t-s.net
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LEFT CHANNEL OUTPUT
OF OMNIA.FM

build a successful station and stay on top of the ratings, one decision

is clear: The Omniefm from Cutting Edge. It's the processor of choice all

over the world. Why? Because the Omnia.fm's 48kHz sampled operation,
combined with a unique anti-aliasing final limiter, gives you audio quality
that's more like the source and far superior to yesterday's 32kHz sampled
systems. And the Omnia provides rocksolid peak control, awesome loudness

LEFT CHANNEL OUTPUT
WITH PREDICTION ANALYSIS
CLIPPING AND SAMPLE-

and unlike the outdated processors,
absolutely no digital grunge.

RATE- CONVERSION
M

200,1,

Chi \

0

But when the Omnia.fm is incorporated
into transmission systems sampled at

SAME SIGNAL AFTER SAMPLERATE-CONVERSION

32kHz, overshoots can result from sample- rate- conversions and their attendant
low-pass filtering. Until yesterday's
systems catch up to the Omnia.fm, the
unit's built-in Prediction Analysis Clipper
will predict and eliminate overshoots. The
result? All the benefits of the Omnia.fm,
without the inevitable flaws of 32kHz systems. Check
out the oscilloscope graphs to the left and see the
results for yourself.
And to make your decision even easier, contact your
Omnia.fm dealer for a no- risk, sixty-day demo and
money- back guarantee*.
Here's how: Using program material, the Omnia.fm was set to
process aggressively. Programming with substantial low frequencies
and clean high frequencies was used to provide agood challenge
for the control of overshoots. The analog Left Channel output was
connected to a Tektronix TDS-744A digital storage oscilloscope,
which was set to the infinite persistence mode. Each waveform was
stored for at least one minute so that the display "fills in" with
traces of audio waveforms.
The "flat" lines along the top and bottom of the
filled in section represent clipper performance.
Any "dots" that exceed the reference level of
0.650 volts are overshoots. The lower left graph
shows "blips" representing overshoots 15 to 20

. ....

percent beyond the reference peak level of
±0.650 volts. The Prediction Analysis Clipper reduces overshoots in the sample-rate-converted
signal path to an insignificant three percent.
For more information on the technical background of overshoot mechanisms, call us for acopy of
our paper entitled "Omnia.fm: An Engineering Study." Or visit our web site: www.nogrunge.com.

CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

TEL: + 1 ( 216) 241-3343

FAX: + I ( 216) 241-4103

E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM

WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

*Contact your dealer for details on this demo program. Demo requests must be accompanied by a purchase order so our dealers know you're really serious about some serious sound.
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Winterize Your Sites
also check the fan belts. Get the problems corrected now, before the bad
As we enter the last month or so of
weather hits.
summer, it's time to prepare for the coolIf you have economizers at your site,
er months ahead. This means varmintmake sure the louvers that mix the outproofing your sites. With acan of foam
side air with the air conditioned air are
working, and don't
bind. As many readers may have discovered this summer, an
airtight transmitter
building can cause a
tremendous amount
of equipment damage
should the air conditioning fail. Make
sure backup systems
work — this includes
emergency exhaust
fans, or remote control
temperature
monitoring.
While you're at the
site, check to make
sure that major service disconnects are
properly
marked.
The
example
in
Figure
2
with
engraved labels is
nice, but most of us
don't have that kind
of budget. Settle for
Brother P- Touch or
Figure 1: Seal a site to save time and money in repelling
even cart labels or a
rodents and insects.
Sharpie marker to
sealant — see Figure I — plug all the
identify the various disconnects.
cracks in your transmitter building.
Another tip: if the disconnect is fused,
Not only will this keep dirt out of the
write the amperage of the fuse on the
transmitter, you'll reduce the mice,
front of the box — then make sure you
have a spare or two. This is especially
insects, birds and small animals that
might decide to winter at your facility.
useful for contract engineers, who may
Don't forget the antenna tuning unit.
need a variety of fuses for their differEven small holes where cables or bolts
ent sites. In some of the larger boxes,
there is room to store afew spare fuses
used to go can be great entry points for
these pests.
at the bottom of the box.
John Bisset

A spare

fan is probably the best 'under $ 50'

investment you could make.

Mice will chew wires, and the last
thing you want to be repairing on a
cold winter night is that contactor
wiring the mouse chewed through. If
your transmitter building has floor
troughs, make sure any exits to the outside are also plugged.
Now is agood time to also do PM on
your site air conditioners. Some easy
things you can check include new filters, and clearing the condensate drain.
Anti- algae tablets placed in the condensate pan will guard against algae
clogs. Since you've got the units open,

If you do this, do yourself another favor
— throw away blown fuses! There's
nothing more frustrating than seeing a
workbench filled with adozen fuses, and
finding out all of them are blown! Talk
about afalse sense of security!
* * *
Figure 3is anovel way of getting halfinch coax into aceiling.
Bill Lambert of Lambert Technical
Services in Benson, N.C., used the
electrical box approach to finish an

Now
installation where the line had to disappear into the ceiling. There was already
a hole present, and the electric box

tion, he added extensive grounding,
tying the studios and transmitter room
equipment together with wide ground
strap. The elimination of hum was
nothing short of miraculous. It's nice
when owners give you the time and
resources to "do it right"!
* * *

Figure 3 : An electric box provides cable support and finishes the cable entry
to the ceiling nicely.
neatly covered the ceiling entry.
Before readers complain that the
bending radius of the line has been
exceeded, let me assure you, it's aphotographic illusion. The sweeps are
wider than they appear in the photo —

This has been the summer for older
exciter failures.
The problem: the muffin fan seizes,
and soon thereafter, the temperature
rises, and the exciter shuts down. In
some models without
any kind of temperature sensing, the entire
exciter cooks till components char and
you're off the air.
If you don't have a
spare fan, it's probably
the best " under $ 50"
investment you could
make.
Remember,
these fans need to be
kept clean as well.
Dirt clogging the
blades and working
into the bearings will
result in eventual failure — always in the
middle of drive time
on aholiday weekend!
Thanks to Jeff Tharp
for sharing these tips
with Workbench readers.
wan
John Bisset has
worked as a chief
engineer and contract
engineer for more
than 20 years. He is a
district sales manager
for Harris
Corp.
Reach him at ( 703)
323-8011.
Submissions for this
Figure 2: Label all AC disconnects to guard against
column are encourlife-threatening mistakes.
aged, and qualify for
kind of like that side- view mirror thing,
SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to ( 703) 323-8044, or via e-mail
only this one is attributed to my Nikon!
When Bill completed the new installa- at jbisset@harris.com
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In our opinion, the best names in the industry

For 15 years, we've worked to provide your

are professional audio and video contractors

customers more control and to give you peace

like you who choose our products again and

of mind. A commitment that's paid off. Thanks

again. In fact, your loyalty is what inspires us

to you, U.S. Audio is hard at work all over the

to design and manufacture innovative equip-

world

ment that is high- performing and user-friendly.

connecting people with sound.
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churches,
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and

stadiums
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888.733.4396

Your Wide Area
Net workability Is Limitless

ENCO
DAD pR0 32
Digital Audio
Delivery System

The demands of today's fast paced broadcast marketplace
require maximum utilization of resources to achieve cost
effective performance. Thanks to the latest advances in
digital technologies, multiple broadcast facilities can now
seamlessly share audio inventories, news, scheduling and
billing data, and often consolidate other redundant functions.
All of this is possible by combining the advantages of
non-proprietary products such as the ENCO DAD, R0 32
Digital Audio Delivery System with Wide Area Network
(WAN) architecture. Audio production may now occur
from virtually anywhere within agroup, information
flow is automatically managed between multiple remote
locations, and transfer schedules are configured to take
advantage of varying tariffs for maximum efficiency and
cost control.
The ENCO DAD, R0 32 Digital Audio Delivery System provides
apowerful professional audio management tool for both
live assist and automated on-air operations, production,

next level solutions

and inventory control. Support of Wide Area Networking

WIRELESS

is inherent with DAD, R0 32, providing capabilities to take full
advantage of distributed data and group interconnectivity.

BROADCAST
GOVERNMENT
NETWORK

SUPPORT

1-1-4 RARIS
1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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Take Accurate Meter Measurements
Ed Montgomery
This is one of a series of articles on
the basics ofAM radio.
Many transmitters, phase monitors,
antenna current meters and remote-control systems still employ analog meters.
Everyone responsible for the operation of
the broadcast facility must understand
how to read meters accurately.
Digital readings are quite simple; however, it is important to read an analog
meter and understand decimal conversion
when necessary. It is also important to
know if the reading is positive or negative.
By the letters
Most of the readings involve voltage,
current or power. Voltage is electric
potential, a requirement for electron
flow when a conductor is connected
between the positive and negative
charges. The electron flow is measured
in amperes.
Resistance is the opposition to the

Milli - Thousandths
Kilo - Thousand
Mega - Million
A meter may display areading of 10,
but if the meter has "mA" printed on it,
the actual reading would be 10 milliamperes. Meter displays normally indicate clearly whether they are displaying
volts, amps or watts.
In practice
Figure 1illustrates the types of analog
meters often used. One is a traditional
meter with aneedle that moves in an arc
across the face. The other has a needle
that spans the meter face edgewise.
Figure 2 illustrates a meter with a
scale from 0to 250. The scale includes a
number of graduations that are not
marked. Note that each space between
numbers contains 10 marks. Each mark
on the scale is equal to five units. The
meter indicates it is measuring milliamps.

"degrees" or "ratios." The degrees are the
relative phases of the currents flowing in
each tower of the directional antenna
while the ratios indicate the relative
amplitudes of the currents in the towers

.8

Figure 4

Everyone responsible

for the operation

of the broadcast facility must understand how
to read meters accurately.

Figure 1
flow of current measured in ohms. The
amount of work performed is known as
power, measured in watts. Power is the
combination of voltage, current, and
resistance. It relates electrical energy
physical work performed. There are 746
watts in one horsepower.
Voltage, current and power have several electronic designations. Depending on
what manual or book you read, the following symbols will be used:

Observing the number sequence, you will
find that each incremental mark is equal
to five units. The meter is reading 160
units. Because the meter indicates "mA,"

meter. This is the total amount of current
being sent to the antenna.
This meter can be used with the power
equation P=I2R. When using this formula, it
is assumed that the antenna resistance measurement is correct. The station license indicates what the antenna current should be.
The following math equation can be
used to determine just what percent the
current meter varies from the licensed
value. Start with the licensed value, and
subtract the measured value. Divide the
answer by the licensed value. Multiply
the result by 100.

I 11111111

measured against the array reference
tower.
The phase monitor has a button or
switch that indicates whether the ratios
and angles are positive or negative.
Data on the phase monitor can be

compared against values printed in the
station license. This information is one
way of determining how accurately the
antenna is operating.
Determining station power
All AM broadcasting stations have an
RF (radio frequency) current meter that is
used to calculate power. Directional
antennas have a "common point" meter
while non-directionals just have an RF
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Figure 5
For example, say the licensed value is
1.5 amperes and the measured value is
1.45 amperes. Using the formula, we find
that the current is 3.33 percent below the
licensed value. The broadcast license lists
the percent limits on the antenna currents.
Station power can not be less than 90
percent or more than 105 percent of the
licensed power. If this is unavoidable, the
FCC should be notified of when the
problem was discovered and when it was
corrected.
Ed Montgomery is the video technology
and communications lab director at
Thomas Jefferson High School for Science
and Technology, Fairfax County, Va.
He has worked as a broadcast engineer and college-level instructor Reach
him at emontgom@lan.tjhsst.edu or by
phone at ( 703)750-5090
Get the inside scoop on
radio engineering from
masked engineer Guy Wire.
Only at www.rwonline.com

Voltage: V or E ( for Electro Motive
Force)
Current: A for amperes or Ifor intensity
of electron flow
Resistance: R or Greek letter Omega
Power: W for watts
Readings are taken on the scale of the
meter. The scale consists of numbers and
incremental markings or graduations. It is

Figure 2
important to understand exactly what is
being read. The scale is often simplified
by omitting zeros.
Prefixes are then used to convert the
meter reading to the actual value. The
most common prefixes in broadcast
transmission equipment are:

Figure 3
the reading is 160 milliamps.
Figure 3 illustrates a scale extending
from 0 to 50. Each graduation on the
scale equals one unit. Note that this meter
is reading in between two graduations.
This requires an accurate estimate. The
meter is reading 23.5 volts.
Figure 4 displays a scale numbered
from 1 to 10. Each graduation here
equals two- tenths (0.2) and only even
numbers are printed. The larger, unnumbered graduations halfway between the
printed numbers represent odd numbers.
This illustration has the meter needle
between the printed 6 and 8, clearly to
the right of the unnumbered line that
indicates 7. The reading is between 7and
8 with the needle between the graduations. Again, an estimation is necessary.
The meter is reading 7.5. The meter face
indicates kV. The answer is 7,500 volts.
Figure 5is an "edgewise mount" meter.
In this illustration, the meter needle moves
horizontally across the scale. Applying the
knowledge you now know, you will see
the meter is reading 0.52 mA.
Analog antenna monitors read in a
manner that is quite similar to the above
readings. However, they will read

SIDEKICK AUDIO
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR

•

Re ading

The SCA- I
86 Sidekick' is the industry standard
for subcarrier services. When stations lease their
SCAs to foreign language and reading services and
need areliable generator, the Sidekick is the only
place to turn.
Here's why:
Crystal-Controlled Subcarrier
GeneratorFrequency stability: + 0.006%
from 0-50° C
Modulation MonitorSimple, accurate and eliminates
the need for an additional monitor
Integrated Audio ProcessorBetter peak control significantly
reduces crosstalk
Transmitter Tuning AidRF fine tuning minimizes incidental
AM to further reduce crosstalk
Composite Loop Through FeatureAutomatic mix of subcarrier signal into
composite simplifies installation.

i

modulation
!sciences

I
2A World's Fair Drive oSomerset, NJ 08873
Voice ( 732) 302-3090 Toll- Free ( 800) 826-2603 Fax ( 732) 302-0206
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BOOK REVIEW

A Worthy Guide to RFR Compliance
W.C. Alexander
For a number of years, broadcasters
have had to deal with the issue of RF
(RFR) radiation from a regulatory
standpoint. In prior years, those of us
who were in the business were aware to
at least some extent of the risks, but we
did not have Big Brother telling us
what was and was not safe.
Today, both the FCC and OSHA tell us
what levels of RF radiation are safe and
how to deal with the RFR environment.
The guidelines within which we must
work are more restrictive than ever.
What are these guidelines? Where can

the NAB Legal and Regulatory Affairs
Ifind them and how can Ibe certain that
my station is in compliance? How can I Department.
This reference has two major diviknow Iam answering the RFR questions
on the renewal form correctly?
sions: the " NAB Primer on FCC RF
Radiation Regulation" and an exhausThese are legitimate questions that
broadcast licensees may ask when contive appendix. The primer is written to
fronted with the issue. The answers are
answer everyday questions that a staavailable from a multitude of sources, if
tion engineer, manager or owner might
you know where to look.
have about RFR and help him or her
deal with the regulatory and safety
'Acceptable' levels
aspects of the issue. The appendix conAn excellent one- stop source is the
tains the applicable rules and other reffourth edition of " A Broadcaster's
erence material.
Guide to FCC RF Radiation Regulation
In the primer, FCC RFR basics are preCompliance," apublication of the NAB
sented, including a brief history and a
Office of Science and Technology and
definition of controlled and uncontrolled

AY
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environments. The purpose of the FCC's
RFR rules also is discussed.
Did you know that there is no conclusive connection between exposure to
relatively low levels of RFR and health
effects in humans? Many broadcasters
assume that the adverse health effects
which the FCC's RFR rules are
designed to protect against are well
established, but this is not the case.
The regulations as they exist today
were adopted as a preventive and precautionary measure. These regulations
define " acceptable" levels for human
exposure.
Why does the FCC regulate RFR? The
more cynical among us might say,
"Because it can," but in reality the FCC
does so only at the insistence of
Congress. The National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 ( NEPA) is the body
of law that requires the FCC to evaluate
the potential environmental significance
of the facilities it licenses and regulates.
The primer deals with this and many
other historical facts about RFR.
Common problems
A great deal of practical information
is presented in an easy- to- understand
Q&A format that will give even newcomers to the industry aclear picture of
their responsibilities in the area of
RFR. The primer defines which facilities are regulated and which are not,
what ongoing responsibilities broadcasters have, and what is required to
assess compliance at aparticular site.
There are three basic evaluation methods discussed: tables and figures, calculations and measurements. The advantages and disadvantages of each are dealt
with in sufficient detail that the reader
understands them, and the pertinent reference materials are mentioned.
Multi-user sites, which tend to be
more problematic for RFR compliance,
are addressed along with tower leases
and the joint obligation of lessor and
lessee. Maintenance techniques and
procedures are emphasized to ensure
that workers are not exposed to RFR
levels in excess of the FCC limit.
What station licensee has not become
a little nervous when those RFR questions on the license renewal form have
to be answered? No matter who he or
she is relying on to provide the information, the licensee is personally certifying that the statements being made
are true, and mistakes can lead to big
trouble with the FCC — perhaps even
putting the license in jeopardy.
The NAB primer does a good job of
dealing with the certification questions
See RE page 25
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delay modes eliminate f
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>4 Status inputs beep when queried,
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>Relays can be assigned to any
tone & can be momentary,
latching with distinct on/off codes,
or intedock latched with others.
>'Jp to 8digir, user set, password.
>Mcnienmryndaysciandoseafter tone.
>Relays can beep when activated.
Closures are after the beep!
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PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
a continuous, low-resistance

• S two-way RS- 232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator

discharge path For the static

•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board

• 2year warranty

• Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This aFFordable and rugged system has

• 4

proven itself in the Field For over 15 years.

Lortana
Write or call For afree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2337

line 40 character LCD display with LEI) backlighting

• 2minutes of digital audio storage
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels

• BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

• Will handshake with automation equipment

Web Site: www.gorman redlich.com

• Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. character generators.
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cuir Studio Project Time
Up To 50%
Call the independent experts,
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Silicon Valley
POWE
AMPLIFIERS

RF People

OUR CONSOLES ARE
LEGENDARY

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers
Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

for your next expansion,

6to 18 Channels
Rotary and Linear Faders

consolidation, or upgrade project.

from $4595.00 Complete

TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP

Since 1960

IN AN INDUSTRY OF CHANGE

RDA

Systems

(888) 616-7980,

(314)

1-877-LPB-COMM

or

872-8222

www.rdasystems.com
Rick Dearborn, President
Sheri Luster, Sales Executive

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

1-800-986-9700
vrY.W.S•pa.com

READER SERVICE NO. 201

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

e-mail: salessvpa.com

http://www.Ipbinc.com

YOU CAN RELY ON LPB

Fax 1-408-986-1438

READER SERVICE NO. 141

READER SERVICE NO. 180

Products di Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

1,000 Hits on

Davicom systems provide all
the automated monitoring,
reporting

and

HARD DRIVE

control

functions you need to keep
your site(s) operational and
legal

tea) ei:57
Me

Our

systems

for $695!

are

practical: they are sized for

.•••

ECONCI

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

every type of operation from
small AM sites to large TV
facilities,

with

operational

set-up

software

Compatible with Arrakis, BE,
BSI, Enco, Prophet, Smarts,
Register Data, others...

and
that

even casual computer users
can understand

All formats! Oldies, ' 70s, AC, Country
1- day service at no extra charge!
We load IDE, SCSI, JAZ

Call us today
for more information!

davicom
technologies

Just call our name

Toll Free: 1.877.327.4832
(609) 653.1065

HL(APC BROADCAST çfltns

800-HALLAND
800-425-5263

1*

1/71ffl
1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
Tel 626-963-6300
Fax 626-963-2070
www.h-b-s.com

For Music
on CD
call 800-759-4561

READER SERVICE NO. 183

pirEii

3.000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 530-662-7553 Fax: 530-666-7760
Telex -176756
Toll Free -800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841
READER SERVICE NO. 130

500W FM POWER AMPLIFIERS

$2,950

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

You found what you've
been !oohing for...

to end of 1999
only

The finest in

Modular Studio Furniture
Endless combinations...
precision quality...
* FM500 500W Out, lOw drive Power Amplifier
* 2 year warranty
* Made in USA
* Over 100 currently in use in USA

CALL 888-411-5174
VISA

Advanced Furniture Systems
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Cards

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124. 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951

Let Inital Solutions show
uou how to produce better
sound qualitu Fr astrong
bottom line. Well assess
our needs and provide acost
effective solution.
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Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX 8A
$21199
List

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated Mikes

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

AU
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Huffish Sales/Installation and Training

1545 N. Washington Ave., Loveland, CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338
Email: afs@mail.omn.com
Website: www.omn.com/afs
READER SERVICE NO. 221

READER SERVICE NO. 181

Hard Drive fiudio
We Have
The finswersi

attractive design...
and a GREAT PRICE!

UNIVERSAL

XE-1000

SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1,2:1,3:1, wide/narrow

bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply.
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).
REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

IC 431 Izt.

400 R. _A_TXICAN

1500 Capital Avenue

(972) 424-8585

Plano Texas 75074-8118

1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 972) 423-6334

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION
Phone: ( 614) 866-4605

UNIVERSAL

Fax: (614) 866-1201

ELECTRONICS, INC.

740-653-4798

info@autogramcorp.com

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135
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READER SERVICE NO. 190

READER SERVICE NO. 210
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The Final Minutes of CBL on 740
Scott Fybush
In June, 62 years of radio history came
to aclose in asmall white building at the
end of adead-end road in the tiny hamlet
of Hornby, Ontario.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
been converting many of its AM operations to FM, and this spring marked the
end of the line for Toronto flagship
CBL on 740. As an inveterate CBC listener and radio junkie. Ihad to make
the trip from Rochester to Toronto for
the occasion.
Iarrived on Friday afternoon, June 18.
the last day of regular programming on
the 740 frequency. It had been 14
months since Ihad traveled to Toronto
for the inauguration of CBL's replacement, CBLA on 99.1 FM.
Historic plant
When the FM signed on, the occasion
was marked by ahuge open house at the
CBC Broadcast Centre in downtown
Toronto, complete with fireworks, live
broadcasts, studio tours, even souvenir Tshirts.
This time around, it was just me, a
friend and the engineers — alot of engineers, as it happened. When we pulled up
at the building on Eighth Line Road,
more than a half-dozen engineers were
working on one of CBL's two identical
Continental 317 transmitters, trying to fix
aproblem that was keeping that unit off
the air. The good news was that retired
engineer Rod Hillman had time to show
us around the facility.
The Hornby plant was built in 1937,
when CBL (then at 840 kHz) became the
CBC's Toronto flagship station. The 650foot vertical tower at the site was, for
some years, the tallest structure in
Canada, and the transmitter site itself
became a tourist attraction in the years
leading up to World War II.
As aresult, the building was designed to
accommodate visitors, who watched the
transmitter operators from a viewing
platform just inside the door to the transmitter room.
The Art Deco door and steel-railed platform are still there, but today's visitor
sees adifferent transmitter room. The old
console is gone, as are the Northern
Electric transmitters that once walled in
two sides of the room.
Today, there are the two Continentals
for CBL off to the left, two more identical transmitters for French- language
CJBC ( 860) straight ahead, and in front
of CJBC, racks of equipment for audio
processing and transmitter monitoring.
Behind the rack is a wall topped with

several rows of glass block. When this
site was new, Hillman tells us, the entire
wall was glass.
After taking some photos of the transmitter room, we head downstairs, past the
generator room, towards the basement.
That's where aCold War-era fallout shelter holds a small studio, and where the
last words to be uttered on CBL will be
heard in just over aday's time.
Moving on
Right now, though, we're headed back
outside and out to the tower. The current
tower, Hillman tells us, was put up just a
decade ago to replace the 1937 stick. The

new tower is just 18 inches on each side,
about half the size of the old one ( the
base of which still sits on the lawn outside the transmitter building).
At its base sit not one, but three, tuning
buildings: the original, a later version
that proved unsatisfactory, and the current one, where the CBL and CJBC signals are combined and sent out to the
antenna — at least for the moment.
Our tour completed, we drive away from
Hornby listening to the CBL signal, complete with frequent interruptions reminding us that CBC Radio One will move to
99.1 FM for good in just a few hours.
Later that night, we visit some fellow
aircheck collectors in nearby Georgetown,
then head back to Hornby around 11:30 to
hear what will happen at midnight.
Midnight comes and goes with no
change to the CBL signal. But afew minutes later, when the CBC hourly news
ends and the FM side returns to the second hour of "That Time of the Night,"
CBL slips into a nonstop loop advising

The MBC-1 turns an off- the-shelf message display into an information center for
your control room that gives your staff important messages in plain english.
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new CBLA FM signal very well. That's
because we're looking right up at all the
other FMs on the CN Tower, while
CBLA's directional signal emanates from
First Canadian Place afew blocks away.
CBL still comes in just fine, albeit with
nothing but that loop playing on and on.
After dinner, it's back out to Hornby,

this time to find a transmitter site full
of people. The CBC has invited all its
current and former transmitter engineers to be at Hornby for the occasion,
and 10 of them are there. The middle of
the transmitter room now sports atable
filled with food and drink. The time is
almost at hand.
As the 1937 clock ticks off ahalf-hour
remaining, engineer Tom Holden and
Philip Savage, of the CBC communications department, head downstairs to the
studio. Meantime, we remain upstairs,
telling various CBC engineers just why it
is that we can't hear 99.1 in Rochester
("You see, we have this 50 kilowatt local
FM on 98.9...").
With just a few minutes left, we go
down to the studio, where Savage sits
waiting for the end. The loop nears its
end, plays again, and finally Holden pots
up the mic and Savage begins reading:
"This is CBC Radio One, broadcasting
from the Hornby transmitter at 740 AM. In
the Toronto area, we now move to 99.1
FM, with additional frequencies throughout Southern Ontario. This transmitter has
served the community well since 1937.
and at 740 AM since 1941. This is the end
of an era in Canadian broadcasting history.
Signing off now from CBL, adieu."
In the meantime, we've sprinted back
upstairs, where Savage's announcement is
playing over the loudspeaker in the transmitter room. As he reads the final "adieu,"
engineer Art Slade has his hand poised on
the "high voltage" button on transmitter 2.
Slade is the veteran of the group, having
worked at Hornby from 1956 until 1990.
Around him, the engineers click their
cameras as he reaches for the button,
presses it — and 740 goes silent.
Silence on 740
Once Savage and Holden have returned
from the basement, the toasts begin, to
the new 99.1 and the departed 740. The
group of engineers poses for photos in
front of the equipment rack. The list of
those attending is compiled, photocopied
and distributed with copies of the script
for the final announcement.
See CBL, page 26

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.

15 prioritized signaling inputs
momentary or latched inputs
text and graphics in messages

lee like an 'On Air' light...on STEROIDS!
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The final minutes
The next day, as the loop plays on, we
distract ourselves by heading into
downtown Toronto and taking in aBlue
Jays game.
From our seats in the top deck of
SkyDome, we note that in addition to
being able to hear the Jays game on four
stations ( CKGL 570, CJRN 710, CHAM
820 and CHUM 1050), we can't hear the

CBC engineers pose afew minutes after the button was pushed. Rear, from
left: Kamil Ozmutlu, CN Tower engineer; Philip Savage, CBC Communications
Dept.; Martin Marcotte, engineering supervisor; Vladimir Dicur, CN Tower engineer; Ken Jang, CBC senior engineer; Art Slade, retired CBL engineer land button-pusher). Front: Fred Benedikt, CBC engineer; Roberto Vissani, CBL/CJBC
site engineer; Tom Holden, CBC engineer; Rod Hillman, retired CBC engineer.

Model MX- 1Message board Controller

fully programmable display messages •
pre-programmed "starter" messages •
multiple displays from one controller •

listeners where to tune on the FM dial to
find the Radio One signal.
Saddened, we pull out of the transmitter
driveway, out to Trafalgar Road, and over
to Tim Horton's for donuts.

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

E LAN 1::8
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www.belar.com

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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A Special Link, aSpecial Show
Al Parker
Mike Dorrough, apartner at Dorrough
Electronics. is an admirer and supporter
of the shortwave program known as
"Tom and Darryl." so when the opportunity to host a remote broadcast was
offered, he jumped at the chance to put
his specially crafted studio in Oregon,
Wis.. to the test.
Dorrough, inventor of the Discriminate
Audio Processor, has had a lifelong
dream to buy a large piece of land and
build a home combined with atasteful,
compact shortwave radio station. His ulti-

ly appealing mix of new material and
classic radio plays where the stage direction was spoken to create a mind'seye
view of the action.
Tom DePauw and Darryl Roberts are visually impaired persons already broadcasting
on the shortwave spectrum one night per
week. Since the Dorrough transmitting plant
(to be known as World Beacon Radio) is on
hold due to unanticipated local resistance.
there had been no opportunity to fully test
the completed studio facilities on the air.
Special "touch sensitive" analog and
state-of-the-art digital equipment with oversized controls has been assembled to
accommodate blind
or
visually
impaired on-air talent and archivists.
"Tom and Darryl"
is the preeminent,
nationally broadcast shortwave program produced by
visually impaired
persons. The weekly program ( broadcast Saturday from
9 p.m. to midnight
Pacific Time) is
normally broadcast
from the Macomb.
Ill., studio of Tom
b.
and Darryl via
satellite connections through the
facilities of shortwave
station
W BCQ
in
Monticello, Maine.
A little while

Tom DePauw, left, and Darryl Roberts broadcast worldwide ago, Mike sugon WBCO, via the Dorrough facilities in Wisconsin.
gested that if the
satellite link could
mate goal would be to operate a24hour
be transferred to the Dorrough facility.
radio service for and by visually impaired
his studio could come to life at least for
persons and in the process have the means
one night. That is exactly what happened
to test and demonstrate new technology.
on Saturday night, March 28.
The programming would be auniversalTom and Darryl. along with Mike and a
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7DIAL- UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL- OFFICE LINE
Inovonics' PBX is acostsaving alternative to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dialup apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share asingle centraloffice
line, for outgoing calls and with selective incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate application with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:
• Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
• Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
• Microwave Relays
• Geophysical Monitors
PBX
• Pumping Stations
• Security Systems
$420

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

wwwinovon.com
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number of mutual friends, worked feverishly the day of the broadcast to establish the
links required to bounce the program from
Wisconsin to Maine via satellite. WBCQ, a
50 kW station, would then relay the program over shortwave on 7.415 MHz to its
rapidly growing audience. Such shortwave
programs are desired by more and more
people desperate for listening alternatives
to what some folks consider an overly
homogenous "corporate media."
Thanks to the increased availability of
low-cost, high-quality shortwave receivers,
it's easier than ever to become an "SWL"
(shortwave listener). This medium has the
potential to be atotally wireless adjunct to
the Internet. The two mediums are already
connected via Web sites that allow listeners to learn the short-wave broadcast
schedules and even carry archives of pro-

grams already broadcast. The "Tom and
Darryl" program has its own Web site,
www.tomanddarryl.org There are even
links to hear the show live on the Internet
in the event of poor local reception.
It wasn't surprising that the special program emanating from the Oregon facility
was one of the most exciting ever for listeners and the broadcasters themselves.
Being the first to generate programming
from such an elegant "virgin studio" was
aonceina- lifetime thrill, even for pros
like Tom and Darryl. Nearly adozen people comprised a live studio audience.
adding to an electric atmosphere not seen
since the "Golden Age" of radio.
On the air, Tom and Darryl exhibit astyle
that is freeswinging and friendly. There are
no obnoxious music bumpers or commercials between privately underwritten segments. just warm friends talking, spinning
discs and the occasional classic radio transcription. The sounds of real people moving
See TOM & DARRYL page 26
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CD Radio Contract
To Wheatstone

CD Radio's digital facility in New
York City will use 12 of the new D-600
digital radio consoles from Wheatstone.
The consoles will be installed in adozen
of CD Radio's 18 rooms and will be used
for basic production and control, said
Mark Kalman, vice president of CD
Radio's National Broadcast Studio.
Kalman expects the facility to be complete this fall. The digital satellite service
expects to begin airing programming in
the fourth quarter of 2000.
For information, contact Wheatstone
in North Carolina at (252) 638-7000,
fax to (252) 637-1285 or circle Reader
Service 87.

Navy Upgrades Sub Network

Continental Electronics said it won a
major five-year contract worth $34.5 million, including options, to upgrade the
U.S. Navy's Very Low Frequency network for submarine communications.
The contract is part of the VLF Ashore
Lifetime Upkeep Effort, or VALUE,
program.
The upgrades, which include software
and hardware, will bring ahigher level
of automation to the VLF network.
The VLF technology, in the spectrum
between 3 kHz and 30 kHz, has been
used for submarine communications since
the first systems were designed in the
1950s and ' 60s. Continental described it
as the most reliable form of long-distance
and underwater communications ever
developed. The signals can penetrate solid
rock and the ocean surface, both of which
block radio waves at higher frequencies.
The Navy has already exercised part of
the contract by placing an order for
modifications to the Naval Radio
Station, Jim Creek in Arlington, Wash.

For information, contact Continental
in Texas at (214) 381-7161, visit the
Web site at www.contelec.com or circle
Reader Service 95.

USIA Chooses bi
ts
The U.S. Information Agency awarded
a contract to Broadcast Information
Technology Services Inc. ( bi
t- s) to
provide the government with the BitsInformation Switching System for use
at the International Broadcasting
Bureau Network Control Center.
The digital signal processor hardware
is made by Lighthouse, based on specifications developed by bi
t-s, the customer and Lighthouse Digital products.
The bi
t-sDSP is the first product in a
new BISS product line that bi
t-swill
distribute. The system includes an easyto-use control program interfaced to an
automated scheduling system from CL
International, using DSP hardware from
Lighthouse.
It handles analog and digital audio,
and digital video in either a mixed or
separate configuration which can be
ordered with redundant capabilities in
the same frame. It is scaleable up to
1024 x 1024, and will handle 100
switches per second.
For information, contact bi
t- sin
Virginia at ( 703) 684-6488, visit the
Web site at www.b-i-t-s.net/ or circle
Reader Service 97.
"Who's Buying What" is printed as a
service to our readers who are interested in how their peers choose equipment
and services. Information is provided by
suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should send information and photos to: Radio World
Managing Editor, P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church, VA 22041.
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musicality and naturalness.
No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot. No
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SBE's Year of Certification
Society Touts Benefits to Engineers and Employers;
Creates New Broadcast Networking Level
Terrence M.

the knowledge base that certified engineers exhibit. That can only mean good
things for our industry and its profitability.
And looking at it from the engineer's
point of view, Certification presents to
that industry a benchmark of technical
skills that can serve as ameaningful tool
in the hiring and promotional
process. That can only mean
good things for our certified members and their
income.

Baun, CPBE

Six times each yeat; RW provides this
space to the SBE as a service to the
industry.
The Certification Program of the
Society of Broadcast Engineers has
existed for almost 30 years, but 1999
marks perhaps our most ambitious effort ever to spread
the word about the value
of this unique program.
SBE has resolved to
make these 12 months
of 1999 the " Year of
Certification."
Certification is not
something "extra" that
SBE members accomplish; rather, it is an
essential component of the
educational process that
broadcast engineers must experience.
As we move into the digital 21st century, it will be more important than ever
for the radio business to depend upon

Higher salaries
SBE believes that
something that is
good for our industry and good for our
engineering membership is something that
needs to be heavily promoted; hence our decision to
make 1999 a special year for
Certification.
We've known for years through salary
surveys that Certified Engineers, on the
average, enjoy higher levels of compen-
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $ 50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On- screen Voice-Track editing, time- shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT.
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sation than non-certified engineers do.
That is simply areflection of the fact that
higher skill levels result in higher pay.
But in my view, what is even more
important than the monetary benefit of
certification is the truth that certified
members continuously exhibit their
dedication to self-improvement by
upgrading their skill level and knowledge base throughout the five-year certification period.
Think of how valuable that educational
growth can be to aradio manager structuring abusiness plan to move the broadcast business into the digital age.
Simply put, Certified engineers are ideally positioned to serve as the critical
resource in that decision-making process.
Ifind it interesting that radio station
management will routinely use accountants, financial planners and appraisers
who are Certified in their particular
specialty, but often do not consider the

neers, but has most certainly increased
the demand for quality engineers.
What is most evident is that the range of
talents required to perform broadcast
engineering services in today's consolidated radio climate is markedly different
from the skill-sets required in the vacuum-tube age.
Today's radio groups require engineers who have skills in RFbased technologies as well as in computer-based
LAN data and mass- storage audio distribution systems. SBE recognizes that
our current Certification program does
not contain the emphasis on the networking that is required in today's
employment climate.
Therefore, beginning in 2000, we will
be offering an entirely new level of
Certification: Certified Broadcast
Networking Technologist, which will
allow broadcast engineers the ability to
demonstrate mastery of the essentials of
networking technology.
We think this certification level will
provide an important educational tool
for our members. Employers will be
assured that engineers so certified have

Beginning in 2000,

we will offer

a new level, the Certified Broadcast
Networking Technologist.

benefit of employing Certified engineers in critical areas of their own technical plants!
SBE decided to tackle that issue with
apersonalized letter mailed in March to
every radio station general manager in
the country. Here is the core message:
"The Society of Broadcast Engineers
is the only internationally recognized
organization dedicated to testing the
skills, education and experience of
Certified broadcast engineers ... with
millions of dollars in equipment acquisition and maintenance on the line, a
Certified broadcast engineer may be
your best investment of all.
"But there's another benefit for you.
Because SBE Certification is valid
only for a period of five years, the
engineer must re-take the examination
or earn re-certification points through
continuing education and active
involvement in the broadcast engineering profession — which means that
your Certified engineer will make it a
priority to maintain an active interest
in keeping up with the latest technology. "
It is our hope that this letter may lead
radio management to abetter understanding of the financial benefits that accrue
from hiring qualified, Certified broadcast
engineers.
Demand for quality
Now let's talk for a moment about the
most critical event to happen in the radio
industry in the past 10 years: the station
consolidation brought about by the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
The increased reliability of hardware,
coupled with the advantages realized
through consolidated studio and transmitter siting, may have reduced the
requirements for the number of engi-

mastered the basics of broadcast LAN
installation.
The year 1999 also marks the inauguration of several strategies to make the
Certification Program more user-friendly. We are offering the tests more frequently ( now four times per year) and
we have reduced the administrative
time needed to prepare the tests, thus
shortening the application time cycle
considerably.
Our Certification Committee is reviewing the entire question database and is
preparing to add asignificant amount of
digital material in 2000. We've updated
and released the computer-based sample
tests and reading/study lists, and are in
the initial stages of preparing a CDROM— based study guide.
We have also initiated the
Millennium Certification Project,
which through the end of 1999 will
offer
engineers
with
expired
Certifications the opportunity to
restore those Certifications without
taking another test. For details, please
contact Certification Director Linda
Godby-Emerick, lgodby@sbe.org
Iinvite you to visit our Web site at
www.sbe.org to learn more about the
Program of Certification and the many
other things we are doing to make 1999
the "Year of Certification."
SBE knows that it is "mission-critical"
to help engineers prepare for the opportunities and challenges of the 21st century radio broadcasting industry, and
our Certification program intends to
lead the way.
Terrence M. Baun, CPBE, is the vice
president/director of engineering for
Cumulus Broadcasting, and chair of
the SBE National Certification
Committee.
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Useful RFR
Rule Guide
RE continued from page 18

and points the licensee to a little-known
FCC public notice ( included in the
appendix) which describes the basic
expectations in this area.
OSHA and the FCC
While the vast majority of broadcast
sites easily comply with the FCC's RFR
rules, some sites are troublesome, either
because of the large number of highpower transmitters at the site, low
antenna height or a combination of
both.
Mountaintop sites are particularly
prone to trouble. A good discussion of
how to deal with an out-of-compliance
site is presented in the primer, giving
the broadcaster several options for
bringing the site into compliance.
Finally,
the primer discusses
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration RFR regulations. Because
the FCC's RFR guidelines are more stringent than those of OSHA, however, the
most important OSHA requirements have
to do with policies, procedures, training
and signage. It is noted that OSHA has
cited a number of broadcasters in recent
years for not implementing and enforcing
proper RFR policy.
After the primer has given the reader a
good overview of RFR safety and regulatory requirements, all the reference materials he or she will need to evaluate the
site and design aplan to maintain compliance are at his fingertips in the appendix. Included are:
•RFR evaluation procedures for completing FCC applications
• FCC OET Bulletin No. 65 ( RFR
guidelines)
•FCC reports containing RFR background information
•Special Notice to renewal applicants
regarding environmental rules
•FCC public notices regarding AM
RFR issues
• Notice of proposed rulemaking
regarding federal preemption of RFR
laws
•Information on setting up an RFR
safety program
•Electromagnetic Energy Association
(EEA) fact sheets
•Special supplement to FCC renewal
booklet
"A Broadcaster's Guide to FCC RF
Radiation Regulation Compliance" lives
up to its descriptive title.
For those charged with ensuring safety
and compliance in the area of RFR, it is
an indispensable reference. For the owner
or manager who simply wants to know
what those budget line items are for, it is
avaluable tool. For anyone involved with
broadcast tower sites, it is a worthwhile
acquisition.
To order, contact NAB Services at (800)
368-5644, or visit the Web site at
www.nab.org
List price is $49.95 for non-members,
and $29.97 for members. Ask for item
#3859, and specify the Fourth Edition.
o
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting.
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'tu Nust ILemember This
Although Iseem
/ to remember this
exciting- looking
radio as a late
1950s birthday present, it sold well
into the 1960s. A 1966 Radio Shack
catalog listed this "Giant Crystal Kit"
at $4.99, equivalent to about $26 in
today's market.
The shipping weight of two pounds
tells the story — in spite of the impressive
cabinet, the parts consisted of adiode,
tuning coil and headphone. An antenna
and ground wire were also provided.
What agreat present for akid! Lots

SMARTT'
SMART? POTS Codec
Iand 4audio channel
models available

W

th Fall remote season

more fun and far more practical than
gloves or ahat.
This is one in a series of photographs featuring classic and less
well-known radios.
The pictures and descriptions are by

25

collector Bill Overbeck, president of the
Delaware Valley Historic Radio Club,
who has made every effort to ensure
accuracy.
To contact him, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 847, Havertown, PA 19083.

e
— trer—

SRPT- 40
Frequency agile
remote transmitter

Cellcast
RBS-400 Cellular remote
broadcast studio

mail=

GX-500
Remote mixer
Available in August

VHF and UHF frequency
agile models available

aremote package for every

Contact MARTI or your favorite MAR77distributor

around the corner, it's

station's needs - RPU,

time to prepare your game

Cellular, POTS, VHF/UHF

plan to increase income.

Frequency Agile, and more.

Don't rely on worn out

And MAR17 tackles the

at www.marti.bdcast.com for a complete
listmg of products and MARTI distributors,

gear that could leave

competition when it

you speechless on the

comes to reliability, high

sidelines. MART? has

performance and value.

today and get in on the savings in time for
Fall sports remotes. Check out our web site

or call MART! at 817-645-9163.
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A BROADCAST ELECTRONICS COMPANY
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Tom and Darryl ut Wisconsin

TOM & DARRYL, Continued from page 22

in an acoustically natural environment
is aunique and compelling experience for
sighted listeners normally subjected to a
steady diet of computerized sterile corporate
programming. The rich acoustical mix coming out of the radio is especially informative
and inviting to the large number of visually
impaired and sightless listeners experienced
in "hearing their way around aroom."
The audience is atrue cross-section of
North America extending clear across the
pond to Europe. The subject matter is
eclectic: radio, politics, music, nostalgia.
The information over arange of subjects
flows thanks to calls from listeners.
about

In sharp contrast to some of the more
dominant radio talk shows, the hosts are
not ego-driven and don't need to resort to
shock tactics to attract an audience.
While one popular host openly
announces that callers serve the sole
function of "making the host look good,"
Tom and Darryl's goal is to make the
callers, and audience, feel good!
On that Saturday night, among other
things, the controversial topic of FM microbroadcasting was discussed. The FCC is
seriously considering allowing citizen
broadcasters to operate low-power FM
radio stations to serve their neighborhoods
and communities. Ironically, the big corn-

mercial, syndication broadcasters who have
abandoned local radio markets are resisting.
A fascinating history of the old
WLS(AM) out of Chicago followed.
Leading that discussion was in- studio
guest Rob Hummel, aWisconsin resident
and accomplished on- air personality/
radio engineer with alove for radio history. WLS was as historic as radio gets,
sporting a lineup of personalities that
rivaled WABC(AM) in New York during
the "classic rock" era.
As Saturday night progressed and turned
into Sunday morning (the show ran two
extra hours by popular demand!), tall tales
and discs were spun: the telephones jingled

with enthusiastic callers. All was well with
the world. Long after the show ended, the
glow remained. Nobody wanted the experience or the good spirits to end. That
night, thanks to Tom, Darryl and amutual
love of radio, Mike's determination to air a
unique radio service for visually impaired
and sightless listeners was renewed.
Quality programming created with the
assistance of his tremendous library of
transcriptions and rare recordings will
enrich the ill-served special-needs community, and all theater-discerning listeners in
North America and the world. This is the
true and highest purpose of radio.
Al Parker, a.k.a. N2SAG, writes about
ham radio and photography.

Sibs 11
Get Better Jocks for Less Money rOff the Air

Decrease costs, increase profits and run
your station more efficiently. Outside of
drive time, why pay your talent to sit
around waiting to talk? A Scott digital
System can put all your songs, spots and
prerecorded Voice Trax together
smoothly and easily—without anybody
in the air studio!

For years, Scott Studios' client stations
have been successfully pre-recording
incredibly live sounding fully localized 4
hour music shows in just 10-20 minutes.
If you have ahub and spoke cluster of
stations with similar formats and names
(like Mix, Magic, Kiss or Kicker), you can
sound great and save even more.
Scott Breakthrough: Free Software!
Thanks to Scott Studios' new free Voice
Trax Via Internet (VTVI) software,
announcers can phone in shows with
studio quality from anywhere. All they
need is agood microphone, mic pre-amp
and processor, Internet connection, any
Windows° computer with sound card
and Scott Studios' free VTVI!
Simply schedule your station's music.
With the touch of abutton, your log and
latest local copy points are automatically
e-mailed to your announcers.
And
Scott's VTVI works seamlessly with all
music schedulers and traffic/billing
programs.
Live tags, trivia and copy are displayed
automatically on the screen.
Announcers don't need aclumsy copy
book or liner cards. They can talk as early
as they want before songs fade and over
intros or in the clear. VIM is so simple to
use: atouch of the space bar triggers the
next song or the next spot. Voice Trax are
recorded with the computer's regular
sound card with exceptional digital
quality.
Unlike live radio, any or all of the Trax can
be reviewed and possibly improved by
re-recording. With the VTVI's Segue
Editor, announcers can fine-tune their
timing of song intros, back sells and
donut spots without re-recording.
VTVI is Goof Proof!
VTVI includes Scott Studios' exclusive
Voice/Music Synchronizer. Whenever
the announcer mentions song title or
artist, he or she turns on the link so the
back sell or intro plays only with the
correct song.
You Can Even Do Time & Temp!
Scott's VTVI lets you record every
possible time check, or do a range of
alternate recordings mentioning the time
in any Voice Trax. The Scott NT System
picks the right one at air time. You can
also record all the seasonal temperatures
and let Scott's optional temperature
announce equipment play the right one
at air time.
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Cd Status.

Aretha Franklin
:11/4:30/F 102 HM9835 8:15:40
Ferry ' Cross the Mercy
Jerry & the Pacemakers
:17/3:13/F 104 DA1286 8:20:10
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Burger King 2 for $2
Q: It Just Tastes Be
:00/0:60/F CM DA0101 8:23:
Toyota of Dallas
Q: They Call Mr. To
:00/0:30/F CM DA5324 8:24:
TV55
Q: The Shows You Kn
.
0010:30IF CM DA1429 8:25 .

Find

Next

Here's Scott Studios' Voice Trax Via Internet ( VTVI) software, shown with the optional
Segue Editor. VTVI allows adistant announcer to pre-record a4hour show in about 15-20
minutes with nothing more than a Windows computer with an ordinary sound card, an
Internet connection and agood microphone.
1000
$10,000 aYear Cheaper than WANs
1,750
When the announcer is done, aclick on
the VTVI Auto-Send button dials the
1.500
Internet over astandard phone line and
uploads the entire show to your Scott
1.250
Studios digital audio system automatically. Transfer does take along time, but
1.000
your announcer can be answering e-mail,
writing copy or creating promos on the
750
VTVI computer while the show transfers.
VTVI isn't limited to music announcements. It gives high quality audio to
recorded spots, remotes, weather, stock
reports, news and election returns.
Your station will sound great with Scott
VTVI! The only thing you need is an
Internet connection on each end, a$29 a
month FTP transfer site and the Scott NT
System with Remote Recording Router.
Voice Trax play seamlessly without
anyone back at the station. And if the
announcer forgets to record something„ or
if songs or spots get changed at the last
minute, Scott's Voice/Music Synchronizer
automatically substitutes ageneric Voice
Trax with the same voice for the day and
hour of that break.
3VTVI Models: Good, Better, Best
Scott Studios also offers a $500 VTVI+
that sends your distant announcer
telescoped song intros and endings via the
Internet.
With VTVI+, a telescoped
aircheck can be previewed and fine-tuned
in the context of starts and ends of songs
and spots.
Or with VTVI Deluxe, your announcers
record their Voice Trax while listening to
song and spot intros and endings in
context!
Circle ( 22) On Render Service Card

to leave, we see transmitter engineer Roberto Vissani making the final entries in the CBL transmitter log, and this. too. is dutifully
photocopied and passed around to all
in attendance. We dub acopy of the
final moments ( we were rolling tape
in the car, the only ones at the site to
do so. it seems) and are presented
with two parting gifts: atube from the
site's junk bin, and the CD from
which that loop was playing all day.
It's a long drive back home to
Rochester. made all the more strange
by the silence on 740. There's DX
there, strange stations from North
Carolina and Texas and Florida ( and.
who knows, Cambridge?) that were
usually buried under CBL — but
I'm not ready to tackle it yet, for
some reason.
We reach the border crossing just
after 2 in the morning, to find a
surly customs agent who barely bats
an eyelid at our explanation of the
trip. Perhaps he's been listening to
the Sabres lose the Stanley Cup just
minutes before, or maybe he's
always that way. In any event, we're
waved through for the final 90 minutes of the drive.
Somewhere around Batavia. the
last remnants of the 99.1 signal are
lost below the hash from WBBF in
Rochester on 98.9. When the sun
rises in Rochester the next morning,
there'll be no listenable CBC signal
for the first time in 62 years.
"The end of an era" in Canadian
broadcasting? Absolutely. But it's also
the end of an era in upstate New York
radio listening. No longer alocal, the
CBC is now aDX signal here, caught
on the skywave from Windsor or
Moncton at night, or on FM from
Kingston when the trops are up, or on
RealAudio with all those other distant, exotic outposts of civilized radio
— but never again to be alocal preset
at the start of the AM dial.
Adieu, indeed.
As we prepare

500
250

VTVI is just one of several ways Scott
Studios digital systems can improve your
sound and your bottom line.
It's afact: More U.S. stations use Scott
Studios than any other major digital
audio system. 2,000 radio stations use
4,400 Scott digital workstations, including major groups like CBS, Chancellor,
Disney/ABC, Clear Channel, Emmis,
Citadel and many more. Last year, 418
U.S. stations bought new Scott Systems.
That's more than chose some other
"major" digital systems in several years!
Call 800 SCOTT-77 to find out why Scott
Studios are chosen the most.

.5cede .Steediod

e.0
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
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Scott Fybush is a reporter for the
"R News" cable channel in
Rochester, N.Y. Once the skywave
kicks up at night, he's the editor and
publisher of " NorthEast Radio
Watch." which can be found on-line
at www.bostonradio.org
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SDMI May Shape Webcasting
Carl Lindemann
The future shape and form of
Webcasting — and, perhaps with it,
broadcasting — may depend on the work
of the Secure Digital Music Initiative.
Members of SDMI made headlines
this summer with the creation and
approval of voluntary industry standards
for copyright protection on portable
audio players.

Jack Lacy
These initial specifications are afirst
step to prevent portable players from
using pirated content. Recording Industry
Association of America executives say
the specifications embrace some of the
principles likely to be afundamental part
of the long-term SDMI specs. Details are
at www.sdmi.org
So far, SDMI's agenda has yet to formally address Webcasting, the process of
streaming audio over the Internet. Still,
its current focus on downloadable audio
files could have major implications for
Webcasters and radio stations that stream
their signals online, said Peggy Miles,
president of Intervox, aWebcasting consulting company.
The possibility of providing CD-quality audio streams to consumers online
could be hampered by intellectual property concerns.
Improving the Net product
Despite apparent diflerences between
streaming audio and downloadable
audio, these share many of the same
intellectual property issues. Precedents
established now for downloadable audio
may have drastic implications as
Webcasters improve the quality of their
product.
Broadcasters are watching the SDMI's

efforts. Lynn Claudy, senior vice president, NAB science and technology, said,
"We have a vested interest in following
the path that downloads take. It does
compete with radio for listeners."
SDMI is a diverse consortium of
companies and interests gathered by the
RIAA at the end of 1998. The initiative
is a response to the sudden popularity
of compressed MP3 audio files. MP3
has taken on the reputation of being a
"pirate" format — ideal for making illegal copies of music that can be delivered free to any Internet- connected
computer.
Jack Lacy, chairman of SDMI's
portable device working group, sees the
music industry as wavering between anxiety and excitement over the potential for
Internet audio distribution.
"Legacy CDs have no protection. It's
been ' security by size' for all these years
until compression came along," said
Lacy. Uncompressed, " CD- quality"
audio takes up more than amegabyte of
data for each minute recorded, making
online distribution impractical.
MP3 bypasses "security by size." The
problem for copyright holders is that con-

Precedents

facturer Diamond Multimedia to stop it
from selling the first portable MP3
player, the Rio.
Legal action
The suit, filed in U.S. District Court,
Central District of California, claimed
the Rio player violated the Audio Home
Recording Act, the same legislation
enacted in response to DAT. The AURA
establishes that digital recording
devices have copy protection features to
prevent pirates from making an unlimited number of copies of protected material. But a federal court refused to issue
a preliminary injunction against
Diamond. With the legal action stalled
(finally settled in favor of Diamond
Multimedia in June), the RIAA set to
work creating SDMI.
SDMI is an effort to find some way to
tame the potential of digital distribution
without killing it.
"The electronic manufacturers and
the music industry have come together
to create something that's both a successful product and a successful consumer experience," Lacy said. Arriving
at this balance is an enormous chal -

established now for download-

able audio may have drastic implications as
Webcasters improve their product.

sumers have discovered that the content
stored on their CD collections can be
compressed, transmitted and copied with
no degradation in sound quality.
For this, MP3 has generated fears of
widespread piracy unseen in the industry since the outcry over DAT. Despite
the enormous potential DAT had as the
digital replacement for consumer compact cassettes, industry observers
believe that legalistic infighting
soured the public's interest. Despite
the format's superb qualities, it was
relegated to being a " professionalonly" medium.
Last fall, the RIAA responded to
MP3's sudden popularity by mounting
a legal challenge. It sought an injunction against consumer electronic manu-

lenge. " It will have to be invisible to
the end user. You don't sell security to
the consumer. What you hope will happen is that by virtue of the fact that the
infrastructure is secure — secure for
the people who own the content — the
consumer has content available to
them," he said.
Claudy said, "We all should abide by
the same rules that see that the proper
individuals are compensated for the use
of their materials. SDMI is a serious,
good- intentioned effort to see that we
all compete on alevel playing field."
Usually, arriving at standards for a
new audio format is long and laborious.
For example, industry standards for DVD
remain unsettled after years of negotiation and debate.
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Lacy's group started work at the end
of March, and arrived at the first of the
voluntary specs at the end of June.
These apply to Walkman- style players
like the Rio. The hurry is to give manufacturers time to design and manufacture products for the upcoming
Christmas season.
Leonardo Chiariglione, executive
director of SDMI, sees this resolve as
indicative of a shared desire to tap the
incredible market potential for digital
audio distribution.
"Putting together specifications is a
task of enormous complexity. There are
so many business interests involved
here. The speed that ( the portable
device working group) has been able to
accomplish this is unheard of,"
Chiariglione said.
He should know. He helped create
Moving Pictures Experts Group in 1988.
MPEG develops international standards
for compression, decompression, processing. and coded representation of
moving pictures of audio and video.
Protecting what's mine
The anticipated explosion of "legal,"
CD- quality downloadable audio will
likely be an enormous boon for content
providers, device manufacturers, software developers and consumers.
Webcasters hope a boon in downloadable audio will foreshadow the growth
of their audience when increases in
bandwidth and compression allow for
CD-quality streaming audio to the average consumer.
For downloadable audio to succeed, it
must respect intellectual property rights,
analysts say. The legal and technical
See DIGITAL page 29
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Downloads Made Secure?
DIGITAL continued from page 27

framework to make that possible likely
will shape the nascent streaming audio
industry — perhaps in unexpected ways.
Most Webcasters fail to see this connection, industry observers say, because
of a common misconception. There
appears to be a fundamental difference
between downloadable and streaming
audio. Downloads can be saved, streams
can't — or so it seems. Because
Webcasts are ephemeral, it appears that
the intellectual property issues inherent
to downloads do not apply.
Miles said that the apparent difference
will dissolve as the technology improves.
"There is no difference between a
Webcast and a digital download save
speed," she said.
Chiariglione agreed. He said
Webcasts and downloads may be different from a marketing point of view, but
technically, the basic concepts are the
same.
From an intellectual property standpoint, the similarity between audio downloads and streams could be handled much
the same way as DAT and recordable
CDs for home stereos. A surcharge is
added to the price of blank media to

believe Webcasters have yet to achieve
widespread consumer acceptance
because today's Internet cannot deliver
that quality to the average consumer.
But when that becomes possible, it is
unlikely that Webcasters would opt to
ignore consumer demand for higher bit
rates. If so, in a practical sense, consumers, not Webcasters, dictate the bit
rate, said Miles.
When high bit rate streams become
standard, the piracy problem could be
serious. The current technology for audio
copy protection is inadequate to stop
some obvious means for recording
streams, said Lacy.
As it stands, alistener could simply

connect acomputer sound card's analog
output and input to record the stream.
Even if the digital sound is encoded
with copy protection, that information
is lost when passed from digital to analog and then back to digital. Lacy
expects emerging technologies will
solve the problem.
"Watermarking and other strategies to
prevent this will be in place by the time
CD-quality streams become commonplace," he said. "They will be able to
encode information inaudible to the listener, but that will persist across conversion to analog," Lacy said.
If the copy protection technology does
not arrive in time, Webcasters may be

29

unable to keep the business models they
are building in today's unprotected, low
bandwidth context.
Steve Marks, senior vice president
and director of business affairs for the
RIAA, is aware of how streaming audio
can pose a serious threat to intellectual
property rights. He points to present
licensing restrictions that limit certain
Webcast programming strategies.
Webcasters cannot repeat the same artists
too often in aset time period. The idea is
to prevent single artist playlists.
"If you had a Jimmy Buffett- only
stream, a listener could get the whole
contents of his CD library without much
trouble," Marks said. However, it is possible to devise devices to scan Webcasts
and record selected artists and tracks.
"These strategies are an end run
See DIGITAL page 30

SDMI is an
effort to find some
way to tame the
potential of digital
distribution without
killing it.

make up for lost royalties.
Chiariglione said this won't work in
the digital domain.
"You cannot apply the same model
that applies for consumer electronics.
There, you have avery clearly identified
medium for storage," he said. This model
fails with computers because music can
be saved by a variety of means such as
hard drives and removable media.
Still, it's too early to know if home
recording of CD-quality digital audio
streams will be widespread. Phil Barrett,
senior vice president of media technologies for RealNetworks Inc., believes the
differences between downloads and
streams make it unlikely because
Webcasters retain control of the quality
of their streams.
"In the DL (download) model, the user
is in possession of the bits. In the streaming model, there is ' recordability,' but
that is different from possession since
there can be transmission defects and the
actual choice of bit rate is decided by the
client/server system rather than the user,"
said Barrett.
Audio quality
it is true that the Webcaster controls
the bit rate — and with it, the quality —
of the streams. However, consumers are
unlikely to accept anything less than
high-quality sound.
At present, industry observers

The new Short/cut '99 has arrived!
You talked. We listened.
Short/cut '99 delivers these
exciting new features:
•Variable length crossfades
•Programmable Fade In
and Fade Out
•Gain adjustment of
selected audio with
ramping
• .WAV, . BWF and .AIFF
file import and export
•External sample rate
synchronization
•D-NEr Echo

Short/cut '99 is ready to
ship and field upgrades are
available for existing
machines.
Short/cut '99 delivers
superior audio quality, true
cut-and-paste wavefonn editing,
massive hard disk storage
and support for external
removable media drivee
all in one compact, easy-touse package. It even has
built-in speakers and ten
Hot-Keys - for instant playback of edited material in
the studio, or on the road.

Whether you're replacing
out-dated reel-to-reel
machines or building astate
of the art studio, now more
than ever, Short/cut is your
number one choice.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

VISIT US AT NAB BOOTH # L11272
and AES EUROPE

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax ( 818) 991-1360 / e-mail .info@360systems.corn / Website .www.360systems.corn
Optional Zip'. drives available from 360 Systems
1999-360 Systems
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Impact of SDMI Yet to Be Seen
DIGITAL continued from page 29

(around the licensing) and will be
addressed," he said. Ultimately,
Webcasters may have to have a sliding
scale for licensing fees dependent on
sound quality.
"The licensing agreements will take
into account how this ( the streaming
media) impacts sales — that's written
right into the statute," Marks said. But
resorting only to the law may be too
heavy-handed and repeat the DAT problem.
"We're looking for business solutions,
not legalistic ones," he said.
Such a business solution will come
from maintaining radio's relationship to

the recording industry, said Rotem "Radio has always been apromotional
Perelmuter, vice president, strategy/The
element to help sell more albums.

We want to

give people the best

possible experience, but at the same time,
we're not going to hurt album sales.
— Rotem Perelmuter
Buggies Project for MTV Networks
Online,

Although The RIAA is still worried
because they don't know what's going to

happen in the future, they see streaming
media is promotional and will help sales.
But downloads could hurt album sales,"
said Perelmuter.
Webcasters and the RIAA will succeed
or fail together, said Perelmuter.
"We're all on the same side. We're
interested in protecting the labels. We
want to give people the best possible
experience, but at the same time, we're
not going to hurt album sales."
What part will Webcasters have in setting the intellectual property framework
for their industry? Miles is concerned
that the interests of the RIAA may not
match those of Webcasters.
Broadcast role?
"The NAB should be involved," she
said, because "if they don't get in now,
someone might try to restrict or segment
(online audio) in a non-attractive way."
Miles said possible limits on bit
rates/sound quality could hamper consumer acceptance.
SDMI is set up to allow adiversity of
interests. The price for having avoice in
these proceedings is membership in the
organization — $ 10,000 per company.
AOL, RealNetworks and Microsoft have
joined. But such a high fee is well
beyond the means of the rank-and-file in
the fledgling Webcasting industry.
"Streaming audio is in our agenda," said
Chiariglione. How soon will it be
addressed? "Icannot say when. The SDMI
agenda is set by the SDMI participants."
For Miles, that may not be soon
enough. Her worst fear?
"Webcasters may wake up to find their
business models won't work." she said.
MARKET

PLACE

Sharper Image Gets Wet
Always vigilant tor important new
radio technology, RW hunted down
the CD Shower Companion.
The Sharper Image retailer is promoting this new toy as the world's
first and only water-resistant stereo
CD player made for use in the shower.

That's the beauty of pure digital processing with the OPTIMOD-AM 9200. Your station is able to reach alarger audience
with clear, bright AM sound. And because the 9200 is fully programmable, you can program your sound to change with your
audience. Whether it's music, sports or news/talk, you get the optimum

orb.«

combination of loudness and clarity to give your broadcast
more impact, improved depth, and noticably greater reach.
THE

H A Harman International Company

t: 1997 Orban, Inc Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Phone

OPTIMOD—AM

9200

1 • 510 • 351 • 3500 Fax : 1 • 510 • 351.0500 E-mail: custserv@orban.com Web: www.orban.corn
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It retails for $ 189.
The Companion is an AM/FM/FM
stereo shower radio with 10 station presets, large LCD screen, alarm, digital
clock, and button controls that are "easy
to use, even with wet, soapy fingers."
It hangs from the shower rod and
delivers "excellent stereo sound from
dual quality speakers." The disc stays
safe and dry behind awater-resistant
sliding door. You can also stand the
unit on a counter or mount it on a
wall. Power is from four C batteries.
Options include an AC adapter, but
don't try that in the shower.
To order, visit the Web site
www.sharperimage.com or call (800)
344-4444 and ask for product SI538.

Airwave-Digital. Three program busses. Two mix-minuses. One remarkable board.
siyuig
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go digital— and runnilig tight on budget — take aclose look at a12 or 20 input Airwave Digital
1
i-n-air console. lk familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve..i\nd with 3program -busses,
.alent can be playing Madonna, Lime si luting a1)r. Laura feed, and laying down voice tracks-- all
at the same time. So you can squeeze more production out of your payroll.
,À.irwave's flexible, too. One or two telco modules and B-side logic are among ahost ( 4
available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input. modules Yrom
analog to digital— or vice versa— at your studio, just .by changing acard.
Best of all, Airwave Digital cornes with that " no-need-to-rationalizelo-anyone" Ple)E
Tiality. Want to know more? Call 760- 138-311, visit www.pre.com or email sales@pre.com.
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The Intuitive Form of Broadcasting
On Air 2000 Mk11 Digital Broadcast Console

Continuing a 50 year tradition of state of the art sound quality and
precision manufacturing, Studer proudly presents the On Air 2000 Min
Featuring "Touch N Action", a familiar, straightforward touch-screen
The On Air2000Mello's° katunss:
•Self-contained, modular architecture (no racks and no fans)
•Remote control from automation systems
• "Studer Sound" AD and DA converters
•Customizable per user/show, password protected (20 users)
•Snapshots can be stored on PCM/CIA cards
•A/13 select on mic / line / AES inputs (6x1 optional)
•Selectable channel EQ, and output bus limiting

interface with programmable rotary controls, it is easy to learn and simple
to operate. Call the Studer office nearest you for adetailed product booklet or
to arrange aprivate demonstration.
•Built-in dock/timer with ext. sync option
•Version 3.0 software offers up to 6mix minus feeds (N-1).

Options includw
•Telephone hybrid control module
•External digital worddock input
•Studio talk-back box or custom made turrets
•RS232/422 serial interface

STUDER

professional audio equipment
H

A Harman International Company

Studer North America Headquarters 1525 Alvarado Street San Leandro, CA 94577 Ph 510 297 2711 Fax 510 297 2785 E-mail studer.sales@harman.com http://www.studer.ch
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At Mid-Year, Radio Still on aRoll
Lynn Meadows
What is the best gauge for measuring
how radio did in the second quarter of
1999? A board member for Clear
Channel Broadcasting might consider
stock prices an indicator of success or
failure. A broker might think the number and dollar value of station transac-

year to date, radio ad sales were up 12
percent as well.
Groups are looking at ways to
boost those national sales numbers
and gather non-traditional revenue.
Chancellor Media Corp. ( NASDAQ:
AMFM), for instance, bought Global
Sales Development last year and is
hoping to have 25 field offices open

Top of the Stocks
Here's how shares in radio's biggest groups performed in
the second quarter.
Share Price
Share Price
July 1
Company
April 1
1. Chancellor Media Corp.

$ 47.13

$55.13

2. CBS Radio ( Infinity Broadcasting)

25.75

29.56

3. Clear Channel Communications

67.17

68.94

4. ABC Radio Inc.

31.13

30.81

5. Cox Radio Inc.

51.13

54.25

6. Entercom

35.38

42.75

7. Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.

43.38

75.88

8. Cumulus Media Inc.

11.75

21.88

9. Citadel Communications Corp.

33.13

36.19

N/A

N/A

10. Susquehanna Radio Corp.

Ranking BM

tions might be relevant. The owner of
one or two stations might use local
advertising spot rates to measure quarterly success.
The Radio Advertising Bureau reported that radio advertising revenue enjoyed
its 81 st consecutive month of year over
year growth in May. Combined local and
national ad sales were up 12 percent
compared to May of 1998. For the full

by the end of the year to pursue nontraditional revenue.
The group opened two more field
offices in the second quarter. Gail
Onken, internal communications manager for the Chancellor Marketing
Group, said the field offices can focus
on strategic thinking and planning,
creative work and providing research
to buyers.

She said unlike an individual radio
station sales staff, the field offices can
put together a whole campaign combining radio with outdoor advertising and
even television spots.
Onken said the development of
offices focused on national and regional business is "definitely" a trend in
the industry.
Infinity Broadcasting appears to be
another believer. The group launched its
CBS Radio Promotions Group in the
second quarter, which will be a "sales
and marketing unit dedicated to developing event marketing and sponsorship
opportunities for advertisers."
Fewer transactions
Station sales were down in the first
half of 1999. As of the end of June,
according to BIA, 514 station transactions had been announced or filed for a
total dollar value of $ 1.988 billion.
During the same period in 1998, 781 stations changed hands for a sales amount
of $2.423 billion.
The dollars fueling those numbers,
said broker Dick Blackburn, president of
Blackburn & Company, continue to be
found in the merging of groups like
Jacor Communications Inc. and Clear
Channel Communications (NYSE:CCU),
which passed muster with the FCC and
the Justice Department.
Capstar
Broadcasting
Corp.
(NYSE:CRB) also completed its purchase of Triathlon Broadcasting in the
second quarter. Capstar then dissolved
its public relations department in
preparation for its merger with
Chancellor, scheduled for July 13. A
rumor that the Southern Star division of
Capstar Broadcasting was now part of
the Sea Star division was unconfirmed
at press time.
New York- based broker Gary
Stevens said multiples these days are
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12, 13 and 14 times cash flow. For buyers, he said, " It's like trying to get a
parking space in a crowded garage. If
you have got to be there, you will pay
See 02. page 36

NEWS MAKER

Katz Radio
Looks Ahead
Randy J. Stine
It has been more than ayear since
the infamous Katz Radio Group
internal memo surfaced, discourag-

Stu Olds
ing advertisers from buying spots on
urban and Hispanic radio stations.
The memo sparked outrage in the
African- American and Hispanic
broadcast communities.
Since the memo, Katz management has instituted formal diversity
training among managers, increased
ethnic marketing efforts and sought
to diversify its work force.
See KATZ. page 38
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COLE'S LAW

'Caller, You are on the Air'
Harry Cole
Don't pay the ransom — Team Cole's
Law has escaped.
Actually, after anine-month break during which we were forced to confront and
contemplate mortality, disease, gross injustice and other similarly cheery issues, we
are back in the thick of things, with more
stories from the Land of Regulation.
And here's abig surprise. The Land of
Regulation hasn't really changed awhole
lot in our absence.
Oh sure, the FCC is now located in
a fancy new building a couple of

light years away from civilization.
And yes, the on- going effects of consolidation have further reduced the
ranks of radio owners to ashockingly
low level.
And the formerly distant rattle and
hum of apossible low-power FM service
is getting louder as it is driven closer and
closer by Chairman Kennard. And EEO
is, at least temporarily, no longer amatter
of regulatory compulsion. And electronic
filing may be just around the corner.
But irrespective of those changes,
we still found an unchanged and
unchanging monument to regulation

just as we left it: the ban on the broadcast of telephone conversations (taped
or live) without notice to all parties to
the conversation.
This particular regulatory chestnut,
nestled comfortably in Section 73.1206
of the commission's rules for the last
30 or so years, requires licensees to
inform anybody on atelephone conversation of the licensee's intention to
broadcast that conversation, whether
live or on tape.
The only exceptions are when the
other party is aware, or is presumed to
be aware, that the call is being broad-

cast or is likely to be broadcast. Such a
presumption arises when, for instance,
the other party has called the station in
connection with a program in which
telephone conversations are routinely
broadcast.
This is not an especially difficult rule
to understand.
And yet, as recently as May of this
year, the FCC fined the licensee of
station WFBC-FM $4,000 for breaking it.
Expensive call
The story is not complicated. The
managing editor of a local newspaper
alleged that a disc jockey at the South
Carolina station called him to discuss
an item about the station that had
appeared in the paper.
The editor contended that he was
never told that the call might be broadcast, even though the conversation was
indeed broadcast.
The station's side of the story wasn't
much different. The licensee agreed
that a conversation had occurred, that

If you are

putting

callers on the air,
these simple guidelines can help you
avoid a fine.

ALL SIGNALS CLEAR.

WARNER ELECTRIC° Transmitter failure can be the killjoy of many arelaxing
day off. Warner Electric's WHR Series STAB/LINE Voltage Regulator will protect your equipment from power
line disturbances that threaten to cloud your station's reputation. The STAB/LINE Voltage
Regulator consistently offers asteady voltage supply and the lowest impedance device
available, allowing your electronics to operate at peak efficiency No generated distortion No generated harmonics No generated worries. Make sure your plans include
our rugged and reliable WHR Series STAB/LINE Voltage Regulator And don't forget
the sunscreen For more information, contact us at 800-787-3532 or fax 860-582-3784.
Or visit our website at www warnernetcom. epee- emenyeiteefreree4,r

POWER CONDITIONING •

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS •

LIGHTING CONTROLS •

UPS SYSTEMS •

TVSS •

MOTION CONTROLS

it had been taped for later broadcast,
and that it was in fact broadcast. But
while the licensee asserted that the disc
jockey had identified himself during
the call, the DJ did not recall whether
he had informed the newspaper editor
that the call was being taped.
Basically, the licensee pleaded guilty
without an explanation.
The result was a $4,000 fine.
Now, in this day and age of
megabuck deals, it may be that a
$4,000 fine is small change that some
licensees could throw out with the lint
from their pockets.
But for those of you who would prefer not to have to cough money back up
to the government, some simple guidelines may help.
First, make sure that anybody at the
station who might have the occasion to
tape phone calls for the station is fully
aware of the prohibitions of Section
73.1206. It's a cute little rule, only
two sentences long, written pretty
much in English, so comprehending its
scope should not be an insurmountable
problem.
Second, establish as clearly as possible that station policy prohibits anybody from turning on atape recorder or
opening a phone line onto the air
before the outside party to the call has
been informed that the call is going to
be broadcast.
Third, if the call is being taped,
have the station employee doing the
taping repeat the notice to the other
party after the tape begins. For
instance, he or she can say something
like, "This is Joe Blow, of Station Wwhatever, and we are taping this conversation with Florence Doe for later
broadcast, right, Flo?" That way, you
See COLE, page 37
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Site Salutes Glory Days at WABC
Alan Haber
One of the most famous and influential top 40 radio stations of all time,
WABC(AM) is remembered fondly by
those who grew up listening to and having their lives changed by it.
If your adolescence, circa the 1960s
and 1970s, was played out to the tune
of this most regal radio station, you
know what I mean. The magic of
WABC manifested itself in the glory
and wonder of such golden voices as
Cousin Brucie, Dan Ingram, Herb
Oscar Anderson, Charlie Greer and
Ron Lundy.
And then there was the music. But
groovy as that was, it was the
unique personality of WABC
— the cumulative effect of
the greatest jingles in
radio history, fun promos and DJs who really connected with their
listeners — that made
the station king.
When WABC abandoned its music
format for talk in 1983, the fallout was
akin to the sense of longing that fell over
the land the day the music died. In a
sense, the day WABC no longer rocked
and rolled was the day the music died.
The glory days of WABC are given a
great big warm and fuzzy hug at Allan
Sniffen's terrific Musicradio 77 Web site
at www.musicradio77.com

(Beta

But musicradio77.com is no pity clinic; it is, rather, aplace to revel in one of
the greatest radio stations of all time.
Stop in at inusicradio77.com (
you're
greeted with aresung PAMS jingle that lets
you know you're in the right place) and
prepare to spend at least acouple of lifetimes perusing through acomplete archive
of WABC weekly music surveys, checking
out some of the coolest archive photos in
existence (did Cousin Brucie ever look that
young?), reading stories about the good old
days from Glenn Morgan, who succeeded
Rick Sklar as program director,
and listening to awealth of
airchecks that show just
how wonderful the good old
days really were.
Growing up
Sniffen, by day adentist
in a suburb of New York
City, grew up in nearby
Bedford Hills listening to
WABC. He later worked in radio as
aDJ at avariety of stations, including
WSPK(FM) in Poughkeepsie.
WABC " was the radio station that
most everybody was listening to as they
were growing up," said Sniffen. Which is
not to say that Sniffen wasn't listening to
other stations beaming out of the Big
Apple — it's just that "the biggest ( station) ... was WABC," he said.
For Sniffen and countless others,
WABC had personality. "It wasn't just

the disk jockeys either," he said. "It was
the jingles, the tie-in with the jingles, the
promotions — they didn't just give
things away, they tied ( the promotions)
into what was going on.
"The Beatles, for example — the station was locked in step as close as it
could get to with the Beatles in terms of
the jingles, in terms of the music, in
terms of the promotions, in terms of ...
advertising. ( The station) kind of locked
into popular culture pretty well."
Why did WABC have such an
impact? " It was in the biggest market,"
said Sniffen. " It was the popular station
right at the time the baby boomers were
coming along — there were a lot of
things that happened to fall together all
at the right time to make this a big
radio station."
Sniffen tips his hat to the late Rick
Sklar, former program director at WABC,
who is generally credited with shaping
the station's sound and success. Sklar
"was an innovator with a lot of these
things ... Idon't think he was doing as
much copying as he was being copied,"
said Sniffen. "When you went around the
country you heard similar jingles or a
similar format ... the inspiration of that
was coming from WABC."
Musicradio77.com strikes a nostalgic
chord for visitors. Sniffen: "Most of the
e-mail is from people who were listeners
of the station ( who say), you know, ' I
can't believe Ifound this. This brings

Allen Sniffen
back memories of when Iwas growing
up and listening to Cousin Brucie with
my transistor radio under my pillow. —
Good old days
People come to Sniffen's site to
immerse themselves in the magic that
was the classic WABC. Many are looking
to find out about the station's history.
"About 20 to 25 percent" of the e-mail
Sniffen gets, he said, " is from people
who work in radio now. They usually say,
'This is the station that inspired me to go
into broadcasting and it's great to hear all
this again and now Iknow why I'm
doing this for acareer. —
And you can't ask more of that from a
Web site, now can you?
Alan Haber can be reached via e-mail
at zoogang@earihlink.net
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KLOTZ DIGITAL ... you lust hove to speak to the right people
KLOTZ DIGITAL
KLOTZ DIGITAL Audio Communications GmbH, Germany
KLOTZ DIGITAL AMERICA INC., USA
KLOTZ DIGITAL, France
KLOTZ DIGITAL ( M) SDN BHD (454 317-X), Malaysia

http://www.klotzdigital.com • e-mail: sales@klotz-digital.de
Hans-Stiessberger-Str.2c • D-85540 Haar • Phone: + 49-89-46 23 38-81 • Fax + 49-89-46 23 38- 61
Nortech Park • 5875 Peachtree Ind Blvd. # 340 • Norcross, GA 30092 • Phone: + 1-678-966-9900 • Fax: + 1-678-966-9903
87 Rue St. Martin • F-75004 Paris • Phone: + 33-1-4887 4681• Fax: + 33-1-4804 7146
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Sales Up, Deals Down in Q2
02, continued from page 33

whatever the cost is."
Asked if stand-alone stations were still
fetching high sales prices, Stevens said
that "Generally the guys who waited the
longest get the best price."
But in one large market, he said, an
owner waited so long to sell that the consolidators who would have wanted to
buy his station now own all they are
allowed to in that market and cannot buy
his station.
"There's very little left to buy," said

Analysts say

There was talk and innuendo in the
second quarter about groups controlling
the sale of their stations in terms of who
could buy them.
"It's typical. It's not new," said
Blackburn. He said the seller has always
wanted to control who he sells his stations to.
Sinclair Broadcast Group Inc. ( NASDAQ: SBGI) announced it was putting
its radio group up for sale in the second
quarter. The group is expected to fetch
about $ 900 million. One industry

radio revenue is growing

nearly twice as fast as that of outdoor,
newspaper and television.

Stevens, adding that much of what is
happening these days is trading.
Asked about the single-station owners
who think the large groups will eventually
have to divest when they realize they are
over- leveraged, Stevens said, " Ithink
that's wishful thinking."
"Clearly, there's going to be some
mistakes made," said Stevens of the
frenzied buying in the past three years.
But, he said, those groups are correcting
their errors generally by making swaps.

observer said that price is supposedly
the equivalent of 15 times year 2000
cash flow. He said that it may be an
interesting idea for a consortium of
smaller groups to group together to buy
Sinclair radio.
Stock market
Meanwhile, stock prices for the large
publicly traded radio groups remained
high in the second quarter.
"Things are very good in the radio

MAGER
SYSTEMS

The Best in Sound Furniture

May:
Another Winner

business," said Harry DeMott, broadcasting analyst for CS First Boston.
He said the biggest changes that affect
stock values of radio are interest rates
and the economy. The reason radio stocks
trade at the prices they do, he said, is the
belief that radio will grow.
DeMott said that radio revenue is
growing nearly twice as fast as the outdoor, newspaper and television revenues. Asked if the radio industry can
increase its 7 percent share of the
advertising revenue pie, DeMott said,
"I think it will happen. It's definitely
increased."
DeMott agreed with Stevens and said
he does not think being over-leveraged is
aconcern for large radio groups.
Interestingly, of the top 12 largest
radio groups as ranked by BIA
Consulting, Susquehanna Radio Corp.
remains the only one not publicly traded.
Asked why, a Susquehanna spokesman
said that for now, the group preferred to
grow its business in different ways. He
said the company did offer $ 150 million
in public debt in May to fund its
Employee Stock Ownership Plan. The
Appell family has owned Susquehanna
Radio since 1942.
Some familiar names changed in the
second quarter.
Heftel Broadcasting Corp. changed its
name to Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
(NASDAQ: HBCCA). Chancellor Media
Group announced it would try to change

Radio ad sales were up 12 percent
in May compared to the same
month ayear ago, according to the
Radio Advertising Bureau.
That makes 81 straight months of
revenue gains for the industry.
The strongest regions in May were
the West, up 15 percent, and the
Southwest, up 14 percent.
So far in 1999, local ad sales are
up 13 percent, national business is
up 9percent, for atotal year-to-date
growth rate of 12 percent.

its name to AMFM, which is also its
stock symbol, when it merges with
Capstan The move eliminates the last of
the name Evergreen Media and
Chancellor Broadcasting from radio
records. Those two companies merged in
September 1997.
After considering putting itself up for
sale in the first quarter, Chancellor
instead sold its outdoor advertising business in second quarter for roughly $ 1.6
billion.
Asked about the success of consolidation, one analyst who preferred to
remain anonymous said, " Idon't think
this is what the founding fathers had
in mind." He said television is going
to pay the price for what has happened
in radio.
"They are never going to be deregulated," he said.

For over 20 years Broadcasters nationwide have come to Mager Systems tor our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique construction, along with solid wood and quality materials,
means your furniture is built to last. In fact. we .ve made the design and construction of studio
furniture as much an art form as it is abusiness. Every installation is backed by a10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable and can
accommodate every budget from economy
to showplace. Call today and discover
Min
why Mager Systems is the best in
Sound Furniture.
Were proud to say
we've won the
Radio World
'Ccx)l Stuff'
Award at
NAB'99.

WHUR - Washington, D.C.

WILSONART
INTERNATIONAL

Designed, Fabricated, Delivered and Installed

Mager Systems is proud to offer Wilsonart
Gibraltar solid surface. Gibraltar is anon porous,
stone- like, solid surface material. This premium
material has beauty, strength and durability that is
easy to care for Gibraltar is available in 32 rich colors,
plus, it is backed by afull 10 year installed, limited warranty.
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FCC Fines
Station for
Airing Call
0> ODLE, continued from page 34

have an uncontestable record that
you complied with the rule.
If the call is going out live, the
same general goal can be accomplished with a similar restatement
of the notice once the broadcast
begins — but remember, the
notice has got to be given before
the broadcast starts.
And even during call- in programs in which callers are routinely put on the air — i.e., programs
during which callers may be presumed to be on notice that their
calls may be broadcast — it's
smart to have announcers open
their conversations with " Hi,
you're on the air."
This may be a nuisance, and it
may even get in the way of some
of the entertainment value of some
programs. After all, who can deny
the occasional hilarity of the
unwitting person made the victim
of a hoax call by a zany morning
DJ? But those are precisely the
folks that the rule is intended to
protect.
State rules differ
The more adventurous among
us may note with interest that the
commission's rule does not
require the station to obtain the
other party's affirmative consent
to the taping/broadcast; rather,
the rule requires only that the
caller be informed. Presumably, if
the caller is properly informed
and still elects to stay on the line,
that is deemed to demonstrate
consent.
So, in some circumstances, an
"ambush" interview may be legal,
as long as the target is informed
right away that the conversation is
going to be taped/broadcast. If the
interviewee stays on the line and
answers questions, the station
should be covered as far as the
FCC is concerned.
What is not permitted is the hoax
call in which the station employee
pretends to be somebody else in
order to get an entertaining reaction
from the target.
One final consideration. Many,
if not all, states have their own
laws about the taping of telephone
conversations, regardless of
whether the tapes are to be broadcast. Some state laws are more
restrictive than the FCC's. You
would be wise to consult with
local counsel about non-FCC limitations, so that you will not run
afoul of them.
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Rhythmic Oldies aFormat to Watch
Sharon Rae
Rhythmic Oldies or Jammin' Oldies:
Call it what you like, but the format is
one to keep an eye on, according to
Interep Research.
This new hybrid format has radio
programmers and salespeople begging
for trend research. According to
Interep, Rhythmic Oldies listeners are
56 percent female and primarily aged
25-44, with secondary 45-54 appeal.
Research also shows that listeners
are ethnically/racially diverse: 26 percent black, 23 percent Hispanic, and
51 percent other. And, despite the for-

mat moniker, listeners are not drawn
primarily away from other oldies stations in a market. Duplication occurs
most often between CHR and dance

Adults 18+.
"While we represent only a handful
of stations currently programming
Rhythmic Oldies, there are a growing
number of these stations
in radio's major markets," stated Marla
Pirner, Interep's executive vice president,
director of research.
Segall Tirdey Invergting fntTomorro.
"And while we'll be able
to paint a more compreCHR, followed by oldies, urban AC
hensive picture of the format's impact
over time, this preliminary profile proand urban contemporary, based on
Arbitron Maximi$er Winter 1999,
vides answers to some of the basic
Mon- Sun 6 a.m.-midnight Cume,
questions about who is listening."
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Olds: Radio 'Most Stable Medium'
KATZ, continued from page 33

The Katz Radio Group is the
nation's largest radio- spot sales firm,
selling national time for more than
2,100 radio stations in more than 450
markets.
The radio group has 21 offices nationwide and more than 500 employees.
Radio billing for 1998 totaled more than
$1.2 billion.
The radio group, awholly-owned subsidiary of Katz Media Group, consists of
Sentry Radio, Christal Radio, Hispanic
Media, Eastman Radio and Katz Radio.
Katz Media is owned by Chancellor
Media Corp.

The Katz Media Group serves multiple forms of electronic media, including
radio, television, cable and broadcastrelated Internet Web sites.

Stine about the memo incident and the
future of Katz Radio.
RW: The memo caused damage to your

Our commitment

to our clients and our

customers has been to do the right thing.

Stu Olds, president of Katz Radio
Group, spoke with RW writer Randy J.

company and the rep industry as a
whole. What arc your thoughts as you

Audio Equipment tor Broadcasters
B RIDIIII•
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Best Price Guarantee' - Same Day Shipping —

SUPPLE W ORLDWIDE

Knowledgeable Sales Professionals

Advantage

Extended Hours

Flexible Payment Terms

Get the
Now

from
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BSW
SCOOP REPORTER ll
The"all-in-one" Scoop Reporter ll is an extremely

RW: While on the subject of consolidation, do you anticipate further consolidation in the rep business?
Olds: Idon't think so. There are really
only two major players left in the radio
rep arena, and that's Katz and Interep.
So, in the short term, no.

View at NAB Radio Booth #925

transmissions! While ISDN is obviously preferred and provides bi-directional 20 kHz audio at
128 kbps, Scoop Reporter ll's POTS interface provides abackup should something happen to your ISDN
connection.With abuilt-in 3-channel mixer, it's primed and ready for your sports or talk broadcast teams.
Powered by internal "D" batteries, external 12 volt or AC voltages, the codec will always remain powered.
And aspeed dial directory with 99 presets containing dial-up and codec settings makes it easy to use.
Features include: supports G.711,G.722 , ISO/MPEG Layer II and J.52; PC programmable; LCD display;
balanced XLR mic inputs; AUX in/out; metal chassis. Call today to get the"Scoop"from BSW at our low
introductory price. AETA

51211 Mfr. List Price $4,250.00

Call for Low Introductory Price 1 800 426 8434
4

To Order Call 1• 800. 426 • 8434 Or Visit www.bswusa.com

The BSW Advantage
BSW guarantees to beat any competitor's printed advertised price within 30 days of purchase date.*
BSW will ship in- stock items the same day if your order is received by 5:00 PM EST.**
BSW is open 12 hours daily ( M- F) - 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern Time; 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM Pacific Time.
BSW sales professionals have real- world broadcast experience to offer expert help with your purchase.
BSW offers avariety of payment methods including open net 30- day account to qualified businesses.
'Items must be new, current models and available from an authorized dealer. Ads must be printed indirect mail or trade publications
Applies to domestic customers with approved credit only.
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RW: What is your business philosophy
for Katz Radio?
Olds: Our main focus is looking to grow
with the people we are already in business
with, including most of the leading broadcast groups. Companies like Chancellor,
CBS, Heftel, Cox, Bonneville and Clear
Channel. As these groups grow, we grow.
Ithink that's good.

RW: Do you have exclusive deals with
some of the major broadcast groups to
represent them in all markets?
Olds: Oh, yes. Not all of those Imentioned earlier, but many of them.

ISDN & POTS
Capability In One
adaptable codec that can handle POTS calls as well as ISDN

RW: Are you putting additional emphasis
on the future growth of urban and
Hispanic media buys?
Olds: The two fastest growing segments of our population are the
Hispanic and the African- American
segment. What we've done is focus on
the importance of those audiences and
marketing to those audiences. We want
to make sure we are an important part
of that.

RW: Has consolidation presented more
opportunities for you or just new challenges?
Olds: Both, Ithink. Putting more radio
stations in the hands of better broadcasters has been good for our business. It
has resulted in increased marketing flexibility andcreated some non-traditional
revenue opportunities.
Ithink it has been a positive influence on the competitive focus in major
markets. The challenges have been in
the marketing and structuring of these
organizations to maximize the value of
these individual pieces as they have put
together clusters of stations.

-1110111111*

Scoop

look back?
Olds: It was my worst nightmare. At
the same time, (
we) recognized it as
an opportunity for Katz to re-establish
its commitment to the AfricanAmerican and Hispanic communities
and the stations that program to that
audience. We took steps to make
inclusiveness a cornerstone value
within our organization.
Our commitment to our clients and our
customers has been to do the right
thing, not only from amoral standpoint,
but also from abusiness standpoint.

FREE 1
76-pas,
1999 catalog

e

The new owner
RW: You went from being owned by
DLJ, an investment banking company,
to being purchased by Chancellor
Media Corp. in 1997. Any significant
differences in ownership styles?
Olds: Chancellor has been a wonderful
partner. Not only do we get to represent
all of their terrific radio stations, but they
also endorse our philosophy of having
great stand-alone individual companies in
terms of our structure with Sentry,
Christal, Eastman, Katz and Hispanic.
They also have brought us the
resources we needed to grow this company. Whether it's training, PCs, software
or additional hires, they have been very
supportive.
See KATZ, page 39
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KATZ, continued from page 38
RW: How about your Web radio
strategy ... are you placing spots
there already?
Olds: Our Web work is really a
work in progress. Through our relationship with On Radio we have
placed banner ads and executed
some e-commerce across the Web.
We have helped build Web sites as
well. We will continue to evolve
ourselves in what we consider to be
adeveloping business yet.
Web potential
RW: How big is the potential business?
Olds: The beauty of it is that radio
is the perfect partner for the Web
business.
Ilook at sites as being individual
retail stores and you have to figure
out away for people to go to them.
Ican't think of a medium better
than radio to target specific audiences with Web sites that are geared
to specific audiences. Ithink it will
be agreat partnership when we figure it out.
RW: What is the best way to educate
advertisers about the benefits of
using radio?
Olds: The Radio Advertising
Bureau, Katz, Interep, local organizations in individual markets, they
are all doing good jobs of selling the
benefits of radio.
Ithink radio remains undervalued
vs. other media. Ithink the consolidation that has taken place has
helped with that. We still have a
long ways to go.
RW: What advertising industry
trends do you see?
Olds: The image of radio has
improved dramatically since the
consolidation process started. It has
raised our profile in the eyes of
advertisers.
Radio is also the most stable
medium right now. Television is
going through fragmentation due
to the addition of several more
networks and the challenges of
cable. Print is getting chopped up
in many different directions. I
think radio is going in the other
direction. We are consolidating
and putting ourselves in a better
position to compete against any
other medium.
RW: The good economy has done
wonders for many broadcasters'
bottom lines. Assess our business
right now.
Olds: The radio business in total
remains very strong. The industry
has had 80 straight months of
growth.
Last year you had almost a perfect bell-curve. You had the top 10
markets up 12 percent. You had 11
through 75 up about 20 percent.
And then 75+ up about 12 percent
as well.
This year through the first five
months, it was just the opposite.
The top 10 are up about 17 percent.
The 11-75 are up only 5percent and
75+ up around 14 percent. So overall, all market places are in very
good shape.
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Overload Survival Tips
Kim Komando
It's been estimated that there's been
more information produced in the last 30
years than in the previous 5.000 years.
And no. that's not just because of the
Clinton scandal.
What's more, the amount of available
information continues to increase at neargeometric proportions. And much of the
information that has been contributed to
the pool in the last few years owes its existence to the Internet and other electronic
media. After all, we're not just reading
newspapers and magazines or watching the
tube anymore for fodder and topics.

While, in general. more information is a
good thing — that is. knowledge is power
and as atalk host this is agood thing —
this overabundance of information does
carry with it real problems. Chief among
them is that it's all but impossible to obtain
exactly the "right" amount of information.
You're left to choose between getting
too much information or too little information. Given this choice, it's wise to opt
for excess information. However, that
dominoes into the problem of eliminating
the glut and then organizing what's left.
For most people. this external information originates from two sources: email and the World Wide Web.

The single most important component
of asuccessful e-mail management campaign is a good. commercial e-mail program like Qualcomm's Eudora Pro or
Microsoft's Outlook. Sure, there are plenty of competent free e-mail programs
available on the Internet. and for the
price, they're hard to beat. However, most
commercial packages offer two very
important features that the typical free
packages don't: robust filtering capabilities and multiple account management.
E-mail filtering is the ability of your email software to take different actions with
different messages based on content and
most important. without you having to do a
thing except set it up. For example. you
could have e-mail messages from your top
affiliate or your program director or general manager filed away in aseparate folder
See KOMANDO, page 40
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At EMMIS,
It Adds Up to
AudioVAIIII
EMMIS Communications' $ 25 million headquarters in Indianapolis did the math and
built the most notable radio installation in
the U.S. with AudioVAULT as its digital
audio delivery system.
Why AudioVAULT? Just listen to Chief
Engineer, Dave Hood...
"1 made a career decision to go with
AudioVAULT This system had everything
Iwas looking for - scalable, flexible, user
friendly, reliable and is backed by the great
service from Broadcast Electronics."
Do the math yourself. From single station
operations to mega-opolies, there's an

• munica lo

AudioVAULT system customized to your
needs. Get a lock on today's digital studio...
lock on to AudioVAULT.

Thanks, EMMIS, for
putting your trust in
Broadcast Electronics
and AudioVAULT

When EMMIS Communications chose
AudioVAULT, DJ Bernie Eagan didn't want
to be left behind. Bernie is blind and one of
EMMIS's best on-air talents. To accommodate, BE installed aspecial Braille console,
free. The interface with AudioVAULT was
seamless and Bernie keeps rocicin' on.

Audio
uhe
www.bdcastcom
or (8881 232-3288
RWID 899 : 1999 BrOadcast Electronms. Inc

BE emblem m a regmtered trademark of Broadcast Electrorms Inc
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Keep Your Head Above the Flood
gather all the e-mail from all your variKOMANDO, continued from page 39
ous accounts. And using the previously
as they anive so that you're able to give
described filtering techniques, you can
them the priority they deserve.
still keep it organized according to
Filtering also is useful for weeding
incoming account.
unwanted bulk e-mail ads, a.k.a., spam.
Whether you use Netscape's
There are a number of ways to
Comm-unicator, Microsoft's Internet
approach this. If you find yourself getExplorer or some other Web browser,
ting spam again and again from the
your Web browsing software includes
same e-mail address, you can have mail
some ability to maintain an easily
from that address automatically filtered
accessible list of favorites or bookinto your Deleted/Trash folder. Or if
marks. And with all the major packyou're tired of, say, getting announceages, you can also further organize
ments about the latest porno sites, you
these lists into sub- categories. If you
can have your e-mail software filter for
spend a lot of time researching on the
content words like nude, XXX, college
Web, though, a simple list of favorite
coeds, etc.
sites is far from adequate for handling
You must exercise caution when
your organizational needs.
creating e-mail filters, though.
First, even if you only plan to come
Suppose you're tired of getting spam
back to asite once, you have to add it
about the latest money- making deals,
to this semi- permanent list of
so you use "deal" as a filtering term.
That means you could entirely miss a favorites. That means the list can
quickly become bloated beyond all
message from your brother asking you
usability. Then when you finally get
for advice on how to "deal" with his
back to a site, you may find that the
mid-life crisis. The point: Make sure
desired page has changed and the
your e-mail filters don't become so
information you want has disappeared.
exclusionary that you end up missing
One way to address these problems
important messages, too.
is
with
software that facilitates off-line
With the proliferation of free e-mail
browsing. In other words, these proproviders like Hotmail and NetAddress,
grams can capture the entire contents
it's easy and cost-effective to have more
of a Web page or entire site — both
than one e-mail address.
text and graphics — and store these
However, the down side to multiple
resource on your hard drive.
e-mail addresses — at least if you rely
This way, you can view the pages
on free e-mail software — is that you
whenever you want, even when you're
have to manually check your mail at
not connected to the Internet, and you
multiple locations to round it all up.
never have to worry about the content
This is where multiple account hanchanging.
dling comes in handy.
There are several software packages
Most commercial e-mail software can
that fall into this category. Among the
be configured to check multiple
most popular are Blue Squirrel's Web
accounts. With one mouse click, you can
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Whacker,
Math
Strategies'
CatchTheWeb
and
DataViz's
WebBuddy. Each of these programs
has its strengths.
For example, Web Whacker is
among
the
easiest
to
use.
CatchTheWeb offers a unique feature
that allows you to organize multiple
Web pages, as well as e-mail messages
and other documents, into a portable
presentation that you can pass along to
your business associates, with no extra
software required at their end. And
WebBuddy includes a utility that lets
you convert aWeb page to any of several popular word-processing formats.
Information overload may seem bad
now, but it's only going to get worse.
Unless you implement the tools and
techniques to overcome this barrier,
you may find yourself drowning in a
whirlpool of digital information from
which there is no escape.

Product Information:
Eudora Pro
Qualcomm Corp.
mvw.eudora.com
(800)238-3672
$39.00
Web Whacker
Blue Squintl Software
mvw.bluesquirrel.com
(800)523-0925
$49.95
CatchneWeb
Math Strategies
mvw.catchtheweb.com
(888)236-2446
$39.95
WebBuddy
Dataviz Corp.
www.dataviz.com
(800) 733-0030
$39.95

Osgood Scores With ` McGwire'
"The Osgood File" is the winner of the Radio- Television News Directors
Association Edward R. Murrow Award for Outstanding Writing in a Radio
Network/Syndicatkm/Program Service.
The Murrow Award honors outstanding achievements in electronic journalism.
Osgood, who is syndicated by Westwood One, will be honored at an award ceremony
in Charlotte, N.C., on Sept. 29.
The winning piece, written and anchored by Osgood on Sept. 28, 1998, was titled
"Mark McGwire."
In aphenomenal finish, Mark McGwire hit two home runs yesterday to bring his
total for the season to an astonishing 70. Seventy home runs in asingle season! It is
the most awesome feat in the history of major league baseball.
Records are made to be broken, they say
And maybe McGwire's will be broken some day.
But it's hard to imagine to tell you the truth.
For only McG wire, Sosa, Mans and Ruth
Have
hit 6041ome runs in aseason.
McGwi
dSosa this year for some reason
Surpassi
What aj other players had done
The Babe liad hit 60. Maris 61
Remarkable numbers they
looking back
But left in the dust now by am and Big Mac.
When McGwire came tolletlus last time at the plate
'Tor this fabuloiA season 1998
He'd flready hit one deep ... home run 69
Assuring that his namé forever would shine
Among baseball immortals. 69 in one year!
An amazing accomplishment, which it was clear à
Was atruly prodigious,' remarkable feat
lit
But wouldn't one more be incredibly sweet?
If just one more time now that swing could connect
But surely nobody could ever expect
That it really would happen. We thought that we knew
It was possible, yes, but too good to be true.
The crowd in the stadium came to its feet
At amoment like that no one stays in his seat.
And here came the pitch ... and that patented swing
Such apowerful, wonderful beautiful thing
We'd been seeing all year ... in the clips of Big Mac
And there qiillOhat by now unmistakable crack

r
it

e

And athrill ran up every baseball fan's spine'
they
As the
knew
bai when
rleft the
thebat
ball
like
hita
the
shot
batonit a
was
lineg
There was roaring and jumping and carrying on
For
And as it cleared the wall everyone knew that they
Seen agreat wonder happen and history made.
Seventy home runs. A seven ... azero
And McGwire ran the bases aconquering hero
Who had done what had seemed an impossible thing.
Nobody can tell what the future will bring.
But nevertheless agreat lesson was taught
We can sometimes do better than anyone thought.

Bartlett's
Tricks of the
Trade

Studio Sessions
Radio World

Resource for Radio Production and Recording
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CardDeluxe Is aStep Forward
remained: a full-sized I6- bit ISA card
with gold plated RCA jacks.
When Digital Audio Lab's CardD was
There were shortcomings. The unbalintroduced in 1990, Windows 3was new,
anced connectors were susceptible to RF
interference from inside the PC. If you
and a 486 running at 33 MHz was
described as "blazing."
placed it too close to the video card, an
Though humble by today's standards,
occasional high-pitched squeal could
these were the first PCs capable of serisneak in.
ous audio production. When equipped
Admittedly, this wasn't quite up to par
with aCardD and the right software,
with most professional gear. But if you
set it up right, the 92 dB
dynamic range was fine
for day-to-day radio
work. In a marketplace
jammed full of PC gaming cards with 1/8- inch
jacks, the CardD+ was
in aclass by itself.
Over the past few
years, the proliferation
of professional audio
cards has offered radio
producers far more
choices. Though a "classic," the CardD+ was
outdated. Soundcards
with 24/96 capabilities
that extend well beyond
I6- bit 44.1khz audio
now are commonplace.
Worse,
Intel
and
Microsoft have been
phasing out the slow
ISA bus in favor of
PCI's superior architecture. In a few years,
CardDeluxe by Digital Audio Labs
"legacy" ISA devices
may have no place in the
these systems made tape and razor obsoPC platform.
Even so, the CardD+'s popularity conlete. For many radio producers ( myself
included), the CardD opened the door
tinued to the end.
into the digital domain.
"We'd been looking at the PCI bus for
Over its lengthy life, the CardD only
some time, and wanted to move there,"
underwent minor modifications. It was
said Al Pickard, DAL's co-founder.
upgraded to the CardD+, and the product
"Finally, we had our hand forced last year
line expanded to offer an add-on digital
when key components were discontinued."
I/O daughter card plus a standalone
For those mourning the CardD+'s
Digital CardD. But the core design
passing, the CardDeluxe is far more
Carl Lindemann

Page 43

than a replacement of its venerable
ancestor. The new PCI-based unit has
everything any radio producer is likely
to need or want. It has all the bells and
whistles: 24/96 capabilities, balanced
1/4- inch TRS analog jacks and adigital
S/PDIF I/O.
Like the CardD+, the CardDeluxe
doesn't have any onboard DSPs. Still,
it's quieter and cleaner than its predecessor with full DirectX support to
make it work well with most any of
the popular audio production software
and plug- ins. For all the added features and improved audio quality, the
CardDeluxe sells for the about what
the CardD+ did.
Upgraded features
Installing the CardDeluxe for testing
was quick and simple. Physically, the card
is only about half the size of the CardD. It
retains the same jumper adjustable
input/output levels with +4dB and - 10 dB
options as the original.
But the upgrade to balanced connectors means you don't have to fuss about
card location in the case. Stray RF
inside the PC can't contaminate the
analog signal the way it does with single connectors, so any open PCI slot
works fine.
Setting up the drivers under
Windows 98 was easy. I've heard
Macintosh aficionados complain that
weeding through the PC's IRQs and
resource settings to install a sound card is just too confusing. But the
Phoenix BIOS in the Intel " Seattle"
motherboard managed to carry that
out automatically.
As the system boots, just install the
drivers floppy, and you're off and running. The CardDeluxe is new on the
market, and so there are a few growing
pains. Windows NT and ASIO drivers
are due before the end of the summer.
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Wilmington
Production
By Buck
Ken R.
"Great job! That spot you guys
produced really pulled in the customers for us!"
It's always good to hear that from
aclient, especially when the production director put hours of effort into
the commercial. Damien Buck, production director for WDEL/WSTW
in Wilmington, Del., understands the
value.
"We had an apartment rental company run spots only on our stations
and they were able to rent 30 units
in one weekend. It made me feel
great," he said.
Damien Buck is the man who coordinates spot production for
Delmarva Broadcasting. His responsibilities include news/talk WDEL(AM),
CHR-formatted WSTW(FM) and nine
other stations.
Buck may crank out anywhere
from seven spots on alight day to 15
spots on a crunch day. He and his
department are proud of a Mercury
Award nomination and 21 local
advertising honors they've received.
The road to WDEL began in
Louisville when Buck was agreen 16year old part-timer at WAKY-AM-FM
in Springfield, Ky. His journey took
him to stations in Birmingham, Ala.,
Bainbridge, Ga. and Coco Beach, Fla.
Buck has been in the business for
24 years, half of them spent in his
current position in Wilmington. He is
married with no children.
Buck said he believes in giving
something back to the community.

See CARD, page 48

See BUCK, page 47

Trash your carts, burn CDs
Give all your production material the
performance and reliability that only
comes from CDs. CDs are the new
standard in audio — compact, easy to
use and efficient.
CD Architect is the professional mastering software that's accessible to
untrained users. It verifies Red Book

Circle ( 35) On Reader Service Card

standard audio before burning, fully
supports PQ code editing, and lets
you prepare the material in its own
editor with multi- level undo.
From Sonic Foundry, the leader in
Windows- based digital audio. Visit
www.sonicfoundry.com or call us at
800 57 SONIC for more information.

SONIC

FOUNDRY

"Tom, we bought another
radio station last night."

Intraplex
STL PLUS

Wondering how to handle growth? More groups have
placed their trust in Intraplex than any other digital
transmission solution.
The Intraplex STL PLUS T1 multiplexer transmits program
audio for STLs, TSLs and intercity links, data for remote
control, automation, and LANs and voice for off- premise
extensions and intercom. Consolidate program audio,
data and phones over one high quality digital line, with

next level solutions

WIRELESS

STL and TSL at any distance over any terrain. Even better,
you'll be ready to handle the next station. And the next.

BROADCAST
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Communications

1-877-468-7275 • www.harris.com/communications
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Handy Tips for aGreat Session
Bruce Bartlett
Each recording session Ihave done has
taught me new ways to improve sound
quality or to make a session run more
smoothly. Over the years I've collected a
number of these methods. I'm happy to
pass them on to readers of Studio Sessions.
Let's start with miking acoustic instruments such as the guitar or violin.
In amultitrack session, where you're
close-miking, it's fairly common to

bing the guitar or violin by itself, leakage
is not aproblem, so you can take advantage of the beauties of distant miking.
Want more realism in your recordings
of the acoustic guitar, piano or other
instruments? Try miking them in stereo.
Here's acommon way to stereo- mike a
guitar: place one mic about afoot from
where the fingerboard meets the body, at
the 12th fret. Place another mic about a
foot from the bridge. Pan these signals
hard left and right, or partly left and right.

The beautiful sound

of a great guitar

takes space to develop. A microphone up close
may not represent the entire instrument.

stick a mic up close to the instrument.
The goal here is to reject background
noise, room acoustics and leakage. But
the resulting sound quality can be harsh
and aggressive.
The beautiful sound of a great guitar
takes some space to develop. The sounds
from all the parts of the guitar — body,
strings, soundhole — blend together in a
pleasing way at acertain distance from
the instrument. If you mike close, the
microphone hears mainly the part of the
guitar that it is closest to. That sound
may not represent the entire instrument.
When heard from acouple feet away,
agood guitar or fiddle has adelicate, airy
sound that does exist very near the instrument. If leakage forces you to mike
close, try cutting alittle around 3kHz or
so to reduce harshness.
Otherwise, consider miking farther
away, at least afoot. If you're overdub-

One album Irecorded featured aguitarist who overdubbed himself four
times. We used eight tracks to record the
four stereo parts. It was fun to create
soundscapes by using the pan pots.
For a pop- style piece, we panned
one guitar part hard left, another hard
right, and put the lead in the middle.
But on a New Age composition, we
wanted amore diffuse, lacy effect. The
stereo mics for guitar part 1 were
panned hard left and center so that the
guitar spread between those two
points. The stereo mics for part 2 were
panned hard right and center, creating
a spacious guitar sound in the right
half of the soundstage.
Guitar part 3was panned hard left and
right, so that the guitar was heard in full
stereo. The result was adelightfully ethereal quality that worked well for the New
Age style.

Sometimes it's hard to tell if our
mixes sound " commercial." Do the
mixes sound like other productions
released on CDs? An easy way to tell is
to plug a portable CD player into your
mixing console. Play aCD with songs
similar to those you're mixing. A- B
your mixes with those on the CD. You
might hear difference in bass, treble,
amount of reverb, mix balances and so
on. Adjust your mixes to sound more
like the CD.
What's cool about this method is that
it works on almost any monitor speakers. Even if your monitors are not accurate, if you match the sound of good
CDs played through the same monitors,
you know you're in the ballpark.
Imagine that you are set up to record
avocal overdub, which you will add to
a mix of instrument tracks. An important part of this procedure is to set up a
good cue mix in the singer's head-

You've heard of "fix it in the mix," but
sometimes you can only fix things in the
editing session. Here are some examples.
Suppose you've filled all the tracks on
your multitrack, but the client wants to
add asynthesizer wind sound before and
after a song. You have no other multitrack to sync to the first one. Well, just
mix down the existing tracks to a twotrack DAT. Copy that DAT to your hard
drive using some multitrack digital editing software. Then record the synth part
onto two more tracks in the editor. Align
the two-track mix and the synth in time,
add fades and there's your finished piece.
Cut and paste is another useful tool
of digital editors. Sometimes you can
use this feature to correct musical
errors. For example, Iwas given aDAT
of asong in which the band messed up
the second chorus. They played the first
chorus perfectly, so Icopied the first
chorus and pasted it in place of the second chorus. Because the first and second chorus were identical, no one could
tell that this trickery had been done.
Quick level changes in an editing session can fix things, too. Suppose that in
the finished mix, one note of asax solo

Certain simple tricks

that anyone can

learn will make any radio production session
more productive.

phones. The cue mix is a blend of the
recorded instrument tracks and the live
vocal to be overdubbed.
Rather than doing the mix on monitor
speakers, do it while listening on the
same model of headphones that the
singer is using. That way you both hear
the same thing. Of course, the singer is
also hearing their own voice live, but at
least you are hearing the same instrument mix and tonal balance.

blares out. After recording the mix to
hard disk, zoom in on that note. Cut its
level a few dB with the editor's virtual
fader. This trick also works to reduce
breath pops, audience coughs and so on.
Bruce Bartlett learned about recording
before there were any recording schools. He
wished he had atextbook so he wrote one,
now titled "Practical Recording Techniques
2nd Ed." in its latest version.

Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers
offer excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial
remote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessories.

Swilcher
SS 12.1
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo
inputs and 4stereo outputs.

10X1
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8stereo inputs,
2stereo plus 2mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs
to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8stereo inputs, 2
stereo and 2mono outputs

11111111

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

START UPS
TURNAROUNDS

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU outputs, or vice-versa.
3X2I3
Active crosspoint switcher with 3stereo inputs and
2stereo outputs.

E-mail bti@broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax. 360 428 . 6719

READER SERVICE NO .231

$100,000
$1,5()(
0,000

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs
to one stereo output or vice-versa.

BROADCAST
Internet www broadcasttools com

EQUIPMENT
LEASING

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6stereo inputs and
one stereo output, or vice-versa.

Check out our web site for
product information, list pricing
and alist of distributors!
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BOSTON FINANCIAL & EQ UITY CORP.
20 O VERLAND STREET BO STON, M A
WWW.BEE C.COM
READER SERVICE NO .191
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Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed SubscrIption/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
From the " Specialists in Practical

Precision Engineering"
ST - A CR1 • STICK- ON

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

AUDIO CONTROLLED RELAY
RELEASE DELAY ADJUSTABLE 0 5 TO 5 SEC
SHOWN OF.ENERGISED

Delivered and
installed by

00 0 0 , )
0 00 0 00 0

ECHI1OLOGY

Anywhere you need
Cost Effective Silence Sensing
Control Switching from Audio Signal
Switching from Mic or Line Signals
01121 Switching Contacts
Open- collector ( Slave) Output

TEL: 610-640-1229

51-ACR1 for . 5 sto 5.0 sdelay nominal
5T-ACR2 for 5.0 5 to 50.0 edelay nominal

RLL15

Toll free (800) 281-2683

Radio Design Labs

Local ( 805) 684-5415
Document Server ( 800) 391-0017
Web Page www rdlnet corn

FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

web: www.studiotechnology.com
READERSERVICE NO. 162

READER SERVICE NO. 241

THE COST EFFECTIVE •
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION
• STL's • RPUS • TSL's
• Exciters • Optimods
• AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti
• Moseley
• McMartin
• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
READER SERVICE NO. 121

NE Tu! World's Most Advanced
CD Duplicator

• Industry's First System
with Pro Audio Compare
Mode
• 7-Drive / 200 CD
Capacity
• Networkable to 28 CD-R
Drives
CD- 3707

AUTOMATED

• Simple Unattended
Operation

• Analog/Digital Audio
Import Options
Spindle Based CD- R
•
ONE-BUTTON
Copier
Operation
• Copies All Current CD
Formats
Mitsui Silver as Low as $1.35

Network Control Made Simple!!
SE01-6 shown with
°pions! rack mount

THE NEW

D PTtirjc

FOR ‘1)DITIONAL MTH(' ‘ I
(.1) HONI PRINTFR ,,

READER SERVICENO.251

\\ I)

o

SEN-6
3
4/

Finally! A professional Subaudible
Encoder that you can really use!
> Encodes 25, 35 & 25/35 combination tones
(can also generate 50 & 75Hz *).
> Tunable notch filters remove subaudible
content from program material prior to tone
insertion.
> LED indicators for power, input set, output
clipping and tone generation.
> Primary control & Status connections are
duplicated on both screw terminals & a DB-9.
> Jumper-set precise tone duration.
> Suggested List Price only $399.00

_
Order your next rebuilt
transmitter tube
from

9'eePatief Thcdue& ge.
Over half a century of quality rebuilt power tubes

t
,
p // wwwcircuitwerkes com / 3716 SW 3 Place. Gainesville, FL 32607

and U.H.F. - TV Klystrons"
75412 Highway 25 - Covington, LA 70435 - U.S.A.
800-624-7626 504-893-1243 Fax 504-892-7323
www freeland-inc.com
Email freeland-inc.comefreeland-inc.com

READER SERVICE NO.140

READER SERVICENO.202

•50 & 75Hz tones ma r,.uire external in. irt Iitte . to avoid false til l.n.

CircuitWerkes - (
352) 335-6555 Fax 380-0230

REMEMBER THE CORTANd
FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...
• BROAD BANDIAITH for better sound,
GROJIIDED ANTENNA for flghtning & static electricity,
ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS jr VHF & UHF antenna lines,
BEST ANTENNA FOR DIFLECTIONAL ARRAYS.
ilkse
DETUNINU SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR
AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER IJeS, TANKS
OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.

net t

SINGLE SOURCE
SOLUTION FOR ALL
YOUR CD/IND NEEDS

CALL 414'797-9772

!-----"rime to " re-tube"
the transmitter?

The SEN6is asingle channel encoder with integral audio
fi tenrg that can produce 25Hz 35Hz and combination
tones from external closures. A spec al : est mode
and output lets you set tone insertion level without
sending the tones over the regular program path.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

G I_ t`EEIA1
4
/

email: sales@studiotechnology.com

CD

4901 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, 'i
,
PA 87401

phone 505-327-5646

fax 505-325-1142

READER SERVICE 140. 122

Attention
Advertisers!

y

Reach 15,000+
broadcasting professionals!
RADIO VVORLD's Product
Showcase provides aperfect
medium for test marketing
your products and services.

It's an efficient, effective &
affordable advertising option!
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, fax

Simone Mullins at
703-671-7409
or call

703-998-7600

ext
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Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to:

Tascam Rolls Out CD Player

The CD-450 from Tascam is acompact disc player aimed at the broadcast,
recording studio, sound contractor and
DJ markets.
Features include auto cue, auto
ready, call and end-of- message functions, fader and event start, incremental
play and numeric keys.
The call function lets the operator
locate the position where Play was last
pressed, for confidence in starting the

RVV Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

cut reliably. Single- play function is
useful in radio applications.
The player is rackable, occupying
two spaces. It has RCA unbalanced analog outputs and acoaxial RCA S/PDIF
digital output. An optional kit provides
balanced XLR analog out, plus an
AES/EBU digital output on an XLR
connector. Retail price is $760.
For information, contact Tascam in
California at (323) 726-0303, e-mail to
tascamsales@tascam.com or circle
Reader Service 92.

Genelec Offers
Digital Stereo Monitoring

Suitable for digital audio workstation projects and broadcast confidence
monitoring, the 2029A Digital Stereo
Monitoring System from Genelec is a
compact, two-piece, nearfield system.
The 2029A is based on the successful I029A two-way, analog active monitor speaker. The 2029A consists of one
right master speaker and one left slave.

Stereo level adjustment is controlled by
avolume knob on the master.
The system accepts S/PDIF digital
audio or conventional analog inputs, and
feature built-in power amplifiers that
can produce 40 watts of output power.
Suggested retail price is $ 1,325 per
pair.
For information, contact Genelec in
Massachusetts at (508) 652-0900, visit
the Web site at www.genelec.com or
circle Reader Service 111.

Large broadcast solutions
come from small sources.

.„
'A New Class of Mic
Preamplifier'

The Aphex 1788 Mic Pre earned a
Cool Stuff Award from RW at the
NAB99 convention.
The eight-channel unit is targeted at
remote broadcast work, tour sound,
live recording and theater work. The
1788 lets the user place the preamps
near the mic, to avoid problems associated with mic splitters, long lines and
multiple inputs.

Yamaha Powered Near- Fields

Yamaha is shipping
its MSP5. This powered
monitor features a biamplified design. providing 40 watts to each
speaker's 5- inch woofer
while separate amps
feed 27 watts to each 1inch titanium tweeter.
The company says the
resulting sound features an
impressive flat frequency
response and well-articulated stereo image. suitable for pro recording and
post-production.
Each monitor is magnetically shielded to prevent interference with
computer monitors or
other sensitive gear.
Both + 4 dB XLR connectors and - 10 dB line
level phono jacks appear
on each speaker.
For information, contact Yamaha in California
at ( 714) 522-9011, e-mail

•

.

MicLim is a proprietary limiter circuit on the mic output that speeds setup
and which Aphex says makes the unit
virtually crash- proof. A digitally controlled low- noise amplifier allows the
input gain to be adjusted without noise
or glitches, changing level in 1/4 dB
steps with 1dB stops.
Suggested retail price is $4,995.
For information, contact Aphex
Systems in California at (818)767-2929,
visit the Web site at www.aphexsys.com
or circle Reader Service 151.

to info@yamaha.com or circle Reader
Service 131.

DIRECT COUPLED
Q

OUTPUT
ADJ

KF
—INPUTS—

,HENRY ENGINEERING
I

Sierra Madre. California „„

Henry Engineering's Matchbox II is all you need to interface to the
real world! It's ideal for computer sound cards, DATs, and consumer
gear.

Harris and Henry have a wide range of BIG solutions in SMALL
packages! You can match, mix, amplify, store, and control your audio
with solutions from Henry Engineering.

Call Harris Communications today for a copy of the Henry
Engineering brochure or to place your order.

HMS

1-800-622-0022
www.harris.com/communications
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Sound With the Stroke of aBrush
Steve Wilke
Ours is a moil(' of accelerated stimulus. The human body is designed to
detect the most minute differences in
what is and what is not perceived.
These experiences are received in the
awareness and the consciousness, and
humans have the ability to store them in
memory.
This ability allows us to recall and reference those experiences, comparing
them against what is happening at any
given moment.

This enlightenment builds over time
and forms patterns can be worked with
in different ways.
Some people love to revisit their experiences, staying with things with which
they are familiar. Other people are driven
to explore new territories, sometimes
motivated by fear and other times by
enthusiastic adventure.
Needless to say it becomes very
complex.
In ancient times, temples were carved
with hieroglyphs and painted in vibrant
colors to express the experience of the

zeitgeist. Musicians always played live
before their audiences.
As time and technology progress.
humans continue to find ways to express
ourselves through poetry, drama, theater,
music, photography, etc.
Nowadays, our ability to express ourselves creatively is amazing.
More ways than ever are now available
for interfacing with the senses. New tools
and techniques can capture nuances, and
new media can present them to the masses.
This all means that the human consciousness is feeding more rapidly on

More and more,

Before sound recorders, synthesizers
and samplers were invented, people
experienced sound in many different
ways. They took in the natural sounds of
the location they were in. perhaps abusy
market or athunderstorm.
Seeking specific sound
If people were intentionally seeking
a specific sound. they isolated themselves in a particular location where
the winds and birds felt right for a
good meditation.
Another intentional method would be
to create instruments with which tones
could be generated. This could be a
drum that lets them express with different rhythmic patterns or it could be a

we can paint with

sound to create the kind of individual
expression that an artist's brush captures.

new information, and spitting out
responses at breakneck speed from all
directions of the planet.
Packing presentations
Now put this into context of how we
presentations are packaged to control,
influence and gain financially and politically advantage in the world.
There is alot of pressure to develop the
next big thing. This is why advertising agencies work hard to identify developing trends.
These same changes in time and technology have affected the field of sound
recording and manipulation.

•

The Master'
Control
Studio, shown
right is one of
seven Arrakis
studios in
Sony's
Manhattan
network
origination
center for SW

Register
For 107th
AES Show
Arrakis furniture is # 1...
•Off the shelf -or- Custom

ae

•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery !!!
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow, to Tokyo,
to Manhattan...

(303) 224-2248
or (970) 224-2248
1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Circle ( 42) On Reader Service Card

Digital audio radio is aprominent
theme of the 107th AES Convention
in New York City in late September.
The Audio Engineering Society
has included aspecial conference to
address the issues of digital radio.
"Broadcast engineers in the United
States are developing important DAR
technologies and the industry is
deeply concerned with establishing a
transmission standard," said David
Bialik of DKB Broadcast Associates,
the conference chair.
The overall theme of the AES
show is " Advancing the Art of
Sound — Leading the World of
Audio Into the 21st Century."
The keynote speaker is Chet
Atkins. Sony Corp. Chairman Norio
Ohga will receive honorary AES
membership.
Look for detailed preview information in the Sept. 1issue of RW.
The convention is Sept. 24 to 27
at the Jacob K. Javits Center in New
York. Attendees can register at
www.aes.org, or inquire via e-mail
to HQ@aes.org

string that could be shortened to create
amelody.
This means of intentionally generating
patterns of sound developed into music.
Eventually, humans learned to capture
sound vibrations and then project them
sounds off a medium by shaking the air
through horns and speakers.
This allowed us to capture the best
performance and then present that to
audiences. We could control our presentation. The artistry of that performance
built upon the artistry of the theater with
each new invention.
The most inventive people started to
take the technology of their time and
try to create surreal and imaginative
qualities that stretched beyond normal
experience.
Now we have gone even further.
With digital sound design tools, we
can take traditional music instruments,
synthesizers, samplers, digital workstations, sound effects libraries, microphones. endless effects manipulation
devices and more.
We also can control, combine, layer
and process audio in ways to create endless layers of nuance and expression.
Paint sound
More and more, it is possible to paint
with sound to create the same kind of
individual expression that an artist's
brush captures — the feeling of the artist.
the same connection to the body that a
dancer has when emoting through movement.
With this range of depth of application, how does one choose a palette of
sounds?
Well, it is not easy to accumulate the
experience needed to cover the repertoire
of demands that clients are likely to
demand. Now more than ever, a sound
engineer needs to think like acomposer
and an artist, and not like atechnician.
Music and sound are coming together
like never before.
Stephen Wilke is a sound engineer at
Swell, afull- service post production
.
facility in Chicago. He also is apartner
in Open Sky Music Productions, where
he writes music for commercials.
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Buck Produces in Wilmington
e.

BUCK, continued from page 41

"I've spent alot of time training interns
here at the station. It's very important to
me that when they leave, they know what
they're doing," he said. "Curtis Thorton,
an intern, is now my assistant."
The Delmarva production department
consists of Buck and two copywriters. He
has access to seven other station voices,
available to him at various times of the
day. Buck is himself an accomplished
announcer with a repertoire of straight
and character voices. In fact, for some
commercials he has been known to
record all the parts himself.
"Ask me about my ' Homer Simpson'
voice," he said.
Tools for the job
Buck has asupportive broadcast organization to work with.
"The station has provided everything I
need ... except more time to get the spots
done!" he said. His production libraries
include Firstcom Music and Killer Tracks
for instrumental beds and The Hollywood
Edge and Sound Ideas ( 1000 and 2000
series) for sound effects.
MP3 Internet file transfer and DCI
hardware are used to rush spots digitally
from one location to another within the
station family. A MediaTouch computer
system is in place in the three air studios
(there is also asmaller news studio).
Delmarva has three production rooms
within the facility in Wilmington.
"Our main production system is ( PCbased) ProTools. Ilove it, there's nothing
like it, and it's only available in my studio," he said. The station also has a
(Macintosh- based) SAW Plus which
some of the other people seem to like
because it's so easy to use."
The production rooms have access to a
voice booth, and Shure SM5b microphones are the workhorses. The main production board is an Auditronics 851, and
the processors are manufactured especially for WDEL/WSTW by aconsultant.

room, but how the spot will sound when
it finally hits the air.
"You don't want it coming out too
mashed," he said. In that case, why do stations compress their air signals so much?
"A listener tuning across the dial will be
drawn to astation that's slightly louder.
This is avery big deal especially with CHR
and urban formats which require maximum
volume and alot of bass presence."
Buck seems to enjoy his job, and he
looks forward to the variety of assignments he gets each day. Asked about the

Damien Buck
frustrations of the job, he laughed and
echoed the sentiments heard from production directors all over the country:
"It's the deadlines. Ioften do three or
four voices on a spot, then find music,
then find effects. It just takes time to do
it right."
Does Buck suffer from those wonderful 4 p.m. surprises from the sales staff
— when they drop the fact sheet on the
desk and need a spot produced to start
Monday at 8a.m.?
Rush jobs
"We try to hold the line on last-minute
rush jobs. The sales people respect my
time, so by 4 p.m. Friday afternoon I'm
through for the week. Sometimes,

WDELJWSTVV
Production Gear

"They're doing it! When Igot here 12
years ago, everything was done on a
four-track tape recorder," Buck said. "We
didn't have any systems in place to get
tapes to other stations other than making
the dub on reel and sending it in the mail.
Technology has been ahuge help to us."
However, he does see some changes
in the way spots will be produced in
the future.
"I think boards may become obsolete.
We'll do the mixing on computers in the
production rooms, though boards will
probably still be used on-air," he said.
"Outboard processing boxes may become
less necessary too, because of the
increasing use of plug-ins with the computer systems."
Buck would like to see an improvement in the delivery of digital audio "so
that we can just assign a number from
traffic to incoming audio and have it
automatically go into our system. That
way we wouldn't have to take the time
to download and dub it, which is a
needless process."
Like many radio people, this production wizard worries about the impact of
change in the industry.
"So many station groups now have
central locations which produce spots
for dozens of stations, like we do in our
group," he said. "This really eliminates
a lot of jobs! In the future, it might be
.possible for asingle production house in
one market to try to supply everyone."

Hardware/Software
Digidesign ProTools
IQS SAW Plus
MediaTouch Audio Management
System
Studio
Shure SM5b Microphones
Auditronics 851 Mixer
Air Corp. Voice Processor
Yamaha SPX 1000 Processor (2)
Aphex Compellor
Libraries
Killer Tracks
Firstcom Music
Sound Ideas ( 1000, 2000)
Hollywood Edge Sound Effects

But he does not think this concept
would ever completely eliminate the
need for local spot creation.
"Those last-minute copy changes which
are apart of our daily fife would be very
difficult to do for someone out of market.
"If an advertiser wants to extend his
sale one more day, we have to respond
instantly," he said. "Immediacy is very
important to local radio. Sometimes we
have to make the changes and get the spots
on the air with only an hour's notice."
This is one in aseries of profiles about
radio production people. Ken R. is a regular contributor to RW.

TRY
SOMETtriliG
REALLY
The complete multitrack
recording studio for WindowsTM

'Those last-minute copy changes ...
would be very difficult to do for someone out of

COOL

The easiest way to:
Record and build spots,

market. If an advertiser wants to extend his sale
one more day, we have to respond instantly.'
The primary voice-shaping tool is by
Air Corp., offering compression, limiting, EQ and de-essing functions. There is
apair of Yamaha SPX 1000s in the rack
for reverb and other acoustic effects.
With all those possibilities, does Buck
use the plug-ins within the ProTools system?
"No, we use the outboard stuff to get
everything sounding right and mostly use
the computers for editing and mixing.
You don't want to over- process because
there is so much processing on the air."
Production polishing tools include an
Aphex Compellor for compression.
"It's very transparent. The average
person might not even notice it," he said.
Also in use: that old "pump up the jam"
analog standby. the dbx 1066.
WDEL/WSTW uses Jim Loupas from
Dallas as their audio consultant.
Louder and louder
Damien Buck is aware of not just the
processing he uses in the production

though, the client will hold onto the copy
and not approve it until the last minute,
even though the sales rep is trying hard to
get it done."
Outsiders can also use the audio production facilities at WDEL/WSTW.
"When we produce a spot that's running on our stations exclusively, there is
no charge for production," he said.
"Agencies can book time in our state-ofthe-art studios and avoid going to
Philadelphia and spending hundreds of
dollars an hour."
"When production which is running
on our stations also goes out of market,
we charge $ 125 per spot. If our studios
are used for a spot which is only going
to air outside our market, it's $ 300 per
spot. So in addition to our own workload, we're booked by outside agencies
quite abit."
What could manufacturers change in
their equipment designs that would make
his job easier?

news, and clips

•
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• Add music and sound fix
Stretch

•
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'Cool Edit Pro has been
the dream come true
that we have wanted for
decades: a low cost
production studio software packale that has
the power of any hardware studio we have
worked in.
Our mornimg
shows across North
America now have the
capability of doin.g all
their show preparation
in their home studios
with Cool Edit Pro.
It
is not just a new pro.gam, it's a revolution
that has chaned the
way radio is done.'
- Bob Hamilton,
Radio Star

4,
ciscreito
cicunctra

New

"It's difficult to
anywhere in Cool Ed
Pro and not hear yourself whisperirul to
yourself ' this is
cool.'"
- Dave Oliwa, Radio F
Production. May 1197
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Check out our downloadable demo

:

http://www.syntrilliu

Syntr,illit

Ill 1

PO Box 62255
Phoenix AZ 85082-2255 USA
cepro,srsynhillium corn
+1-602-941-4327
+1-602-941-8170 (
tax)
1-888-941-7100 WS& Conoda toil-free
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STUDIO SESSIONS
cutting spots and doing all of the other
things I've described in this article, the
DSE-7000 remains difficult to match.
"Urban DAW: Getting Better With Age"
by Ty Ford
Aug. 19, 1994

Roe.

Read
It
Here

Five Years Ago
Over the four years that the DSE7000 has been shipping, there have
been many significant changes. ...
Don't get me wrong, Ilove my
Macintosh Quadra 840 A/V. But for

Ten Years Ago
It was supposed to be the sound that
wasn't heard across America.
But instead, the Radio Advertising
Bureau/NAB's cooperative new promotional campaign for radio that
included 30 seconds of dead air drew
inconsistent and often reluctant participation in the nation's top radio
markets.
News Item
June 28, 1989

Fifteen Years Ago
William Bragg was eight years old
when he traded his prized baseball
mitt for a telegraph sounder that was
being mishandled by aclassmate during " show- and- tell." From that day
on, he collected broadcast artifacts
until he could no longer fit all the
pieces in his house, and eventually
established the National Broadcast
Museum in Dallas, Texas. ...
(It) flourished to become the largest
broadcast museum in the world. But today,
the National Broadcast Museum needs
help. Following financial difficulties and
an eviction notice, the museum closed its
doors to visitors on Dec. 3, 1983.
"Museum Suffers Hardships"
June 15, 1984

acvancinc
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DAL's New
CardDeluxe
CARD, continued from page 41

Support for Macintosh is scheduled
for the end of the year.
Testing the CardDeluxe's analog
capabilities revealed the limits of the
rest of my production setup. Its 110
dB dynamic range is quieter than my
studio's ambient noise. It's also quieter than my Electro-Voice RE- 20
patched through aMackie 1202-VLZ.
Recording at its full 24/96 capabilities with IQS SAWPro clearly exceeded all but the most stringent demands.
If you're aiming at winning
Grammys with a full-range of pricey
accouterments typical to the music
producer's trade, you might find afew
things to quibble about. For those pursuing Peabodys with the limited budgets of the radio biz, this does it all.
The addition of an integrated digital
I/O brings the CardDeluxe up to par
with its competitors.
"People are looking for more features," Pickard said. "Consolidating
the digital and analog I/O also saves a
slot compared to the previous daughtercard setup."
The gold-tipped RCA S/PDIF connectors give access to four channels
— if you use both analog and digital
simultaneously. The RCA connectors
serve DAT users well. MiniDisc users
can add an optional AES/EBU bracket
with optical I/O.
If you want more inputs, additional
CardDeluxes can be synched together
seamlessly with a20-pin ribbon cable.
You can add as many as you like until
you run out of PCI slots.
In the past, setups like this could suffer from a "stairstep" effect. Individual
soundcards wouldn't record or playback simultaneously. Each would be
added one after another in the session.
More than one
DAL's new " WavSync" feature
overcomes this. It synchronizes WAV
drivers so that multiple cards act as
one device. While most radio producers are likely to find asingle card
is plenty. it's nice to know that you
can scale up your system if your
needs grow.
The CardDeluxe is as cutting edge
today as the CardD was at its introduction. What's different is the many
other pro audio cards it must compete
with — often cluttered with added
features for video, MIDI, and whatever else lurks in the Multimedia maze.
Though Iwas reared on the CardD,
I'd been lured away to AdB's excellent ( and
now
discontinued)
Multi!Wav Pro24 Analog card. Well,
the CardDeluxe has lured me back. If
you liked the CardD, you'll love the
CardDeluxe. It's ano-nonsense way to
get high-quality sound in and out of
your DAW, and the PCI architecture
guarantees compatibility for many
years to come.
o
For information, contact Digital
Audio Labs at ( 612) 559-9098, visit
the Web site at www.digitalaudio.com
or circle Reader Service 57.
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D-500 Controls the Show at WKDF
by David Hodge
Chief Engineer
WKDF(FM)
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Nashville's
WKDF(FM), owned by Dick Broadcasting,
was along-time heritage rock station until
this spring. On April 1, we began broadcasting country, complete with abrand-new
morning show called "Carl P and the PTeam." to launch the new format.
This hot new morning show really
takes advantage of the Nashville music
scene, incorporating live interviews as
well as full-fledged musical performances in abrand-new studio.
Anticipation ...
In fact, in anticipation of the new format,
WKDF decided to build an addition to our
building simply to accommodate the new
on-air and production studios, talent, producers and other support staff. The new
annex is 30 by 80 feet with all-new equipment, and houses acontrol room, asmaller
sound booth and aproduction studio.
We have no less than five mics in the
main studio and four mics and tie lines in
the smaller room for awide variety of needs
that might change day-to-day. Needless to
say, the station really needed equipment that
would not only be reliable, but also would
handle our current needs and take us
through to an increasingly digital future.
We turned to Wheatstone because of
TECH

UPDATE
Ward- Beck

The Ward-Beek R2K radio audio
console series features modular, metal construction; connections via
Phoenix pluggable, screw terminals;
A/B input select on all modules; four
stereo program outputs standard; two

Inside

their good reputation. We evaluated both
analog and digital consoles. Ifirst considered the A-6000 because of its top-ofthe- line, major- market capabilities. But
ultimately, Ichose the Wheatstone D-500
digital console, because it allowed us to
start analog and become digital later on,

time and there's a lot of patching things
in and out as needed.
We do, however, have digital sources
for commercials and music, including an
AudioVault hard disk system, aTascam
DAT, aSAW digital editor and aCD burner right in the studio, which is used for pro-

The Wheatstone D-500
as the need arises.
Although the morning show studios
are brand-new, they are only used for that
particular daypart. For our current needs,
digital doesn't allow us to change things
as quickly as we need during the frenetic
pace of morning drive.
Therefore, we still operate pretty much
in the analog domain, switching with
patch bays. With aproducer and technical producer at work during the show,
last-minute decisions are made all the

duction once the morning show is done.
The D-500 is ideal for the kind of
control we need in the mornings.
While it operates as a traditional analog control board now, it will be easy
to convert to digital in the future. We
will simply replace input module
daughterboards to shift from analog to
digital as needed.
Ilike the features Wheatstone has built
into the D-500. It has four stereo busses,
which we really need, particularly when
we work with the Tascam eight-track DAT.

timer and clock ( all time code standards supported).
The rackmount power supply
frame houses two modular supplies
for dual redundancy and can accommodate external audio distribution.
The model R2K/12 accommodates
up to 12 input channels, while the
R2K/20 handles 20, and the R2K/28
provides 28.

The console's flexibility allows us to send
any module's output to any of the busses.
The D-500 was easy to set up and
worked well from day one. Ilike the way
the options were set through dip-switches
and the fact that the DB-25 connectors
were handy. Another nice feature in the
console's design is its meters; our staff
especially appreciates meters on the cue,
ararity on most radio consoles.
Our producer and assistant producer
operate the D-500 and they found it easy
to work with from the start. Wheatstone
has designed it with the look and feel of
traditional analog consoles so there really
is no learning curve involved.
We've had no problems with the D500 since we went on-air with it at the
beginning of April. I'd like to have the
ability to pan Left or Right only on the
modules, but that's more of aproduction
need than an on-air feature.
Basically, the D-500 is what it claims
it is and does what it's designed to do.
Best of all, when the time comes to make
the switch to digital, we won't have to
buy awhole new console.
In addition to the D-500, we also use a
12-channel Wheatstone Audioarts R-60
console to handle production for the
morning show. Our Auditronics console,
which we had before building the new
studios, complete the trio of consoles we
use for all the varied operation of the
morning show, making the new show an
all-Wheatstone operation.
For more information contact
Wheatstone at (252) 638-7000, fax (252)
637-1285, visit the Web site at
www.wheatstone.com or circle Reader
Service 93.

The Best Value for
your Dollar
Visit Fidelipac e Booth #931

MX12E8

MX8L

assignable mono mix buses and six
telephone clean- feeds.
Other features include serial control port to facilitate interface to
automation, balanced inserts and
direct outputs from each module;
control room and studio monitoring;

The R2K/8 is a 14- x 19- inch rack
mount package for up to eight input
channels.
For more information contact
Ward-Beck Systems Ltd. at (800) 7712556, fax (416) 335-5202 or circle
Reader Service 61.
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MX8R

MX18E
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Broadcast Studio Equipment
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Fidelipac
Division of Amplifonix
210/ Black Lake Place,
Philadelphia, PA 19154 USA
TEL 215.464.2000
FAX 215.464.1234
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AMS Neve

MIS Neve offers new hardware and
software for its Libra Live broadcast
console.
Features include anew ESP processing platform and a RAM-based flashboot system.

August 4, 1999
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The addition of aRAM-based boot
system allows Libra Live to store and
load operating system and console cod
figurations from solid-state RAM.
instead of hard disk. This cuts power-u
and configuration time to just afew s
onds and reduces the chance of fail
due to mechanical problems.
An expanded GPI facility allo
external inputs to control many of the
switches and initiate functions such as
Snapshot Recall. A Snapshot Filter
added to the Snapshot Recall automation speeds up the selective recall of
different console sections.
For more information, contact AMS
Neve at ( 212) 965-1400, visit
www.ams-neve.00m, or circle Reader
Service 107.

Arrakis Family
Arrakis has rolled out its new DM-4
broadcast digital consoles and introduced new digital input, mixing and
output options for its popular 12,000
and 22,000 series consoles.
The new DM-4 family can be used
two ways. Free Windows 95/98 soft-

since 1989 to achieve atraditionally controlled console with analog and digital I/O.
Both the 12,000 and 22,000 models
support a complement of modules in
addition to the new TDM1 digital
mixer. Use one TDM1 module for
each digital input, up to four for each
DM 4 in use. For the analog modules,
choose either basic On Air configura-

Studer
Harris
The Studer On- Air 2000 MkII
digital console features the "Touch
N Action" concept. This enables the
operator to reach most of the functions from the sweet spot in front of
the microphone and/or screen.
The 6, 12, 18 or 24 channels can
be equipped with different input
cards: analog, digital, two inputs, six
inputs and with or without a transformer. The outputs can be analog,
digital or both. Furthermore, the
mixer can control radio automation
systems and be controlled from
them.
Other features include user cus-

The Harris DRC 1000, 2000, and
2024 digital audio consoles feature 32bit internal precision floating-point
DSP technology.
Each Audio
Processing Unit contains six Sharc
DSPs.
The APU has seven stereo ( 14
mono) AES3 output busses. Output
busses are simultaneously available in
digital and analog for flexibility and
reliability. Two of the analog outputs
utilize 20-bit digital to analog converters. The remaining five analog
busses utilize I8-bit digital-to-analog
converters.
For more information contact
Harris Corp. Broadcast Systems
Division at (800) 622-0022. fax ( 765)
966-0623, visit the Web site at
www.harris.comicommunications or
circle Reader Service 112.
MISR»

tomization, snapshot storage via
PCMCIA slots, A/B select on
mic/line/AES inputs, selectable
channel EQ and output bus limiting,
built-in clock/timer with external
sync option and version 3.0 software offering up to six mix- minus
feeds.
For more information, contact
Studer at (408) 542-8884, fax (408)
752-9699, visit www.studer.ch, or circle Reader Service 84.

Fidelipac
The Fidelipac Dynamax MX
Series Broadcast consoles feature
two frame sizes, offering arange of
six to 18 channels, 18 to 42 stereo
inputs, and interchangeable modules carrying all of the channel
electronics.
No active components are mounted on the console input motherboard. The use of voltage controlled
amplifiers eliminates scratchy
faders and level controls. Gold-plated edge connectors are used for
motherboard connections.
For more information. contact
Fidelipac Corp. at (215) 464-2000.
fax (215) 464-1234, visit www.fidelipac.com, or circle Reader Service
109.

ffluil

tion or advanced models with pan for
ware creates astand-alone digital virtumic modules and input mode selection
al console on acustomer-provided PC.
Faders can be touchscreen- or mouse- for line- level mixers. Additional
accessory modules include Audio DA,
controlled. Standard clock and timer
Audio Pre- selector, Remote Switcher
are included.
and Remote Control plug ins.
The virtual console has two analog
A built-in audio patch bay is standard
stereo inputs and four digital inputs with
in the 12,000 and 22,000 for use even
sample rate conversion in the smallest
while the console is on the air.
configuration. With popular offtheshelf
The 12,000 series offers 8-. 18- and
PC Remote Control Software, stations
28- mixer position modular maincan control the console from aremote
frames. The 22,000 offers 18- and 28location.
mixer position modular mainframes.
The digital engine is not a PC and
The 22,000 mainframe now has a
thus is not subject to routine PC maintelower cost.
nance issues or virus infections. The
For information, contact Arrakis
DM-4 mounts in two rack spaces and
Systems in Colorado at (970) 224-2248,
features standard, professional balanced
visit the Web site at www.Arrakisaudio connections and easy-to-wire logSystems.com,
send
e-mail
to
ic and control connections.
Sales@Arrakis-Systems.com or circle
The DM4 can also be used with any
Reader Service 114.
Arrakis 12,000 or 22,000 console built

Radio Systems "

Millennium Consoles from Radio
Systems are available in 6-, 12-, 18-,
and 24-channel sizes. All consoles feature three output busses, remote control and metering, a comprehensive
monitor section with standard eightposition selector and aclock/timer.
The selector/switcher controls any
external device or Millennium
option product, including a squawk
box, audio switcher and di
hybrid.
The clock/timer is part of the
Systems CT-6line and connects serially to the external master driver to
function as aclock slave readout. The
display switches modes between clock
and up-timer ia front- panel console
switches, which also control all timer
functions.
Remote control is accessible on a
15- pin "D" connector for .n.er,
channel, each selectabe by A/B
input. Remote, timer, muting. channel and remote-control functions are
available and programmable b> input .
via internal jumper straps. The console channel on/off switches activate
most functions.
Models differ only in their channel
count and meter overbridge.
For more information contact Radio
Systems at ( 609) 467-8000, _fax ( 609)
467-3044, visit the Web site at.
www.radiosystems.com or
Reader Service 52.

Logitek's
Numix
has Iten
redesigned for greater space efficiency
and expanded functionality when used
with hard-disk audio storage systems.
The Numix's modular design has been
modified, with the functions of the Meter
Wedge moved to the Selector Wedge so
that now there are only two types of
wedges. The Fader Wedge has been
updated to include six faders instead of
four, allowing larger fader counts without increasing required space. Motorized
faders are an option that allows software
to change mix levels.
The alphanumeric display on the

Vmix software allows a computer to
control the Logitek Digital Audio
Engine without using any other control
surface or can duplicate another control
surface while occupying little space.
Vmix software emulates either a
ROC- 10, ROC-5or Numix console control surface, depending on how the
Audio Engine has been programmed.
Vmix provides the features of ahardware control surface. With aclick of a
mouse or the touch of afinger, the operator can turn channels on and off,
change fader levels or change input routing, as well as control the EQ, pan and
monitor systems.
Vinix operates on aWindows 9x or

Fader Wedge has been changed to a200
x640 LCD panel that is half of aVGA
size screen. This will allow greater integration with hard disk audio storage
systems, which can make use of the
larger display area.
Logitek Audio Engine has been
expanded with the introduction of Vmix
Virtual Mixer Software for the PC. The

NT computer.
Vmix, used with amodem, can connect to aremote location and have full
control of the Audio Engine.
For more information contact
Logitek at ( 800) 231-5870, fax ( 713)
782-7597, visit the Web site at
www.logitekaudio.com or circle Reader
Service 133.

Logitek

1
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Klotz Digital

Autogram
Autogram Corp. added the new
Pacemaker II K series to its line of consoles.
Two mainframe sizes are available
in Autogram's new modular broadcast
audio boards.
The PM228 offers up to 24 input
modules while the PM218 can be configured with up to 14 input modules.
Consistent
with
the
Classic
Pacemakers, the PM II I`family has
multi lineinput modules available. A
fully packed PM228 gives the user a
total of 60 audio inputs.
K
New in the Pacemaker II series is
the Autogram Bi Modular concept.
With this feature, operator disturbance
for maintenance is minimized. A small
ribbon cable connects the DC-controlled front- panel modules to the
main motherboard, which contains the
input and output electronic modules.
In Autogram's new consoles, the
operator modules can be changed with
no calibration or adjustments needed.
Both the front- panel and electronic
modules are hot-swappable. To further
minimize maintenance, all on- off
switches are lighted by LEDs.
An extensive array of traditional
lighted VU meters provide monitoring
for stereo Program, stereo Audition,
Mono Sum, and mono Mix Minus outputs. Six meters are used on the
PM228 while four are used on the
PM218 with functional switching.
The Autogram New Generation power- supply sxstem is used with the
Pacemaker II consoles. This remotely
mounted unit is specified to operate from
input mains of 85 to 250 volts AC (50 to
400 Hz) with no adjustment required.
The power supply has status indicators to show all operating voltages.
Additionally, there are power status indicators on the console motherboard for
duplicate verification. Two relays are
provided in the power supply for control
of on-air lights and other devices.
The Autogram Autoclock is astandard feature in the Pacemaker HK
series consoles. This unit combines
real time, counter, date and outside
temperature in one display.
Controls for the Autoclock are accessible on the front-panel module. An additional feature is its ability to link with other Autoclocks via atwo-wire serial cable.
All consoles (and other Autoclocks) can
share time and temperature data.
The Pacemaker II K series consoles
do not require acutout in the mounting table. For installation, the consoles
use the same miniature plug-in screwtype connectors as the RTV and
Classic Pacemaker series consoles.
Optional XLR and RCA jack panels
are available to allow easy rear-panel
connection of microphones and consumer equipment. The Solution- 20
accessory system is available to provide
distribution amplifiers, power amplifiers, microphone processing, and an
assortment of problem-solving devices.
The Pacemaker If consoles are digital-ready and can be upgraded to provide
digital inputs and outputs if required.
For more information contact
Autogram Corp. at (972) 424-8585,
(800) 327-6901, fax (972) 423-6334,
visit the Web site at www.autogramcorp.com or circle Reader Service 51.
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The Vadis DC console by Klotz
Digital is designed with flexibility in
mind for stations requiring semi-custom,
on-air, digital audio consoles.
The Vadis DC offers modular construction and is available in six mainframe sizes. It has four stereo busses,
PGM, AUD, UTL and TEL, various
mix-minus options, and Mono Sum output capabilities.
For broadcast facilities that need
more than one or two mix- minuses,
Klotz Digital has engineered the N-1
module, which provides as many mixminuses as there are faders on the console. This feature includes individual
talkback to each output.

There are mic, analog line and various formats of digital line inputs. Logic
follows each source no matter where it
appears on the console.
Any source connected to the Vadis
DC console can appear on any fader,
and at the push of one button, source
configurations can be recalled.
Klotz Digital uses its 3d: technology
in the Vadis DC, which integrates an
audio console, an audio router, logic
follow capability and distribution of
digital audio sync for live on-air applications. With 3d: technology, multiple
control rooms with Vadis DC consoles
can share sources, logic, control and
DSP options ( i.e. EQ, limiters, gates,
compressors, delays).
The DC has more than 20 module

types. Other features include various
meter styles such as RTW bar graph or
familiar mechanical ballistic VU meters.
For more information contact Klotz
Digital America at (678) 966-9900, fax
(678) 966-9903, visit the Web site at
www.klotzdigitaLcom or circle Reader
Service 137.
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The Logitek Numix is afull featured fligital console,witt up to 42 fa le
from the new leader in digital broadcal console technology.
lach modular input wedge features ahuge display screen above six P&G
Input routing, bus assign. stele() mode, pan and 1
F'-' fsettirre are clearly
.,,•
shown for each channel. We even provide aseparate tinu, for each input '
and space for automation systems to write son lg titles.'
The.5e consoles have four mix busses, talkback, mix- Minus, pan, mute.
snapshot automation and an amazingly flexible rdenote control system.
Optional features include motorized faders. EQ. dynamics and talk show dela y.
Of course both analmg and digital ins and outs are

handled

with

Would you like to know more? Just call your favorite dealer or
one of our sales engineers.

Would you like to know more?
Jus: call us at (800) 231-5870 or e-mail info@logitekaudio.com

Logi tek

digital with abetter difference!

5622 Edgemoor Houston TX, 77081
e-mail info@logitekaudio.com Phone: 800.231.5370

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Audioarts

The RD- 12 from Audioarts features
modular design and has the power of
floating point 32-bit DSP processing to
handle complex tasks. It accepts both analog and digital input signals, processes
them in the digital domain and provides
outputs in both digital and analog formats.
The RD- 12 also features new technology for talk segments, including adigital,
error-free mix-minus signal for aselected
bus to feed as many as four callers at the
same time. There are three stereo busses
with both digital and analog outputs.
Output sample rates are user-selectable
between 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz and can be

set to output any one of those standards as
async output that can become the house
sync. The company says this feature solves
the problem stations often face with multiple digital sources and cascading A/D and
D/A conversions between various bit rates.

The RD- 12's digital inputs accept both
AES/EBU and S/PIDF formats, allowing
the use of both professional and consumer sources. An external digital line
pre-selector can accept amix of eight
analog or digital inputs and has both ana-
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log and digital outputs.
Other features include the two-caller
Superphone module; full feature control
room and studio modules, three VU
meters, aclock, timer, optional intercom,
preselect and tape remote panels.
Modules can be hot- swapped. The
mixer can be converted by the user from
analog to digital with adaughtercard
exchange on each module.
Available in various configurations,
with expansion up to 14 input modules,
the RD- 12 is suitable for stations with
analog operations today, but plans for
digital later.
For more information, contact
Wheatstone Corp. at (252) 638-7000;
fax (252) 637-1285; visit www.wheatstone.com, or circle Reader Service 113.
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Bob & Tom host
The NAB Marconi
Radio Awards.
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Thursday Sept. 2nd

Developed By Radio Pros, For Radio Pros
NAB has brought together 21 of radio's top programming, management and sales minds to pla
the Best Show on Radio. The 1999 NAB Radio Show Steering Committee has planned a show for
you that promises to be current, controversial and very entertaining.

Steering
Committee Chair:
Co- Chief

Jfficer

Management
Subcommittee Chair:
C
'j

Capstar

or

Over 65 Sessions
&15o+ Exhibitors

Programming
Subcommittee Chair:

Sales & Marketing
Subcommittee Chair:

ions/Programming
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Corporate Vice P
CBS/Infinity
Jefferson-Pilot Communications
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NAB National Radio Award Winner
monnimi
_
Join us as Bill Stakelin, President COO Regent Communications,
will be honored with the 1999 NAB National Radio Award at the
NAB Radio Luncheon on Wednesday, September 1.

Make Your Pl

Auditronics

The Auditronics NuStar is now a
product line from Wheatstone. The
mixer is targeted for stations seeking
a different configuration than the
Wheatstone D-600 or new Audioarts
RD- 12 digital consoles.
The NuStar looks and feels like an
analog console. It is modular and features both analog and digital inputs
and outputs in standard 24- or 30position mainframes.
Unlike the others, the NuStar digital audio signal processing is
accomplished in arack unit that can
be located up to 500 feet from the
console interface. This allows stations with a separate rack of digital
devices located outside the studio or
control room to incorporate the benefits of a digital console into their
stations.

The NuStar features I6- bit CDquality processing and is 24-bit ready.
Components include highly accurate
SIFAM meters, LED illuminated
switches from EAO, long-endurance
switches from Microswitch and P&G
faders. The console mainframe has a
modular design with 22 universal
positions, plus a removable meter
bridge with four VU meters — two
Program and two source-selectable.
The rack-mounted DSP mainframe
is modular with 22 universal positions
and includes separate input, output
and DSP modules; separate PS- 3000
power supply, internal user-selectable
sample rates of 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz,
16-bit A/D conversion on its analog
inputs and 18-bit D/A conversion on
the analog outputs.
There are four stereo busses. The
analog outputs are balanced floating
standard with four stereo busses that
are output simultaneously as
AES/EBU ( with optional sample rate
conversion) and balanced analog. The
console has a stereo control room
monitor as well.
The standard mainframe modules
include CPU, control room monitoring
and headphone/cue control. Optional
modules include line input — with or
without Pan/Balance and mode select;
telephone interface; Comm/Studio
monitoring; meter select and remote
control. Accessories include amic preamp rack- mountable unit with four
independent mic preamps.
For more information, contact
Wheatstone Corp. at (252) 638-7000 fax
(252) 637-1285, visit www.wheat
stone.com, or circle •
44.
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see

August 18th issue:
Our Big NAB Radio
Show Preview.
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Pacific Research & Engineering
Corp.'s new AirWue Digital on-air and
production console is acompanion to the
AirWave analog console.
The digital board is available in two
mainframe sizes (achoice of 12- or 20input modules). AirWave Digital comes
with ahost of standard features including
three stereo program buses, onboard sample rate and A/D-D/A converters, adedicated split-track telco record feed, and control
room and studio monitoring.
AirWave Digital also offers optional digital or analog remote line selectors for extra
input capacity, up to two telephone I/O
modules with mix- minus generation, B-

àde input logic and additional microphone
preamp modules with built-in phantom
power.
In addition, AirWave Digital input modules can be reconfigured by the user from
analog to digital — or from digital to analog — simply by swapping the "input configurator" card on the module.
AirWave Digital uses all-metal construction. The welded steel mainframe encloses

the electronics as well, providing shielding
from radio frequency interference.
AirWave Digital comes as amainframe.
with the number of input modules determined by the customer. Its design allows it
to be mounted either upon or inset into the
countertop. and anumber of accessory
positions allow users to add custom panels.
Other features include three stereo program buses, an analog monaural output, a
preamplifier module containing five microphone preamplifiers with phantom power
and monitor facilities for control room, studio, co-host and guest headphone systems.
For more information contact Pacific
Research & Engineering at ( 760) 4383911, fax (760) 438-9277, visit the Web
site at www.pre.com or circle Reader
Service 90.

Buyer's Guide
Codecs & Telco
Gear

FM Transmitters

Source Gear &
Studio Essentials
Only in

Radi:»Uteld

LPB Puts School On-Air
Lana'i High and Elementary
School became the first, and only,
radio station on the fifth- largest
Hawaiian Island.
John Devecka and Jim Quay of LPB
Communications worked with teacher
Karen Gracia and Principal Pierce
Myers to build aradio station package
that can be used to help students
develop communications skills and
learn new levels of responsibility. The
school of 700 students is the only one
on the island of Lana'i.
The equipment installed at Lana'i
High and Elementary School included
a Signature III 8-channel console, a
production studio, a DJ package and
digital recording via 360 Systems
Instant Replay and Short/cut units.
The transmission system is an LPB
30- watt carrier current package.
Coverage is campus-wide and reaches
a short distance into the surrounding
community.
LPB technicians pre- wired the
package and provided installation of
all components, as well as interconnection of the audio lines from the air
studio to the transmitter location.
For information, contact LPB
Communications Inc. at (610) 6441123, fax ( 610) 644-8651, visit
www.Ipbinc.com, or circle Reader
Service 65.
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it or let our 25 -plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our
first-quality products at your station at no
risk with our no-fault, 30 -day return policy,

"DavidII" FM PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN

î

Famous the world over for surprisingly competitive and
clean audio at a budget price. Digital synthesis design
gives great specs and terrific sound.

FM MOD-MONITOR WITH PRESCALER
•

011- air modulation measurement with easy-to-read
display. 8station presets, alarms and multipath indicator.
A companion tunable subcarrier monitoddemod is also
available.

PRECISION FM REBROADCAST RECEIVER
A leature-packed receiver loi translators and other
demanding off-air program pick-ups. Synthesized tuning,
MPX/demod outputs, alarms and morel

RDS/RBDS "MINI-ENCODER"
Quickly program it with any PC to transmit station call
letters, format and other identifiers, translator frequencies,
promos/slogans, phone number, etc.

Moving?

"PBX" TELEPHONE LINE "ELIMINATOR"

Don't leave us!

-..............
10 ¡
i
i
ï-

Send us by mail, fax, or e-mail your
future address, along with your current one with the date when your
new address goes into effect)
to: Circulation, RW,
PO Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041
or by
fax at: +1-703-998-2966
e-mail: nvcirc@irnaspub.corn
Changes of address take
four weeks to process.
Thanks!

Save telco line charges! Up to 7remote corm uls, modems,
alarms and other dial-up gear can share asingle phone
line for incoming and outgoing calls.
Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com

Inovonics Inc. ce

fr•

1305 Fair Avenue • Santa Cruz, CA 95060 1
TEL: (
831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
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REPORT

Options With Studio Furniture
Studio Technology Creates Creature Comforts
For Paul Turner Productions
by Paul Turner
Owner
Paul Turner Productions
MALVERN, Pa. Four years ago, when
we built our first studio. Ispent several
weeks searching for the best company to
design and build our studio furniture.
To me. this was as important as any
other equipment we would put into the
studio. The furniture was to be the foundation of our operation: it had to be
"functional" as well as attractive.
Ispoke with several furniture makers
from California to Florida but Ijust wasn't finding, what Iconsidered. high-quality work at a price that didn't hurt. Our

It seemed too good to be true!
On the day Ifirst stopped into Studio
Technology's shop. the owner. Vince
Fiola. was in Las Vegas for the NAB
convention, but within acouple of hours
he called me back and started discussing
aplan for my studio.
Iimmediately felt a great sense of
personal attention and customer service
from Vince and his entire staff. And
after viewing pictures of their previous
work, Iknew this was the company for
me.
Learning curve
This was my first experience putting
toether a studio and my anxiety was

suit the overall form and functionality of
the new room.
Happiness is a comfy chair
We now have five studios that are not
only great places to work but are also
beautiful. Not a day goes by that we
don't have a client comment on how
attractive the rooms are.
The furniture is extremely durable to
withstand the daily "abuse" that astudio
goes through. So much so, that our first
studio looks as great as our newest studio
USER

August 4, 1999

that was just installed afew months ago.
Studio Technology also has provided
us with CD storage racks, DAT racks and
mic booths. Iknow Vince and his crew
have designed, constructed and installed
broadcast furniture in cities as far away as
Atlanta, Seattle and even Hawaii.
We at Paul Turner Productions are fortunate to have them as our neighbors.
am
Paul Turner owns am! operates Paul
Turner Productions, a multifaceted
audio/video production facility serving
clients worldwide.
For more information contact Studio
Technology at (610) 640-1229, fax (610)
296-3402, visit www.studiotechnology.com
or circle Reader Service 110.

REPORT

Mager Lends
Expertise to HBC
portfolio of his work.
Iwas impressed by Mager's attention
to detail. He spent several days' custom
installing his product to our rooms.
Mager made certain his furniture fit our
rooms perfectly. Ihad never seen such
SAN DIEGO In the ' 90s, radio has
quality and craftsmanship.
evolved into ahigh-profile, competitive
During my visit to Phoenix recently,
and profitable business. We've seen
I had the opportunity of viewing
tremendous technological advances in
Magers' facility. Mager Systems offers
radio. This hasn't changed the fact that
a variety of materials and finishes,
radio stations come and go but facilities
including solid- surface technology
stay intact.
What makes afacility? Personally, I backed by aten-year warranty.
Solid surface is durable, strong. easily
believe it's the furniture and cabinetry.
maintained, and visually stunning. (Our
This is what "gets noticed" when peekSan Diego furniture still looks brand new.)
ing through that studio window.
The company's skilled craftsmanship
For me there is only one cabinetmaker that has advanced along with
included the use of only the best construction techniques, materials, glues, and engitechnology — Mager Kizziah of
Mager Systems. Mager, a 20- year
neered lumber.
From the most elaborate to the very
veteran to the broadcast industry, crebasic, Mager can accommodate any
ates, constructs and installs the finest
project and any budget. There is no
furniture on the market.
design limitations to Mager Systems'
Imet Mager about four years ago
furniture. In fact, they won the 1999
when Nationwide Communications
RW Cool Stuff Award at NAB99 for
Inc. in San Diego hired me. Bert
his latest creation (
Icall it the Bedrock
Goldman and Robert Reymont hired
furniture).
Bill Eisenhamer and me to build what
by Julian Vega
Chief Engineer
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
KLNVIFMINKLOVIFM)

Inside Paul Turner Productions
studios were being built in Malvern. Pa.,
a suburb of Philadelphia, and several
people spoke of this amazing studio furniture place in my own backyard, less
than five minutes away.
EEIVPDATE
PR&E
The new QuikBilt II line of readyto- assemble ( RTA) modular studio
furniture from Pacific Research &
Engineering Corp. has three key
features.
First, QuikBilt Il is modular, which
also makes it reconfigurable. Users
can change the position of rack turrets
after installation, or add more rack
returns to house more equipment, or
add aguest wing later if the need arises. Second, QuikBilt II needs just two
tools to build: a #2Phillips and aflatblade screwdriver.
Finally, QuikBilt II is built of highpressure laminate worksurfaces, eurohinged removable access doors, builtin ventilation grids, large cable routing
trays and other materials features.
For— more information contact
PR&E at ( 760) 438-3911, fax ( 760)
438-9277 or circle Reader Service
163.

high and my patience was low.
The Studio Technology crew made the
process of designing and building the furniture apleasure by working closely with
me, Production Director Corey Dissen
and Chief Engineer Lane Massey to
"brainstorm" about how we each pictured
our new studio.
Vince had so many great ideas about
things that we would have never
thought of, such as wire paths, proper
ventilation, computer monitor placement, keyboard trays and CPU/harddrive storage. He took our somewhat
vague ideas of what we wanted, turned
them into CAD drawings and, within a
few weeks, the shop turned out a true
masterpiece of astudio.
Having aradio background. Idecided
to create studios that had a " u- shaped"
radio station production room design
rather than the spread-out look of most
studios.
You don't have to spend your day
wheeling your chair from one side of
the room to the other to grab a script.
CD or a pen. Instead, everything you
need is wrapped around you to the left
and right like the cockpit of an airplane.
Each time that Studio Technology has
designed and built a studio for us, we
have re- used our original design but
added certain "convenient" features to

would be one of America's most
talked about facilities. We wanted
only the best for this facility; it was
to be a showplace and unique in
design.
Mager Systems came highly recommended by several sources. From the
first time Mager was contacted, he
showed extreme professionalism and
knowledge in the market of broadcast
furniture and provided an extensive

Mager Systems has earned my
respect and business.
Vega is designing and constructing
HBC's latest acquisition in Phoenix. He
can be reached via e-mail at
radiojv@pacbell.net
For more information contact
Mager Systems at (602) 780-0045, fax
(602) 780-9860 or circle Reader
Service 126.
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AFS Makes Station's Move Easy
by Dave Stout
General Manager, Owner
KBRL(AMVKICX-FM
MCCOOK, Neb. As many engineers are finding out, moving astation
two miles down the road or even
across the street is a real chore. We
recently moved KBRL(AM) and
KICX-FM from a well-worn building
and studio setting to a new state-ofthe-art facility.
As part of that move we knew we
had to add new studio furniture since
the old stuff was built-in. It is also an
unwritten rule with me that all the studios must be identical so we can move
the announcers from one room to the
next with a minimum of distraction or
reeducation.
Just right
We checked all over the country to
find the right manufacturer to fit our
needs and were referred to Advanced
Furniture Systems by folks who had
worked with them and thought they
understood how to make quality,
durable studio furniture at a smallmarket price.
We selected their AFS-E series
(economy) modular furniture because
it provided ameans of purchasing only
the features we currently need while
allowing the option to expand later
without buying all new furniture.
Their help during the designing
process made it apiece of cake for us.
Using our blueprints, AFS configured
studio furniture for the AM, FM and
production rooms that fit exactly. The
short " L" configuration in a s
.
tandup
version was just what we needed in
our limited studio space.
The cabinets themselves have

removable doors on all sides, roomy
interiors and great wire access. After

below, we had just exactly what we
were looking for without paying for

The furniture looks

great, it was

delivered on time, it fit our budget and the
quality exceeded our expectations.

adding an interview table extension on
the front side and an equipment rack
in the side panel of the return cabinet

custom furniture.
After afew months of seeing how it
feels, we may add another equipment

We have more models with more
Features at the right price.
Sizeffrom 5to 42 faders.
Both Analog ebigital ins .
and outs.
Aust
, imagine that.
And becauè all Logitek Consoles
work with
tigital Audio En
you don't
ochoose just

Nigel B Furniture
Nigel B Furniture offers a range
of modular furniture and equipment
enclosures for applications such as
broadcasting and project studios. A
recent product is a movable desk or
stand called the Music Enclosure.
The Music Enclosure features a 10unit rack space, removable cover,
cable management system, security
lock, and four accessory ports. It can
interface with all Nigel B Furniture.
Accessories include a laptop platform, speaker platforms, additional
accessory platform, clip light and
Lowboy Module. The Lowboy
Module is an enclosure for the stand
and features alockable rear door and
additional storage space.
Other new products from Nigel B
include the Geometrics 800-D workstation and the Electro Desk. The former is a modular workstation that
requires no tools to construct. The
Electro Desk is a compact movable
desk meant as apersonal workstation.
The Electro Desk meets the
Americans with Disabilities Act
requirements for wheelchair docking.
For additional information contact
Nigel B Furniture at (818)769-9824,
fax ( 818) 769-9965, or visit
www.nigelb.com, or circle Reader
Service 68.

rack below, a tabletop equipment rack
and a copy stand to reduce the clutter
and cleanup the look of the table surface. With other options that include
adding more cabinet sections, shelving, keyboard drawers and matching
media storage to name a few, the supplier can configure studio furniture for
most any situation.
We were surprised to find we could
purchase all three studios for the price
some competitors charge for one. The
furniture looks great, it was delivered on
time, it fit our budget and the quality
exceeded our expectations. So, why does
their competition charge so much more?
For more information contact
Advanced Furniture Systems at ( 970)
663-4123, fax ( 970) 663-6338, visit
the Web site at www.omn.com/AFS or
circle Reader Service 165.

Imagine aLogitek Digital Console
In Your New Studio

ROC 5White

Numix 18

Call us and we'll tell you all about it.

Logi tek

digital with abetter difference!

5622 Edgemoor Houston, TX, 77081
e-mail info@logitekaudio.com Phone: 800.231.5870
Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
Circle ( 43) On Reader Service Card
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AnthroBench
Furniture manufacturer
Anthro Corp. recently introduced aheavy-duty workstation to its product line.
AnthroBench
is
a
durable unit that holds 600
pounds and is suitable for
audio mixing, CAD and
network applications. The
unit is available in 48, 60
or 72 inch widths and is
offered in heights of either
29 or 35 inches.
One large shelf is standard
on the workstation, and addi-

tional shelves and leg extensions are available. Other
accessories include a side
rack for a CPU, outboard
shelf and monitor arms. An
optional clamp-on surge protector also is available.
Design features for the
workstation include bullnose front edge, steel bracing and cable management.
The unit is available in
black or silver.
For more information contact Anthro Corp. in Oregon
at (503) 691-2556, fax (503)
691-2409 or circle Reader
Service 205.
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Forecast

Forecast released its newest line of
studio furniture called Visual Radio.
The Visual Radio line includes both
custom and standard modular components. Custom applications process
through a design and engineering
study that considers the look and feel
of aspecific environment.

Modular components are pre-engineered, configurable units for various
applications such as media storage,
EIA equipment racks and monitor
bridges.
For more information, contact
Forecast Consoles at (800) 735-2070,
fax (516) 253-0277, visit www.forecast-consoles.com, or circle Reader
Service 186.

Audio Broadcast Group
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We've got you covered
Crown Broadcast transmitters are designed and
carefully engineered to the same reliable high
performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.

Headquartered in Grand Rapids,
Mich., Audio Broadcast Group offers
studio furniture and prewired systems.
ABG furniture is built to last, to
customer specifications and manufactured with fine grade components.
Features include separate routing of
electrical and interconnect wiring,
modular design with frameless construction, 16th-grade laminate for all
exposed surfaces, ample access panels
and slide-out racks for easy access.

Enjoy on-air confidence with compact stand-alone
transmitter designs that integrate audio processing, stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with athree-year warranty
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help!
Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International, 1718w. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
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ABU otters designs for radio, production rooms and TV. For instance,
production furniture can be designed
to accommodate a computer- based
audio or video workstation. The top
and equipment rack can be easily
raised to stand-up operating position,
making the work area not only easy
to customize, but wheelchair-friendly as well.
The company encourages clients to
contact users for areference.
For information, contact the company in Michigan at (800) 999-9281.
e-mail to support@abg.com, visit the
Web site at www.abg.com or circle
Reader Service 128.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

CASSEUES • CARTS • REELS

WANT TO SELL

iceuticsritsf
te. 881-7111-1111
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Dynaco stereo tube amp, 35
W/chan, excel cond, $225. J
Borden, 414-482-8954.
Amateur Radio BTI. 3-1000
tube, roller coils, variable vacuum capacitors, air variables,
tubes, sockets, meters, dial
turns counters, chassis, panels, cabinets, racks, pwr supply parts. F Yonker, 814-8671400.
WANT TO BUY
Microtech 1200.
760-320-0728.

W

Gunn.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
Scala 5 element Yagi's cut to
106.5 FM, like new, $ 150 ea,
906-249-1423. C Marker, 806249-1423.
S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna

Great Price!

AllEillHAU
aetronic8
-

v84--I255

Coax patch panel 3-1/8"-7
pole. Mike. 800-588-7411.
Dielectric 3-1/8" coaxial relay.
Mike, 800-588-7411.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R- Rs
AUDIOPAK. FIDELIPAC 8. ITC CARTS
DAT 8. THE NEW R-CD

For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Circle ( 50) On Reader Service Card

Orban 8000-A in vgc, recently
re-capped 8i aligned, $ 1650. J
Bahr, 787-728-0364
Sony PCM501-ES 16 bit. 44.1
PCM digital audio processor.
analog to digital unit, permits up
to 6 hrs digital recording using
std VHS cassette recorder, perfect cond w/manual. $500. B
Meuse, 650-969-2433.
White 4001 28 band parametric EQ, $ 180. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.
ADC Propatch 1/4" punchblock patchbays, new. $600
(many, ADC TT 144 point
patchbays recond, $ 149-229.
Switchcraft 1/4" 96 point. new,
2spaces, $ 249. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

WANT TO SELL
Telex 36, new rack mtg cart
deck w/10 new carts & 5 1200'
reels of cart tape, will trade for
tube amps, limiter or BO. E
Davison, 217-793-0400.
BE 3deck cart machine, record
mode needs work, $ 1500/60. C
Marker, 806-249-1423.
BE 3000A mono P/R, $200;
Dynamax CTR-10 stereo play
%Ai/manuals, $ 200. 707-8295999, Sierra-equipment.com.

ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, will
not be undersold. A.S.C.
(619) 523-1575.

COMPLETE

WANT TO BUY

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

Tascam DA- 30 DAT w/low
hrs. M Schackow, 605-3743424.

STUDIOSTL/TRANSMITTER,ANTENNA

Yamaha BP- 2 bass pedals
electronics or schematic. B
Meuse, 650-969-2433.
Dolby 301S; Neve 33609.
1072s, 1073s, 1081s, Urei
LA4s, 1176s. W Gunn, 760320-0728.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
DigiLink 2.1 8, 3.0 audio workstation set-up for sat operation, working when removed
from service, BO. B Lakey,
901-476-0426.
IGM EC automation system,
(3) IGM Go-carts w/software,
manuals, $ 300.
707-8295999,Sierra-equipment.com.
WANT TO BUY
Broadcast Tools 8x2 switcher. K Riggs, 541-672-4427.
SMC MSP-12 computer, DAS 12 switcher,
keyboard &
cables, R Keefer, 505-7626200.
BUSINESS

WANT TO SELL

CART MACHINES

FACILITIES

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

Fri:bid...el
i
., Your 1999
Equipmen D
wli ler
Experienced Professionals
*RF and Studio Packages

Advertise in

Rodio World
Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

Ampex MX- 10 rack mixer for
parts or better. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.

Personal Service

Your Project is
Important to Us
Atlantic

Media 'Broadens t
Call - Rick Johnson *

Toll Free *

888-744-6635
nail - rick«eestonemet A

ab.

Ala
CONSOLES

Gates Yard 8pot mono console,
gd cond, $450. J Cunningham,
580-265-4496.
Harris Medalist 10 chnl stereo.
slide pot board, just removed
from srvc, $ 1500/130. Bob, 304684-3400.
Allen & Heath 2416D, 24 chnl
mixer, 16 trk monitor section & 8
subs, excel cond w/original shipping box. $2500: Soundtech
1604 16 chnl mixer w/4 subs,
$650. D Huettner, 920-7227228.
D&R Dayner 48 chnl in- line console, light use. $3000. D
Gaydos, 212-997-9279.

HALL
Electronics

706 Rose Hill Dr.

Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 ( Voice)

804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special I!

BSI

wia.14_-ixet

w

tr.- Is it • • a- aat tiia.t1

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at

$2995

Call or visit our web site for your discount price
scileseholls.com

www.halls.com

techehalls.com .,,
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Soundcraft 600/800, Tascam
2600, Auditronics 110A, Mackie
1604, Neotek Elite. W Gunn,
760-320-0728.
DISCO-PRO SOUND
EQUIP
WANT TO SELL
Altec
N- 500G
16
ohm
crossover network, 500 Hz, $20.
E Davison, 217-793-0400.
RCA automatic large 5"x7" tape
cassette, heavy duty giant cassette machanism deck, 2motors
less control electronics. 22 lbs. F
Yonker, 814-867-1400.

Orban XT 6 band compressor
for Orban 8100 A/T. D Mance,
315-782-1240.
UREI, dbx, Collins, RCA,
Gates, Universal Audio. T
Coffman, 619-571-5031.

WANT TO BUY
Ribbons,
condensers,
dynamics, tube 1950-1990. T
Coffman. 619-571-5031.

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST, 972271-7625.
MICROPHONES

RCA 77- DX, 44-B X, KU-3A's,
WE- 639's, On- Air & recording lights wanted. 615-3523456. FAX: 615-352-1922.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

vimmiketlags.com

New Stations and Rebuilds

Host your

SYNDICATE YOURSELF 1100 markets US and Caribbean
via satellite, airtime available
now, call Mr. Ferguson 954-7354070 www.ibnradio.com.

WANT TO BUY

"You Know We Know Radio"

WANT TO SELL

Generate hundreds of
qualified leads
50,000W NYC radio station

MCI 618 24 inputs ( 12 mono, 3
w/super EQ, 12 stereo) great
prod board, $6k. MCI 528 27 in
recording board $7k, Neve 8108
65 in, mint $59k, D&R Orion lknu 26 inline, ( 64 on mixdown)
$12k, Trident 70 28x16. $8500,
JL Cooper 16 trk automation,
$1200. W Gunn, 760-320-0728.

Manual/Schematics
for
McCurdy SS4000 & SS4388A
consoles & AM408A amplifier.
Doug,
519-654-0070
or
dsw@mgl.ca.

OPPORTUNITIES

PRODUCE

Logitek 12 stereo mixer. Mike,
800-588-7411.

or call
WANT TO BUY
University T50 horn driver. E
Davison. 217-793-0400.
LIMITERS

Practical Radio
bid

e

Communications

[
8111468-2586
8-5 central time

WANT TO SELL
JBL/UREI 712 stereo comp/limiter, excel cond. w/manual. $400
+shpg. M Schackow, 605-3743424.
UREI LA-4 & 533 EQ in UREI
rack mount package, BO. J
Borden, 414-482-8954.
Orban Optimod FM 8100 A/ST,
excel cond, 2input cards, R&L &
one metering card. $800. C
Marker. 806-249-1423.
Urei LA2A (
extra meter added)
$2500. dbx 900 rack ( 4comps/4
gates) $ 1800. Gates Toplevel
$550, CBS Audimax. Volumax
comps, Dynamic Presence EQ
$400 ea. W Gum, 760-3200728.

WANT TO SELL

RCA ribbon mics. W Gunn,
760-320-0728

Neumann
U87s
$1800,
Telefunken U48, long body,
chrometop, New $6800, Altec
salt shaker mics, $ 175/ea,
Sony C37fet, ECM377 mics,
$600/ea,
Neumann
U89,
w/shockmount $ 1500.
W
Gunn, 760-320-0728.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISE!
Call or FAX
Simone Mullins

WANT TO BUY

703-998-7600

Gates SA39B peak limiter: Altec
436C or 438C 1 or 2. M
Schackow, 605-374-3424.

Ext. 154

UREI, dbx, Collins, RCA. Gates,
Universal Audio. T Coffman,
619-571-5031.

FAX

703-998-2966

WANT TO SELL
NBC Hotline encoder,
Gary, 208-726-5324.

BO.

ROTRONSUYAMRSAleePIAMBLOOCERS
new & rebuilt for Ekom, Hams, CCA, CS,
McMartin Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

WE 20132 pwr supply. talk. ring &
relay voltages, $20. E Davison.
217-793-0400.
Audiometrics voice over booth.
$1250. JBaltar, 207-623-1941.
German Grundig stereo console radio, less cabinet. mdl
S0290/US. multisonic w/echo. 4
bands, TM45 r- r, GW-11 4speed changer, six cabinet
speakers. two heavy chassis.
tube type. F Yonker, 814-8671400.

BEE
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MISCELLANEOUS ( WTS) cont...
RCA rack, 5' doors, front &
back, approx 200Ibs, very sturdy, must pick up, $50. C Marker,
806-249-1423.

WANT TO BUY
Cheap FM mod monitor, old
OK, repariable. G Kirby, 937644-0468.
RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS

Otani ARS-1000 tape deck,
low hrs, gd cond, $ 200. J
Cunningham, 580-265-4496.

Ampex 600 1/2 trk mono,
$175; Ampex PR 10 electronics, stereo, $ 125. JHartt, 206282-0720.

MONITORS, FM/SCA Ethnic, SPECIAL, CUSTOM
W1VW.DAYTOMNDUSTRIAL.COM
Dayton Industrial Corp
2237 Industrial Blvd, Sarasota, FL 34234
TEL: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081

Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing,
dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.

Hammerlund
HQ- 120,
Realistic DX- 160, general coverage, all freq bands, one new
in original packing, manual &
loudspeaker. F Yonker, 814867-1400.

MONITORS

Ampex AG-440C (
2) r- rin excel
cond, $2000/60. C Marker, 806249-1423.
Revox PR-99 r-r play only
w/manuals, $250. 707-8295999,Sierra-equipment.com.

McKay Dymek DA 3, 5, 6, 9AM
directional receiving antennas. J
Hartt, 206-282-0720.

Altec 15" Valencias (
voice of
theater) $600, Yamaha NS10Ms
$295, RSL 12" 3says ( same as
JBL 4310) $250. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

RECORDERS

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin
& Belar. Many to choose from,
tuned & calibrated on your frequency,
full
guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA88
Warranty Service on Most Brands

VIF

Ox er MOO Mac hines Sers ii. ed!

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
hirm

.3

Machine
Service

WANT TO SELL
Hold Down Knobs
Onissure Rollers
Motor Rebuilding

8004148-4428
•
MASTERCARD

1
11

350 N. Eric Drive

Sony TCD-D7 Walkman DAT,
$475, Brand New MCI 110C2s $ 1600, MCI 24 trk $ 7000,
MCI, Scully 8 trks $ 15002500, New short MRL test
tapes, $229 for 2" $79 for 1/4"
all
formats
avail,
Otani
MX5050 Mk III- 8 $3k, Otani
CB110 remote, $300, CB116
locator, $ 550 ( all for $3.5k),
Tascam
85-16
w/locator,
remote, dbx, $ 1800, MCI
JH110B-8 trk w/locator $2900,
Akai Adam new, digital 12-trk
$3500 ( was $20k). W Gunn,
760-320-0728.

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE

WANT TO BUY
WANT TO SELL

•

800-227-4323

FM, FM/SCA, WEATHER, RDS, PUBLIC SERVICE,

Ant changeover switch, for 5
kW AM, state make, model &
cond. A Reis, 630-428-1450.

30 years experience

Palatine, IL 60067

RECEIVERS - ALL TYPES
WE BUILD RECEIVERS

NOS tubes 6386 & 6267, new
or gd used ones. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

August 4, 1999

New/Refurbished DATs Available
Compare Our Rates!

Pro Digital Inc.

Cassette-CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.
JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville. TN 37210 ( 615) 365-9030
WANT TO BUY
Ampex 354 electronics, working & in gd cond; Ampex 900.
920 Series stereo tape deck. J
Hutt, 206-282-0720.

DAT Recorder Sert ice Spec

(610) 353-2400

CONSULTANTS
EvANs

Consulting

SOCI

t

and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination

• FCC Applications

Engineers

s

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering & Tower Oetuning
Vtdeo/Datalloice • Statewide Networks • WIde-Area Networks

•

EXPERTS IN:
TV • AM • FM • ITFS - MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER
210 S. Main St., Thiensville, WI 63092 (414) 2424000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evensassoc.com
Member AFCCE

T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

Tr 1-301-913-9287
FAX ( 3011 913-5799 • 5272 Riser Rd. 5460 • Bethesda, MD 20816i

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES. INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM -TV
THE BROADCAST
ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS
Box 220. 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater. MI 49036

517-278-7339

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC
BROAD( AST TICH\R Al CO \ SIATASTS
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912-6 38-8028
20 2-393-5133
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Market Analysis

'ilaiaworàld"

Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping

-...rai-rmarii,

Sales Marketing Packages

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•FAI(: Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1-800-797-1338

Fax (
612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 53449 ( 612)785-4115 \ i

PC —

SOFTWARE

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping—STL Paths
RFFIAZ---US Census PopC_ount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant e 5poft
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM-FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
-Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: 13011 921-0115
Fax: 13011 590-9757
email: mullengreaol.com

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston. Texas

888-625-5649
Complete Turnkey Construction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services
Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

11.(1 at

orld.coni

800-368-5754

info a dataw orld.cum

fax: 301-656-5341

Ampex
ATR100
taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.

If we don't hove konetaiEld In

Ampex
MM1200-16
and
1200-8, Tascam DA38, Ampex
ATR100s,
Ampex
tube
recorders & electronics. W
Gunn, 760-320-0728.

WE RENT FOR LESS
RI Exciters
STt's
Fil Pr Amps
Test Equipment
WM% EC. (800) 433-8040
"Mon Know We Know Radio"

McMartin RPU-1150 60W
xmtr in working cond. D
Palmer,
740-593-6651
or
MaileWX4COM.

WANT TO BUY
STL xmtr, state make, price,
model, cond. E Cunnar, 847488-3193.

REMOTE 6
MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
COPAREX Vector, Hotline, ISDN codees
TESOS Zephyr, Zephyr Express, digital
MUSICAM Prima 120 and 230
m

La ke A u di o • Remote Audio Packages
SI 6 763-1 776
• Mixers
fax 516 763-1750 • Microphones

internet: silverlakeaudio.com

Moseley
06000E
digital
encoder & decoder for STL, 1
pair,
perfect
cond,
BO;
Moseley 40 linear amp for
Moseley STL, like new, BO. C
Cage, 219-486-3224.

WANT TO SELL

Motron SX-1-100 touch tone
RCU, like new cond w/pwr
supply & instructions, $ 100. E
Davison, 217-795-0400.

Scientific Atlanta AD 4595
Sedat, excel cond, ready to
go. $3700. R Herrick, 909584-5247.

Comrex 2XP Incoder, $650.
Tom, 1-800-860-9771.

Dart 385 receiver w/7.5 kHz.
DATS card only, BO. B Ladd,
419-483-2511.

TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codecs
Frank Gebilliite.in

Audio/Video
Consultants

Advertise in

COMREX
hru.

•
I

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

i(•1

Rodio World
Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

610-642-0978

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with , of
rrequirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
('arlsbad, California 92008
(760) 43K-4420 Fax: ( 760) 43 8-47 59

c- mail: tiiikhi , urcom.com

ueh: st st st,ureom.eom

...country,
top
40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

912-985-0864 FAX

Call Simone TODAY!

1-800-955-6800

MOULTRIE, GA.

703-998-7600

Consulting Engineer
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

hybrids

oor

RADIO! The beat goes on!

EME ,\1\COMMUNICATIONS

912-890-2506
lVi

Comrex Vector portable &
rackmount, like new, $4000
ea. Rick, 423-825-6247.

WE RENT

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Communications

Technics
RS- M85- MK
Il
and/or RS-TR515/535 and/or
Akai GX-8 cassette decks, in
gd working order or for parts,
call w/accurate description of
cond, fair price paid. T Dyett,
617-527-7923or
email:
dyett@juno.com.

tops in broadcast equipment

ask for Kathleen
kkanna olis@worldnet.att.net

BEE
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SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

RadioSoft
RF Mapping Software
109 W Knapp Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32141
888-723-4695
incww.radiosoft.com

(-

INEXPENSIVE
PC SOFTWARE
for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing, Accounting
& Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
www.aba-software.com
email:
demo@abo-software.com}

Wavetek real time spectrum
analyser, $ 275 + shpg;
Tektronix DC502 FG 501, 508.
$47 5 /
a ll 3 + shpg; Videotek
TVM620 waveform monitor,
vectorscope combo, $ 950
+shpg. J Baiter. 207-6231941

Gates FM1C 1000W FM, gd
cond. $2500; Cunninghan CM
30-50 AM, adjusts to 50W,
tube type, FCC approved, rack
mount, $ 750; RCA BTE 15A
FM stereo exciter w/manual,
$400. J Cunningham. 580265 4496

Irtbrtable Audio Generator
The RX-11 ToneJack is abattery operated
hand-held portable audio generator.

Subcarrier available. WNYEFM, New York. 91.5 Mhz, 20
KW, data/paging service only.
Contact: Frank Sobrino ( 718)
250-5829.
WANT TO BUY
AM or FM station located in
New England area, non-comm
or comm, no station too small,
will consider partnership. M
Cardillo, 401-942-8341.
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD'S
WANT TO SELL
600 CD's, music of the 50-6070-80-90's, $5000/B0 + shpg;
650 45 records, music of 5060-70's &
some
80's.
$3000/B0 + shpg. C Schrader.
740-775-2600.
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM 800-998-3281.
TEST EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTERS
WANT TO SELL
1996 CCA 10,000W xmtr in
excel cond, less than 18,000
hrs use. $25,000. Ms. Douse,
708-891-0459.
USED: FM/AM Transmitters,
RPU's. STL's. FM Antennas,
Consoles, Processing, etc.
CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS
3300 Chippewa,
St. Louis MO 63118
1-800-664-4497
FAX 1-800-700-9427
contcommeriasti.net
Energy-Onix 5 kW AM xmtr,
used as back-up, new in 1990,
$16,500; Energy-Onix MKII 22
kW FM, $25,000; CCA 1000D
1 kW FM, new IPA tube, new
controls, $6300/60; EnergyOnix MK12 12 kW FM, backup, $ 17,000/130; RCA BTA-I-IL
50 kW AM Ampliphase, crated
& ready to ship, $ 15,000. J
Bahr, 787-728-0364.

WANT TO SELL
Delta TCA 40 EXRHV w/pickup coil TCT1HV, . 5-2 MH 40 A,
pert cond in original fitted foam
carton, $ 1300. G Garis ( pager
661-321-7682).
HP 8444A , $600 +shpg: HP
214A pulse gen, $ 165 + shpg;
Tektronix 508 1GHz counter,
$175 + shpg; HP H383A variable attenuator, $ 160 +shpg. J
Baiter, 207-623-1941.

HV transformer. 3 phase, high
voltage
PA
xformer
from
CCA3000D, 4200 V center
tapped, pick-up or you ship,
$250. P Swartz, 352-621-0402.

ARNISTRONÇ
TRANSMITTERS
I'll
315-6/3-1269
I \\ í15-673-99/2
AEL 2.5KD, 2.5 KW FM xmtr no
exciter, BO. B Ladd, 419-4832511.
Collins 250G AM, complete,
manual, u-ship, $ 1800. 520-52E8431.
Gates 250C FM M6095 exciter, 4
bay Cycloid antenna. transmission line, Peavey 800 mixer, CBS
411 & 444 proc, sale as a unit
only. G Grissom, 931-506-VVOPI.
Gates BC-55kW AM xmtr tuned
to 1050 kHz, just removed from
service, $2725, buyer picks up
+shpg. B Wilkins, 864-585-1885.
Harris 1983 MW-50-C 50kW
AM, daytime use only, excel cond
& ready immed, $30,000. J
Weitzman, 202-682-3536.
Tepco J-340 (4), 2-4 y's usage,
$2000 ea. C Marker, 806-2491423.

SONS INc ( 800) 438-6040
"You KNOW WEKNOW RACI
i0"

CSI 12000-E 12 kW FM xmtr. J
Bahr, 787-728-0364.

Gates
250C
FM,
Gates
M6095 exciter, Gates 4- bay
FMA-4 cycloid antenna, 100'
xmission line, all tuned & operating on 91.3 MHz at 1000W,
includes Peavey 8000 mixer,
CBS
411 &
CBS
444,
$2995/all ( no shpg), avail
6/1/99. Gloria Grissom, 931506-WCPI

100W FM RF amp, old OK cond
not important, but reDeable &
cheap, type accepted w/manual.
G Kirby, 937-644-0468.

SIMPLE CONNECTION
Prewired Racks & Console Harnesses
Connect to the Turnkey Distributor...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Email broadcast@infocom.com
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505

www.broadcast-richmond.com

100 W
2.0 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
3 KW
3.5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
25 KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

1985
1996
1974
1984
1976
1975
1986
1988
1989
1967
1967
1962
1981

Harris FM100K
BE FM 2C Solid State
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
Collins 831D
CSI FM3000E
Harris 3.5K
Harris FM 5K1
BE FM 5B, Single Tube
Collins 830E
Collins 830F1
RCA BTF 10D
Harris FM 25K

1 KW
1

AM 1979

KW AM

5 KW

1965

Harris MW1A

Collins

20

V3

AM 1980 CSI T- 5-A

5 KW AM 198 2 Harris MW 5 A
10 KW AM 1982 Harris MW10A
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B

TRANSMITTERS

Harris FM- 25-K xmtr. Mike, 800588-7411.

SERVICES

FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUT WEBSITE - www.trcorp.com

REBUILT

OFF THE AIR?
134ck up RENT415
FM Exciters - STIS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

EMERC.ENCN

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment. The best

www.conex-eiectr
WE KS15750LI, manufactured by Hickok, deluxe tube
tester, 3 meters, 1963 roller
chart, gray aluminum case,
made for US Navy; model
202B Kintel, microvolt meter,
tube type, zero center, mirrors
scale, General Radio AC vacuum tube voRmeter 727A, battery type. F Yonker, 814-8671400.

TRANISCOM CORP.

deals on Celwave products, Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

STATIONS

MidWest combo near St
Louis, KHAD-AM & KDJR-FM,
573-449-3883.

TRANSMITTERS

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@trcarb.com

FEATURES include:
• 1Hz - 29.999 Hz ( 1Hz steps)
•Sine and Square wave outputs
•RS 232 controllable
•Store and recall 10 user frequencies
.• Log sweep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz
re. — (1mS to 29.999 seconds)

WANT TO SELL

59

WANT TO BUY

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich
Ent.,
11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164.
402-493-1886.

P.O. Bo 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
Circle ( 60) On Reader Service Card
AMPEREX,
EIMAC,
RCA,
SVETLANA 3CX400A7/8877,
3CX3000A7, 3-500ZG, 4CX250B,
4-400. 4CX400A, 807, 833C,
ETC. Westgate 800-213-4563.

TUBES
WANT TO SELL

ECCINCID
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626

TUBES, Eimac.
Svetlana,
800 - 430 - 6683 ,
ams@hard-to-find.net
Fa x : 905 - 8 44 - 6263
www.hard-to-find.net

FOR THE BEST PRICE
8, 24 Hr service on transmiffing tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

Electronics Co.
NEW TUBES
We have the alternauves

6=9
111

for all your needs, at the
lowest perces. drect from

SW14'111118

OUR STOCK!"

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595

e,

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

530-662-7553
FAX 530-666-7760

RF POWER

Circle ( 150) On Reader Service Card

The Best of Two Worlds!

Eimac & others, transmit
types, 4CX5000 tube, used
833A tubes, gd cond. J
Cunningham, 580-265-4496
Eimac 250th, 450th,4-1000,
4 PR- 1000, air variable capacitors, Barker- Williamson 850
pi-output coils, band switches,
all kinds of transformers. F
Yonker, 814-867-1400.

ilannlacluring
Tite Best For

L

Immediate Shipment from Stock!
Broadcast & Communications
Tubes • Transistors • RF Fets
HY Rectifiers & Bridges

1

Svetlana

Tel: 760-744-0700
800-737-2787 •
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com •
Web: www.rfparts.com
435 So. Pacific Street, San Marcos, CA 92069

o
•

RE PARTS'
COMPANY

FROM MILLIWATTS TO KILOWATTS ."

Se Habla
Español
We Export

Circle ( 120) On Reader Service Card

REL149, </".

•

Anniteur Radio
TURNTABLES
WANT TO SELL

and Broad 'us!

Applications

Rek-O-Kut
100 tonearm,
mono, $85; Sony PS- X 800
1983 biotracer TT, $275. J
Hartt. 206-282-0720.
WANT TO BUY
TURNTABLES, LIMITERS,
RECORD
CUTTING
MACHINES. 612-869-4963.

Svetlana
EL EC TR ON CE u. oc

IIQ: 8200
Mktg &

S. Memorial Parkway Ilunisville. Al. 35%01 Phone: 256-852-13-14 Fax: 256-880-8077
.)00 Alpine Road Poriola Valley. CA 94028 Phone: 650.233-0429 I'm: n50.31;.1)-139
Ord. (80) Om Reader Service Card

BEE
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TUBES ( WTS) cont...
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EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

ISO 9001 Certified
The Reliable Manufacturer for

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
TUBE REBUILDING

CHIEF ENGINEER

Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax ( 415) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com
=

PRIDE COMMUNICATIONS
with a chain of nine stations
in suburban Chicago is seeking a Corporate Director of
Engineering with extensive
experience in studio, computers, & AM/FM transmitter
and antenna maintenance.
Position requires experience
in designing and building
new studios. Competitive
pay and benefits.
Send
resume and references to:
Dana
Jang.
Corporate
Director of Operations, Pride
Communications.
601
N
Walnut. Joliet IL 60432 or
FAX: 815-726-0357. EOE.

CHIEF
ENGINEER
at
jazz- formatted
WBGO-FM.
Responsible for maintaining
studios, transmitter, and computer network, as well as performing equipment repairs.
The ideal applicant possesses knowledge of computer
networks. Harris transmitters,
satellite
downlinks,
and
broadcast equipment. 24 hour availability is a must.
Competitive salary. Please
mail
resume and salary
requirements
to
Steven
Brown,
Production/Operations
Manager, WBGO, 54 Park
Place, Newark NJ 07102. No
phone calls please. Position
open until filled. EOE/AA.

.7.

&mac aitesen
Circle ( 100) On Reader Service Card

Candidates for this position will need
a minimum of a two-year associate
degree in electronic technology, and
two year's experience in abroadcast
facility working on FM transmitters.
or five year's experience as
electronics maintenance engineer in
a broadcast or comparable facility
working
with
high
power
transmitters. Background with high
power systems is required. Same
background in the repair and
maintenance of personal computers
including hardware and software
installation and trouble shooting is
required. Previous experience with
computer networks is desirable.
SBE certification or FCC 1st Class
license desirable. EOE/M/F
Contact:
Terry Lieberman. Program Director
WKRK-FM
16550 West Nine Mile Road
Southfield. MI 48075
Phone: 248-423-3398
Fax:
248-423-7725
Email
tlieberman@971.com

CHIEF
ENGINEER/WFAN:
CBS RADIO'S 50KW nonDA
WFAN in New York City seeks a
hands-on CE. Experience must
include high power RF, EAS,
Y2K, computers. studios. digital
workstations, newsroom systems, building systems, network
originations, FCC rules & regulations. Responsible for all technical operations & maintenance.
Self-starter with good people
skills in a union environment.
Fax resumes: GM, 718-3611059. EOE

Radio Station Engineer
CBS RADIO iii l'ittshinuli 11.,
ureat opportunity
an ai,1,1111
in' chief uith experience. 2-5 car
'
experience in studio maintenance.
diuital S.: analog electronics. RE A.
et;inputer skills necessary. Full
benefit..
competitive
salary.
re- location package offered. Send
resume. 8: references to: Chief
Engineer.
CBS
Radio.
651
Militia. Dr. Pittsburgh PA 15220.

POSITIONS WANTED
Hard working. friendly, outgoing
CE seeks employment. FT. PT.
contract
work,
NE.
TV/FM/AM/cable licensed, avail
immed. M Rakoff, 718-9695224.
Hey Ohio! Let me take care of
your middays or nights. 9yr pro
wants to work at your station.
Drew. 330-633-5323.
Listener & sponsor preferred.
live, local programming making
comeback, experienced, veteran talent avail for salary exceeding poverty level. Alex, 513-7778423.
CE position wanted: experienced with computers, xmtrs.
automations, DCS, UDS, digital
studios. R King. 541-269-9109.

Work for Your Favorite Publicntion:

Rodio World!
Wanted: Radio Technical Editor
Do you love radio technology? Are you an
exceptional writer/editor? Join our growing
team!
MS Publishing, the industry- leading publisher
of Radio World newspaper, seeks a technical
editor to assign, edit and write articles for our
national trade publication and Web site.
This position is perfect for someone who loves
the radio industry, enjoys playing with audio
hardware, and has experience in journalism or
technical writing. Benefits include anon-smoking
environment, 401(k), light travel to major
conventions. Position is based in Falls Church,
Va., minutes from the National Moll in
Washington, D.C. This fast-growing globa company offers many growth opportunities at our 18
publications, including TV Technology and Pro
Audio Review.
Send resume and salary requirements to
P. McLane, Radio World, P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church,
VA
22041,
or
via
e- moil
to
pmclane@imospub.com

RocJie World,
Radio World

is proud to be your source for industry information!
We don't have to tell you that the shape of the broadcast and production industry changes daily, and if you don't have the
latest news, you can't do your job. That's what we're here for. All our publications are written by professionals like you,
for professionals like you, and they're all filled with the industry information you need to do your job right.

The Newspaper for Radio Managers & Engineers
Firmly established as the top publication around the world for radio station owners, GMs and
engineers, Radio World has been around since 1977. With coverage of new technology, regulatory news, buyers guides and columns focusing on every aspect of radio, everyone in radio
needs Radio World.
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ALL THREE editions of Radio World are
NOW AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE!
No matter where in the world you are,
you can receive the U.S. edition, the
English-language international edition,
or the Spanish/Portuguese international
edition.
For subscription information, call
703-998-7600, or visit us on the
world wide web at www.rwonline.com.

urn
as

IMAS Publishing Group
Radio World, TV Technology, Pro Audio Review, Pro Video Review, Broadcast & Production,
Produktion & Technologie, Sound & Vision, Convention Dailies

One World. One Industry. One Publisher.
For advertising information, call + 1-703-998-7600.
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LISTINGS

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE iisung service or radio stations and recording studios only All other end users will be
charged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only Send your
listings to us by tilling out the form below Please be aware that it lakes one month for listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run agian Thank you

61

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?.
_1 Yes
—INo

PAGE
29

360 Systems

www.360systems.com

Title

Signature
Date
Please check only one entry for each category:

20

Advanced Furniture Systems

www.omn.com/afs

Company/Station

23

Aphex Systems

www.aphexsys.com

I. Type of Firm

3

Armstrong Transmitters

www.armstrongtx.com

11

Arrakis

sales@arrakis-systems.com

10

Ind Engineer

46

Arrakis

sales@arrakis-systems.com

42

Commercial FM station :, G. Audio for Video/TV Station

6

ATI

www.atiguys.com

5

Audio Broadcast Group

www.abg.com

5

2

Audioarts Engineering

sales@wheatstone.com

2

20

Autogram Corporation

www.autogramcorp.com

21

Belar

www.belar.com

43

Boston Financial & Equity

www.bfec.com

191
192

Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

Address

_-:

D. Combination Arent station

F Recording Studio

1 A. Commercial AM station

City/State
Zip Code

. -1M
—
B.

K Syndicators Station Providers

.. C. Educational FM station

Telephone

:

,
..1

E. Networlsgroup owner

.

H. ConsultanSind engineer

.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

L Consultant

: . J.Other

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orga- :-. N.Delivery Service ( InternetCableSatellite)
nizations who are not legitimate end users can I
.
Job Function
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange ,A. Ownership
G. Sales
on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display adver.E. News operations
B. General management
tising are available on a per word or per inch
c. Engineering
F. Other ( specify)
•K Production Mgt or
J Promotion
basis.
H. Programming/production

WTS J WTB a Category
- - —Make:
--- Model:
Brief Description:

Price:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description: _

Model:

Pi icE_:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model -

Price

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

Price.

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS J WTB _I Category:
Make:
Brief Description: _ _

Model:

Price:

WTS J WTB J Category: _ __ _
Make:
Model
Brief Description: _ _

Price: .

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make: _ _
Brief Description:

Model -

_ 1
5rice:

'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

Staff

WEBSITE URL

ADVERTISER

READER

SERVICE
25
221
19
3

6

190
18

19

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

www.broadcast-devices.com

39

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

3

Broadcast Richmond

www.broadcast-richmond.com

24

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) .

www.bsiusa.com

43

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

18

BSW

www.bswusa.com

15

38

BSW

www.bswusa.com

71

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

19

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

161

44

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

140

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

1

Continental Electronics

www.contelec.com

19

Cortana

cortana@cyberport.com

170

60

CPI/Eimac

www.eimac.com

100

56

Crown Broadcast

www.crownbroadcast.com

13

Cutting Edge

www.nogrunge.com

11

34

Dana Corp./Warner Electric

www.warnernet.com

30

20

Davicom Technologies

www.davicom.com

211

20

DJital Solutions

markb@greenapple.com

155

20

Econco

www.econco.com

130

59

Econco

www.econco.com

150

49

Fidelipac

www.fidelipac.com

44

Freeland Products, Inc.

www.freeland-inc.com

202

44

Global Data Inc

NOT AVAILABLE

251

19

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co

www.gorman-redlich.com

200

57

Hall Electronics

www.halls.com

70

20

Halland Broadcast Services

www.h-b-s.com

183

45

Harris

www.harris.com/communications

37

16

Harris-ENCO

www.harris.com/communications

13

42

Harris-Intraplex

www.harris.com/communications

22

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

17

53

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

41

44

J Squared Technical Service.

jsquared@cdsnet.net

57

J&I Audio/Video

NOT AVAILABLE

50

35

Klotz Digital

www.klotzdigital.com

31

51

Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

40

55

Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

19

LPB

www.Ipbinc.com

27

Lucent Technologies

www.lucent.com/Idr

36

Mager Systems

NOT AVAILABLE

32

25

MARTI/Broadcast Electronics.

www.marti.bdcast.com

21

34
20
231

4

7
1

91

39

121

43
180
23

17

Modulation Sciences

www.modsci.com

14

28

Musicam USA

www.musicamusa.com

24

33

Netia

www.netia-broadcast.com

44

Nott Ltd

www.tjantenna.com

29

30

Orban

www.orban.com

31

PR&E

www.pre.com

20

PTEK

NOT AVAILABLE

181

44

Radio Design Labs

www.rdlnet.com

241

10

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

19

RDA Systems

www.rdasystems.coM

201
120

122
26
27

9

59

RF Parts

www.rfparts.com

26

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

19

Shively Labs

www.shively.com

37

Sierra Automated Systems

www.sasaudio.com

19

Silicon Valley Power

www.svpa.com

21

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

16

41

Sonic Foundry

www.sonicfoundry.com

35

32

Studer North America

www.studer.ch.com

44

Studio Technology

www.studiotechnology.com

59

Svetlana Electron Devices

47

Syntrillium Software

. www.svetlana.com
www.syntrillium.com

9

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

59

Transcom Corp

transcom@trcorp.com
NOT AVAILABLE

22
171
33
141

28
162
80
38
8
60

20

Universal Electronics

34

Warner Electric/Dana Corp.

63

Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com

44

64

Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com

45

15

Whirlwind

www.whirlwindusa.com

12

. www.warnernet.com

210
30

62

OPINION

Radio World

•READERS
Ashley's EAS editorial
Dear RW,
Tim Mauch's response ( RW, June 9) to
Bill Ashley's well- worded editorial (
RW.
April 28) makes some assumptions that
indicate that he is completely unaware of
the situation described by Ashley.
A quick visit to the Virginia EAS Web
site (www.jmu.ecl u/wm ra/ea sl) would
confirm that the stations and regions cited, all within the area of a normal commute for a Northern Virginia commuter,
span four operational areas.
Most stations are unwilling to invest in
equipment and airtime to participate in
additional operational areas, and indeed
some EAS units will not allow unlimited
expansion of monitoring capabilities.
While we do encourage stations to serve
their entire listening area, we cannot
expect them to span operational areas
(even state lines), or provide EAS service
to those outside their contour.
The LP stations cited by Ashley. WINCFM and WTOP(AM), are providing
exceptional service to the Virginia EAS,
and are certainly not stations without
"vision."
William Fawcett
Member
Virginia SECC
Harrisonburg, Va.
Helpful hints

FORUM.

Get ready for change
Dear RW.
Ibelieve that within the next three to
five years, radio in the United States is
going to have to make some big changes.
Recently, General Motors signed an

When

Do streaming media work for advertisers? You
bet.
According to astudy of Webcast audiences by
Arbitron NewMedia/Northstar Interactive, almost
70 percent of online tuners click for content
information, and almost 60 percent click through
for ad information, while tuned to streaming
media programming — i.e., Web radio and video.
"Television and radio stations streaming live programming have created
aperfect environment for high- impact media advertising — and anew,
growing e-commerce platform for Internet retailers," said an executive at
Arbitron NewMedia.
The Net revolution continues to change how radio does business. Big
players are paying attention to anything having to do with streaming, digital audio downloads and partnering with traditional media.
Recently, America Online announced an alliance with National Public
Radio, under which NPR programming will be integrated into AOL's News
Channel, atop destination for online news.
Meanwhile, Microsoft announced Expedia Radio, asyndicated travel
program; it is atraditional radio complement to its online Web travel service. Other examples of such synergy abound.
In October of 1996, we wrote here that many broadcasters were ignoring
the Internet and the opportunities it presented. We urged managers to consider that the Web was more than just ahome page you update every few
days, but another medium that competes for your listeners, or coinplement\
your business.
Now, business people who understood that message three years ago are
profiting. Are you?
One interesting finding in the Webcasting study is that three-quarters of
users said they would increase their tuning to streaming media if aportable
device were available. When Web listeners can click through while driving
in their car or sitting under abeach umbrella, their habits of listening to traditional radio will change.
It's not too late. The crystal radio days on the Net may be passing, but
plenty of opportunity remains.

You Click

agreement to allow satellite- delivered
radio to subscribers in their cars. Then
the Ford Motor Co. signed adeal with a
competing company to provide a service
similar to that of GM.
Ford is hoping to have the receivers as
standard equipment in all Ford, Jaguar,
Volvo and Ford Trucks by 2001-02. So,
for $9.95 per month, you can have CDquality music without interruption and
news. Radio as we see it is going to have
to change to keep up with this, hopefully
becoming more community-/informationoriented.
You can only take so much "jukebox"
radio before you have to get information.
and hopefully such things as " schlockradio" will be gone. Sure, there is the
argument of First Amendment and free
speech. but Ibelieve that sloppy radio is
about to change.
Advertisers are going to be much more
attuned to where their advertising dollar
is going. and less likely to take a risk if
CD Radio is going to take ahunk out of
their audience, and radio shows that
offend even some of the public are likely
not going to be tolerated by an advertiser
who might see the total listenership start
to dwindle more.

Through

The ability to

— RW

receive CD-quality

Dear RW,
Ienjoyed reading "Helpful Hints for the
Radio Studio" in the June 9issue.
If Bruce Bartlett had added one additional step in the remix of the MIDI files it
would've made the project alittle easier.
That step would be to synchronize the
MIDI program to the workstation via
SMPTE or MTC. Then the need for
"sliding the tracks" in the workstation
would be eliminated on all the MIDI
tracks. The only tracks that would have
to be aligned in the " sliding" fashion
would've been the vocal tracks.
Eddy Seals
Home-Project Studio Owner
Air Talent/Producer, WWEV-FM
Atlanta

August 4, 1999

music, even by
subscription, is very
appealing to me.

some research to see how you are going
to be competitive in the future, or die at
your own hand.
John Lackness
Arlington, Texas
Low-power support

We are a mobile society, and music
instead of mindless chatter appeals to a
large segment of the population, to a
point. Inever would have thought this
possible 10 years ago, but Ihave to tell
you in all honesty, the ability to receive
CD-quality music, even by subscription,
is very appealing to me.
"OK radio, if you get eaten, it's your
own fault!" How are you going to
respond? Positively respond?
Idon't want to see the normal nambypamby response that we have gotten in
the past proclaiming that "Radio is OK
and we don't see this service as athreat."
That's the same approach that AM took
before being eaten alive by FM. You'd
better see it as a threat and start doing

Dear RW,
Iam disheartened by the negative press
that the LPFM proposals have been getting lately in your publication.
Iam asupporter of the LPFM proposal
in that Ionce was involved in pirate radio
also, due to the lack of opportunities to
enter into the radio profession. Iwas profoundly impressed with your editorials
on the issue and would like to thank you
for your support. It's just that lately. it
seems that the opposition has been getting more print space.
LPFM is an issue that will have profound future impact on the FM band, and
Isee it being represented as more of a
nuisance than a legitimate proposal. I
recognize that in all these instances your
paper may not be at fault, because you

have to allow certain people who are big
in the industry to express their views.
All Iask is that you be fair about the
issue. Cheap shots like the open letter to
FCC Chair Kennard ( RW, June 23) are
unwarranted, and if they are to be
allowed, then the LPFM proponents
should have their opportunity to make
their case with open letters also.
John Crutti
Engineer in Training
Owner, Crutti Recording Co.
Haney. La.
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Everyone Wants to Own aConvertible!

It doesn't matter what's under the hood...
4/0e

So... How About aConvertible Radio Console?
Our New W HEATSTONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory
now as a topnotch ANALOG on- air console Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL!
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our
top- of-the- line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it
to be converted from analog to digital in the field!
Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring—
all your existing studio connections simply replug. And
while we're at it, no re-training your staff either. A painless switchover on your own timetable, right ii your own
facility! If you need a new radio console now but aren't
quite ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new

V\/heatrtone Corporation

A- 5000— you'll like what's under the hood!

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28E62 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@wheatstone.com)

Circle 1441 0n Reader Service Cord

DIGITAL I
NTEGRATOR
DON'T LET THE TRADITIONAL LOOK FOOL YOU!
A meterbridge router controller panel can run our new
This new audio console from Wheatstone has the most Wheatstone rackmount switcher for hundreds of additional
advanced DIGITAL FEATURES available on the market inputs. The totally modular hot- swap design accepts both
today! How about serial control of all switch, fader and analog and digital inputs. Dual metering is simultaneous VU
eight- character source display settings— for
and full scale digital peak. Add a PC based
TRUE I
NTEGRATION with routers and
setup program for quick configuration of all
CD
Distl
SLD 21a
automation systems? Four stereo mix busses
displays, mutes, tallies, machine starts and
D''/,
•
',•
',•
with simultaneous digital and analog outputs?
mix- minus assigns ( once set the PC is removed
Multiple mainframe sizes? Dedicated phone
for console stand-alone operation) and you
modules with DSP generated mix- minus for
begin to see the power that lies behind this
easy control of two to four callers?
intuitively simple control surface.
BUT DON'T STOP HERE: optional DSP

UF

equipped modules allow programmable ducking with gain reduction and master/slave
selection, digital input attenuation, pan/balance, 4- band
sweep EQ ( plus sweep high pass), and compressor/limiter
with threshold, ratio, attack, release and makeup gain— all
on each input!

SOUND LIKE SOMETHING YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR? Give us a call here at

Wheatstone and ask about the brand new
D-600 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE— our sales engineers
would love to tell you more!

t_r-tcl,r)

Corrorc)ticDri

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@wheatstone.com)
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